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METHODOLOGY
Data Collection and Research Approach
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DATA COLLECTION - SOURCES

• Point-of-sales data and historical retail tracking

• Digital data tracking services

• IDG data-mining solutions

• IDG channel checks – stakeholder interviews with key industry contacts

▪ Developers

▪ Publishers

▪ Platform holders

▪ Retailers

▪ Distributors

▪ Technology companies

• Public sources

▪ Games industry publications

▪ Press releases

▪ Financial statements and company earning reports
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TERRITORIES

• North America: United States and Canada

• Western Europe: Austria, Benelux, France, Germany, Italy, the Nordic, Portugal, Spain, 

Switzerland, Turkey, and the United Kingdom

▪ Benelux: Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg

▪ The Nordic: Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden

• Asia: China/Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan

• Emerging Markets: Australia/New Zealand, India, Latin America, Middle East/North 

Africa, Poland, Russia, Southeast Asia, and Turkey

▪ Latin America: Brazil, Mexico, and ROLA (Argentina, Chile, Colombia, and Peru)

▪ Southeast Asia: Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam

▪ Middle East/North Africa (MENA): Algeria, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Libya, Kuwait, Lebanon, 

Morocco, Qatar, Saudi Arabia (KSA), Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, and United Arab Emirates (UAE)
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PROPRIETARY MODELS/FORECASTS

• IDG has built and leveraged several proprietary industry models, which are a key 

foundational element of IDG’s forecasts on the games market

• Throughout this report, there are content and analysis components that are driven by 

these models:

▪ IDG Market Model – focuses on console/handheld/PC retail games markets across established 

territories

▪ IDG Digital Model – focuses on the following digital segments across the US, Europe, Asia and 

Rest of World

▲ Mobile

▲ Digital Console

▲ Digital PC

▪ IDG Emerging Markets Model – focuses on physical and digital games revenues across 

emerging markets territories

8
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METHODOLOGY NOTES

• Currency – All revenue in each country is given in US dollars to keep consistency 

throughout the White Paper. For values throughout 2017, IDG uses the following 

currency exchange rates:

▪ 1 USD equals 0.89 euros

▪ 1 USD equals 0.78 British pounds

▪ 1 USD equals 1.30 Canadian dollars

▪ 1 USD equals 112.15 Japanese yen

• Average retail price (ARP) – the ARP referred to in each country represents the average 

price over the period of the data shown

• Sales tax/VAT – VAT (Value-added Tax) is included in all sales figures for Europe, but is 

not included in figures for the US, Canada, or Japan. The impact of this difference is a 

minor overstatement of Europe sales relative to North America and Japan.

9
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METHODOLOGY NOTES (CONT’D)

• Gross Domestic Product (GDP) – all GDP figures are reported in terms of purchasing 

power parity (PPP)

• Charts and tables – figures provided in charts and tables may not exactly equal the totals 

given due to rounding

• Year-over-year (Y/Y) – Year-over-year changes in sales activity are frequently presented 

in percentage terms. These percentage calculations are presented in both units (sales 

volume) and value (revenues) when available. Because of currency rate effects, the 

percentage change in revenues often measures differently depending on the base 

currency used in the calculation. In some cases, a translation of revenue into US dollar or 

euro is provided to allow a direct comparison between markets that use different 

currencies.

• Digital segmentation – IDG attempts to model out these segments both “bottoms-up” and 

“tops-down” where applicable. IDG aggregates all available data points to come up with 

its proprietary numbers. In no way do IDG’s projections for the digital segments represent 

reliable official sales data.

10
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LOOT BOXES One of the most successful means of generating high-margin revenue on PC and console has been loot boxes. While this monetization 

tactic will remain a mainstay of a publisher’s live services tool kit, the recent Star Wars Battlefront II loot box controversy, along with 

some regulatory agencies investigating whether there are similarities to gambling that require greater government oversight, have 

combined to dampen publishers’ enthusiasm on this mechanic and forced decision-makers to become more selective in how to deploy 

loot boxes within their games.

MAJOR INDUSTRY THEMES

• There is never a dull moment in the games industry. And one of the major risks as an analyst is following conventional 

wisdom, in placing too large of a premium on historical precedent as a harbinger of future trends.

• In that light, there are several integral themes that are currently impacting the market, with reverberations likely to touch

this space through 2018 and beyond:

The monetization boondoggle is stronger than ever, but is under greater scrutiny and threat: 

GEOGRAPHY Although the games market is becoming far more global in scope, with an increasing number of Western games penetrating Asia 

and Asian games penetrating the West, monetization remains a key strategic area that has yet to transcend geographic norms. For 

example, Western monetization techniques do not perform as well in Asia, and the corollary is also true in many cases. A Chinese 

mobile game might require monetization localization to succeed in the West, and a Western game might need the magic touch of 

Tencent or NetEase to successfully monetize Chinese gamers.

MTX > DLC DLC remains a critical component of an all-encompassing monetization strategy, especially for AAA console games that monetize 

across DLC and affiliated Season Passes. However, some tent-pole AAA franchises have moved incrementally away from DLC, 

with a greater emphasis on live services that lend themselves better to in-game microtransactions. This trend has ramifications for 

the overall industry, in terms of how content is merchandised and monetized, while also distorting the development pipeline for 

content away from launch + follow-on content to more of a live operations business case from the get-go. This shift might also

change the consumers’ perceived value of content over time.

1
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MAJOR INDUSTRY THEMES (CONT’D)

Virtual reality continues to underperform, while augmented reality could finally make a real splash this year

VIRTUAL REALITY By contrast, VR continues to muddle along in Year 3. While PS VR has sold over 2 million hardware units, there is still a distinct 

lack of compelling gaming software for VR. Part of the gap is tied to technical issues, while another part of the gap is explained 

by an investment vacuum since some of the major money that had backed VR in 2014-2016 has since pivoted to other 

investment opportunities. While HTC Vive and Oculus Rift are still resonating with core audiences, these two platforms have yet 

to reach beyond that niche segment to broader audience segments. Over time, gaming will remain a key showcase application 

for VR, but virtual tourism, live events, training, healthcare and other enterprise plays could likely represent a bigger VR 

opportunity in the long run.

AUGMENTED REALITY Beyond Pokémon GO, the AR/MR (Augmented Reality/Mixed Reality) market will likely benefit from a few key catalysts this     

year: 1) the continued software/OS support for smartphone AR via Apple’s ARKit and Google’s ARCore; 2) the long-awaited 

hardware launch from Magic Leap; 3) Microsoft’s continued support for HoloLens

2

13

Gaming has emerged as a top-notch content driver. But 2018 will likely demonstrate gaming’s breakout as a 

potential advertising/marketing driver via esports and online video content.

ESPORTS Esports took some major steps in 2017, with the rollout of Overwatch League (OWL), substantial improvements to the League of 

Legends esports infrastructure, increased viewership of esports events online, and greater investment in TV broadcasting of 

esports content. Esports franchises also became more experienced in managing a working P&L and identifying strategic 

partnership opportunities. While esports has been a strong user acquisition and engagement driver for game publishers, IDG 

anticipates that media companies will invest even more aggressively in esports in 2018 as it represents one of the few remaining 

content catalysts for cord cutters and millennial digital natives that have eschewed more traditional media.

3

ONLINE VIDEO CONTENT Part and parcel with esports is the rise of online video content and streaming, through the likes of YouTube, Twitch, and Youku, 

among others. Esports and influencer marketing collide to present newfound growth for marketers, games publishers, and 

platform holders.
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MAJOR INDUSTRY THEMES (CONT’D)

Battle Royale is becoming a pre-requisite mode for many tent-pole titles, and is an emerging, viable genre

FORTNITE VS. PUBG While PUBG emerged as a massive breakout hit last year on Steam and eventually Xbox Live, Epic’s Fortnite has stolen the 

thunder of many top-title incumbents with its pervasive Battle Royale mode. Moreover, Fortnite has gained a leg up on 

competitors since the game is F2P, while IDG channel checks indicate that the title is monetizing extremely well through its 

Battle Pass for $10. Fortnite has emerged as a major industry disruptor, with channel checks showing that the game is even 

stealing temporary share away from other online multiplayer-fueled games, including Call of Duty and Grand Theft Auto. IDG 

anticipates that Battle Royale is a genre that is here to stay, but with a greater focus as a primary gameplay mode within tent-

pole franchises as opposed to a broader standalone genre that can spawn hundreds of IPs. IDG proffers some predictions on 

this segment later in the Executive Summary.

4
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GAMING REMAINS A STRONG #2

15

• The digital transition is taking hold across all of these entertainment verticals

• Gaming remains a solid #2 category behind Television, while other entertainment verticals continue to lag

Source: IDG Analysis, comScore, PwC, Digital Entertainment Group 

$139B
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$42B $40B

2017 INDUSTRY COMPARISON BY GLOBAL REVENUE ESTIMATES

GAMING MUSIC INDUSTRY HOME VIDEO BOX OFFICE THEATRICAL

$263B

TELEVISION
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IDG GAMES MARKET SEGMENTATION

16
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IDG COMP MATRIX – PUBS/DEVS

17
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ECOSYSTEMS/PLATFORMS

18

Services within a platform’s ecosystem

Services that straddle multiple platform ecosystems

Retailers/Cloud Streaming/Online Console Networks within a platform’s ecosystem

Retailers/Cloud Streaming that straddle multiple platform ecosystems

VR/AR within a platform’s ecosystems

VR/AR that straddle multiple platform ecosystems

esports Teams/Leagues/Streaming Services within a platform’s ecosystems

esports Teams/Leagues/Streaming Services that straddle multiple platform ecosystems

Engines + Backend Stacks

L E G E N D

• Although some companies still specialize in a particular 

platform, an increasing number of services straddle multiple 

ecosystems in an effort to capture the widest breadth of players

• In addition to a lateral fanning out of companies and their 

associated services across several platforms, a heightening of 

the gaming experience and accretion of revenue streams has 

been occurring through additional layers of services such as 

Connected Console services, esports events, VR/AR 

hardware, and Cloud Streaming services, among others
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A WORLD OF CONTRADICTIONS

19

U P S I D E  T H E S I S T H E  F L I P  S I D E

The games market continues to grow to record levels, 

surpassing $139B in 2017 and on pace to reach 

$188B by 2022

Despite the strong top line performance, only 10-15% of mobile 

publishers are profitable, and the gap between AAA publishers and indie 

developers on PC and console continues to widen

Across the 3 major platforms (mobile, console, and 

PC), the mobile games segment is #1 with $59B in 

market value in 2017. Console was far lower, at $41B 

in 2017, but this also includes hardware revenue.

Yet segment market sizes do not tell the full story, as stock performances 

have reflected the inverse of this. While console stocks have been huge 

outperformers over the past several years, with EA, Take-Two, Activision 

Blizzard, Ubisoft, and other names all growing by triple-digit percentages 

(450-800%+), mobile gaming stocks have been major laggards as their 

growth has only been a fraction of the console stocks (30-40% in the past 

5 years).

China is the largest gaming market worldwide when 

isolating for software revenue alone, with dominant 

market share. Tencent, a Chinese gaming company 

based in Shenzhen, is also the world’s largest games 

publisher.

Although China has catapulted above the US for top billing in the past 

several years, many of the major Chinese gaming incumbents have seen 

decelerating growth trends in their home market. As a result, some of 

these Chinese gaming leaders have invested more heavily in overseas 

markets, as a hedge against plateauing China growth.

Companies such as Sony and Activision Blizzard 

continue to post strong year-over-year growth and 

market share increases 

The impressive business and financial performance of these companies 

is occurring at a time when critical senior executive leaders are turning 

over. More details are featured in the following slides.
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SUCCESS IS BELIED BY MAJOR EXEC CHANGES

20

While Sony Global has turned the corner from staggering financial losses to strong profitability, PlayStation 

has been at the heart of this turnaround as the PS4 has resoundingly won the current generation while 

functioning as a tent-pole within the broader Sony corporate umbrella. Despite this success, two major 

management changes have occurred in the past several months:

• Kazuo Hirai, the CEO of all of Sony, recently announced that he would step down after six years at the 

helm and after 34 total years with Sony

• Andrew House, the President/CEO of Sony Interactive Entertainment, left the company in Q4’17 after 27 

years with Sony and after six years running the global PlayStation business

Sony is not the only company where big changes are being made across successful companies. Activision 

Blizzard continues to perform well, with Call of Duty: WWII posting strong year-over-year gains versus Call of 

Duty: Infinite Warfare, while Blizzard’s portfolio has expanded significantly in recent years as the publisher’s 

investments in esports begin to bear fruit. However, another major management change occurred at 

Activision recently:

• Activision Publishing CEO Eric Hirshberg, a veteran of eight years, announced in January 2018 that he 

was leaving the company in March
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MAJOR EXEC CHANGES (CONT’D)
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Seismic executive changes did not stop with Sony and Activision Blizzard, however:

• Due to health and family reasons, GameStop CEO Paul Raines stepped down earlier in 2018. After a 

temporary stewardship of the CEO position by former CEO Dan DeMatteo, Michael Mauler (former 

President of International) was named the new CEO of GameStop on February 6, 2018.

• COO Tony Bartel and EVP of Strategic Business and Brand Development, Michael Hogan, also departed 

the company during this transition

• Beyond these major changes at the top of the food chain, IDG has noticed an increased velocity of 

executive turnover across all ranks of different organizations within the gaming market

• These changes have been occurring across companies that have both been purportedly performing well 

and those that have been underperforming in recent years

• This turnover highlights two key trends:

▪ As the market increasingly relies on hybrid skill sets (digital + retail), new executive leaders will sometimes be 

required to fulfill the ever-changing requirements of key success factors

▪ This turnover also underscores the contradictory world of gaming, where the broader market continues to outperform 

but execution at the company level remains extremely challenging
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GAMING’S UNIQUE DIGITAL REVOLUTION
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• One of the persistent themes in the games market is the growth of digital distribution. One of the underplayed pieces of this trend, 

however, is the fact that the games market has evolved digitally in a very different way from prior entertainment verticals (i.e. music, 

home video, and books).

• IDG has consistently noted that the games market has co-opted digital in a way that has helped to grow the market meaningfully, and 

learn from the mistakes of other mediums that failed to incorporate digital before digital overtook the industry incumbents

MUSIC

• The growth of iTunes and other digital download services, followed by streaming services such as Spotify, significantly upended the traditional retail-

oriented record industry

• Instead of adapting to these new business models, many of the older industry incumbents tried to fight the new distribution methods every step of the 

way, and in so doing rendered themselves extinct

HOME VIDEO

• With a two-step process of 1) DVD by mail via subscription followed by 2) streaming, Netflix disrupted the entire home video industry

• For years, Blockbuster (the major brick-and-mortar rental establishment) fought against Netflix’s digital upsurge, but ultimately ended up creating its 

own competing streaming service that cannibalized its legacy brick-and-mortar business

• Netflix then increased its competitive moat by becoming a major content player, by paying exorbitant sums of money to Disney and other studios for 

their content, as well as producing its own in-house content (e.g. House of Cards, Orange is the New Black, etc.)

BOOKS

• Before Amazon disrupted automotive, appliances, toys, electronics, and even games retail, patient zero of the Amazon growth path was books

• With greater selection, less inventory constraints, and more competitive pricing, Amazon put a lot of brick-and-mortar book stores out of business

• To further its lead in this vertical, Amazon created a novel e-reader called the Kindle, which has spawned a strong digital ecosystem for books via e-

book technology

• Instead of functioning as an additive piece to the broader books market, Amazon has instead cannibalized book industry incumbents, with e-books 

cannibalizing physical books commensurately
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GAMING’S UNIQUE DIGITAL REVOLUTION (CONT’D)
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• While digital distribution has made an indelible impact on these other mediums, one of the key takeaways is that 

the retail-centric industry incumbents chose to resist, rather than adapt to, the rapidly-changing landscape

• By the time these incumbents realized that they would need to radically change their business models, it was 

usually too late

• As a result, most of the traditional industry incumbents across music, home video and books were 

disproportionately hurt by the digital transition. Only the incumbents that incorporated digital best practices rapidly 

and radically were able to navigate and benefit from the digital transition.

• By contrast, the games market has evolved along the digital growth curve differently and uniquely from its 

entertainment brethren

GAMES

• Instead of being put out of business, as was seen in many cases in other verticals, the major game publisher incumbents integrated digital best 

practices into their portfolios and business models to meaningfully optimize against both growth AND profitability 

• This digital transition has also enabled platform holders such as Sony (PSN), Microsoft (Xbox Live) and Valve (Steam), and more recently Nintendo 

(eShop), among others, to become successful “retailers” of digital games content

• To be sure, many brick-and-mortar retailers have not been able to adapt swiftly enough to fit the changing needs of an increasingly digitized 

demographic

• But while digital has indeed cannibalized some of the games industry's legacy businesses, the broader role of digital has been far more additive and 

accretive on the whole. This, in IDG’s opinion, is one of the key differentiators of the games market, and a huge reason as to why the games market 

has continued to grow so strongly in the past 5 years.
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STEAM’S RELEVANCE IN TODAY’S MARKETPLACE
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• There have been many junctures in gaming history when PC gaming was declared dead

• Whether it was because of plateauing PC hardware sales, emerging growth from console and later mobile, or other 

competitive factors, PC gaming has taken a bad rap over the years

• Yet much of the growth and stability in the games market has been driven by PC gaming, especially in recent years

• One of the primary reasons for this successful growth is the longstanding viability of MMORPGs (especially in Asia, 

where popular titles include Lineage II, Fantasy Westward Journey, etc.), followed by the growth of MOBAs (League of 

Legends, Dota 2, etc.)

• Moreover, while overall PC hardware shipments have declined drastically over the past several years, the shipment 

growth of gaming PC hardware has been overwhelmingly strong and positive

• Another PC gaming hallmark has been the strength of Steam, which continues to gain significant market share in both 

established and emerging markets, while also planting seeds with rabid gamer audiences on up-and-coming games 

through its Early Access program

• In the past several years alone, indie standouts such as PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds and ARK: Survival Evolved 

have made huge names for themselves through the Steam Early Access program

• The following slides leverage IDG data analytics to examine the Steam audience in greater detail
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STEAM MAUS

25
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titles each month, thus total 
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monthly unique users on Steam.

Year-over-year Growth

The number of total MAUs 

has seen an acceleration in 

the last three quarters of 2017
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MAU SHARE BY GENRE
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Shooter Gains at Strategy’s Expense

After years of stability, the past 3 quarters 

have seen  the Shooter genre gain nearly 

10% in market share, while Strategy, and 

to a lesser degree Action, have seen 

market share decline.

Note: Genres ordered bottom to top from genre with highest May ‘15 – Dec ’17 combined MAUs to genre with lowest May ‘15 – Dec ’17 combined MAUs 



IDG PREDICTION POST-MORTEM
Taking Stock of Prior Analysis, Before Looking Ahead
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LOOKING BACK

28

• The IDG Analyst Team prides itself on accuracy across both quantitative and qualitative 

data points. In order to continually improve, it is important to look back at prior analysis, 

and see where we were right, and equally importantly, where we were wrong.

• On the whole, last year’s predictions were proven directionally accurate across the 

board, although there were some material trends and data points that were missed

• In the following slides, IDG analyzes some of these earlier predictions, whether or not 

they came to fruition, and what could be captured more accurately going forward
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RECAPPING 2017 – IDG PREDICTIONS

29

“The top PC titles will remain entrenched, but with concerns over slowdowns 

and declines with these longstanding franchises, at least one new breakout 

game will release to help offset the diminishing returns on the more 

established franchises, as Overwatch did in 2016”

• IDG accuracy: High

▪ Not only did franchise fatigue take hold in causing user growth plateaus on some key PC incumbents, but PlayerUnknown’s

Battlegrounds (PUBG) emerged as a critical new standout that propelled the PC gaming segment to new heights, while also 

cannibalizing more established top titles

• Areas that IDG missed: 

▪ IDG was 100% accurate in this prediction

▪ At the same time, one interesting missing piece to this equation was how rapidly other publishers began to emulate some of 

PUBG’s best practices. Games such as Fortnite on PC and Knives Out on mobile quickly replicated the popular Battle Royale 

mechanics from PUBG to gain market share in their own right.

#1
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RECAPPING 2017 – IDG PREDICTIONS (CONT’D)
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“Esports will gain more establishment-style credibility, with Activision 

Blizzard and EA organizing more esports tournaments and events in 

addition to the more hallowed League Championship Series-style events” 

• IDG accuracy: Relatively high

▪ The growth of professional management within esports was correctly predicted by IDG, as Activision Blizzard began its 

rollout of the Overwatch League, Riot improved its franchise ownership structure while changing relegation and player 

benefits rules, and other publishers increasingly organized more of their own esports tournaments

• Areas that IDG missed:

▪ However, IDG did not fully anticipate the level of continued difficulty that publishers and tournament organizers would face in 

terms of cultivating the optimal business model for broader esports growth

▪ While these economics challenges are being tackled more effectively today, the duration of the transition from “Esports 1.0” 

(organic competitively gameplay ecosystem driven by vibrant user communities) to “Esports 2.0” (marked by professional 

management, more stable player/league economics, etc.) is taking longer than IDG initially expected
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“Overall, IDG is cautiously optimistic on this Switch launch, as the broader 

console market needs a stronger mass-market presence, and it is possible that 

the Switch can fill this breach over time”

• IDG accuracy: Relatively high

▪ Through the first year of Switch’s market presence, Nintendo has once again outdone itself with a platform that has indeed fi lled the 

mass-market breach

▪ Moreover, Switch has already outperformed the original Wii at a comparable point in time, as Nintendo successfully increased its

manufacturing capacity to alleviate supply chain issues while launching strong 1st party tent-pole software in the launch year (e.g. 

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, Super Mario Odyssey, etc.) to properly support the platform

• Areas that IDG missed:

▪ Despite this prediction being directionally accurate, IDG’s own forecasts still missed the mark to some extent, as the first three 

Switch hardware forecasts were too low and needed to be upwardly revised

▪ IDG also placed too much pessimism on Nintendo’s ability to improve its supply chain ahead of the busy holiday season, with 

Nintendo outperforming IDG’s tepid expectations on hardware supply and producing impressive sales figures as a result
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“Mobile gaming will continue to grow solidly across most major territories 

and platforms. At the same time, the economics will be nearly impossible for 

90% of developers in the space. Development and user acquisition costs will 

continue to trend up significantly, as mobile ironically starts to resemble 

console at the AAA level increasingly for Top 10 titles.”

• IDG accuracy: High

▪ In 2017, the mobile games market once again increased 24% on a worldwide revenue basis, demonstrating the accuracy of the 

first part of IDG’s prediction

▪ Moreover, escalating development and user acquisition costs continued to plague most mobile game developers, with the 

curation and discoverability issues on the app stores only becoming tougher over time

• Areas that IDG missed:

▪ One key area that was missing in IDG’s initial thesis was the impact from soft launch/beta. Some of the most important mobile

publishers have increasingly placed more investment and R&D in soft launch, to tweak and optimize early-stage games to 

increase the likelihood of broader success. In this realm, publishers have used beta testing to help mitigate risk, although many 

games are seeing longer beta periods than before.
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“The continued strategy of upselling hardcore gamers through new iterative pieces 

of hardware will potentially provide a near-term boost to revenue with higher ASPs 

but at the same time this strategy will undermine the console industry’s ability to 

broaden out the user base to mass-market segments... potentially compromising 

console’s raison d’être in the long-term”

• IDG accuracy: Relatively high

▪ With heightened ASPs on premium-priced hardware such as PS4 Pro and Xbox One X, there was a near-term spike in hardware 

revenues versus prior-year periods when ASPs were generally lower

▪ Anecdotal data indicate that many of the consumers who bought premium hardware SKUs were indeed customers who were likely 

owners of earlier versions of hardware in these same platform product lines

• Areas that IDG missed:

▪ IDG was wrong to assume that this premium-priced, iterative hardware strategy was the “end-all be-all.” Both Xbox and PlayStation 

positioned these higher-priced consoles as part of a diversified portfolio strategy which also included lower-priced, mass-market 

hardware to placate the price-sensitive consumer segment.

▪ The pricing argument, in totality, also missed the significance of content. One of Xbox One X’s major weak points at launch was the lack 

of exclusive content, and even the inclusion of PUBG more directly benefited the One S over the One X. 
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Battle Royale will continue to grow massively across PC and console, but the 

bigger percentage growth driver in 2018 will come from Battle Royale on 

mobile. Battle Royale will also become a pre-requisite gameplay mode for 

many tent-pole IPs across a wide variety of genres, and could open the door 

for bigger console F2P activity in the coming years.

• Based on recent trends, it is highly likely that the mobile aspect of this prediction will come to fruition

• NetEase is already leading the way in this category, and Tencent’s collaboration with PUBG Corp on mobile implies 

that there could be strong brand crossover from PC/console to mobile this year as well

• One major risk factor is the possibility of market saturation due to excessive cloning, with new Battle Royale-

infused games such as Knives Out, Fortcraft, and other examples crowding the market

• Another major trend is that some of 2018’s biggest tentpole titles could include Battle Royale modes, and become 

a commonplace pre-requisite. For example, IDG believes that there is a possibility of a Battle Royale mode in 

games such as Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 and even Red Dead Redemption 2.

• Battle Royale gameplay modes will pervade all platforms—PC, mobile, and console—over the next 2-3 years
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Mobile gaming will continue to outpace growth on PC and console gaming, 

but the success rate on mobile at an individual title level will continue to lag 

that of PC and console

• This dichotomy, of stronger overall market-level success on mobile, contrasted with lower likelihood of success at 

the individual title-level, has already been trending over the past several years

• It is likely that this trend only becomes more pronounced in 2018, as development and user acquisition costs on 

mobile continue to skyrocket while the curation and discovery issues on the Apple and Google Play App Stores 

have yet to be alleviated

• Ironically, console might have the smallest overall market size but also presents a “bluer ocean” of opportunity 

versus the other two major platforms, with consolidation and declining competitive intensity providing new potential 

upside for indie developers on console platforms. Stardew Valley, a massive indie casual success, has emerged as 

the top digital download title on Nintendo Switch in the early going.
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Red Dead Redemption 2 and Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 will be the top two 

titles in the console market in 2018. Take-Two and Activision Blizzard have a 

lot at stake with these two titles, but based on early channel checks it does 

not appear that these games will disappoint in the marketplace.

• As games has evolved into a hits-driven business on AAA console, it stands to reason that these two highly 

anticipated games could end up at the top of the leaderboard

• RDR2 is shaping up to be a strong contender for game of the year, based on incredible pent-up demand, channel 

checks indicating high quality for the game, robust demand from retail and consumer channels alike, and the 

benefit of Rockstar’s own improving performance in terms of live services and online community management

• Despite the existing popularity of CoD: WWII, IDG still believes that Black Ops 4 could be poised to post growth 

over the already-successful WWII title. With speculation of boots-on-the-ground combat and thematic elements 

that resonate best with the FPS audience, not to mention that the Black Ops universe is the most successful COD 

sub-brand, IDG anticipates that this game will also be a top seller to rival RDR2 at holiday 2018.
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Single-player experiences will become less compelling to gamers with a 

heavier focus on and value attached to multiplayer gameplay. In conjunction 

with a departure from the single-player formula, linear games will be less 

commonly adopted by consumers who will gravitate towards open-world 

gaming environments.

• Game creation is evolving into an effort to design a living and breathing universe rather than a finite experience 

with set missions

▪ This progression has been manifested in the strong reception for open-world games that encourage exploration such as The 

Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild and Horizon Zero Dawn

▪ The “endgame” of these titles is no longer the focus for gamers who gain greater enjoyment out of participating in and with a

dynamic world rather than completing the final mission of the game

• As technical barriers previously restricting the number of concurrent players keep being broken down, games have 

become playgrounds where players can interact with their friends and other gamers rather than computer-

generated bots

▪ The number of players supported by a game has become a marketing tool for some game creators who have touted an 

increasing number of concurrent users

▪ The appreciation for playground-type gameplay is manifested by the growing demand for games with a Battle Royale mode 
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• The prior four predictions are predicated on existing data points and recent trends

• While none of those predictions are 100% certainties, the probabilities of these 

predictions occurring are greater than 70%

• The subsequent IDG prognostications outlined in future slides, on the other hand, are 

based less on data and certain event-driven catalysts, and more on potential future 

trends and a reading of the industry tea leaves

• They are less obvious, potentially more controversial, with a much lower percentage 

likelihood of potential occurrence 
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There will be at least two $1B+ M&A deals in gaming during 2018. Although 

the pace of consolidation and M&A activity has slowed down somewhat, 

gaming remains an attractive investment vehicle. 

• There have been many rumors bandied about in recent months about possible behemoth deals on 

the gaming front

• Rumored potential acquirers include Microsoft, Tencent, Facebook, and Google

• Companies that have been rumored to be acquisition candidates include Valve, Bluehole/PUBG 

Corp, Unity, Electronic Arts, and Take-Two

• While IDG refrains from reporting on M&A speculation in its research, it could be possible that 

multiple high-valuation M&A deals come to pass this year in the gaming sector, for the following 

reasons:

▪ Gaming boasts one of the most favorable growth profiles in entertainment (versus music, home video, etc.)

▪ Gaming has found a media trojan horse via esports and is speculated to be a killer early app in VR/AR/MR

▪ Companies with compelling user bases, platform economics, and proprietary intellectual property are in high 

demand, and some of the rumored takeout candidates have those traits
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Gaming technology and analytics represent a new frontier within the 

competitive landscape. Recent M&A deals and organic growth initiatives 

highlight this. Instead of buying users, some smart technology companies are 

building or buying developer ecosystems/tools/backend services, as a 

different way to reach users at more massive scale.

• Recent examples include:

▪ Amazon with its Lumberyard game engine and the acquisition of GameSparks, a backend service for live ops

▪ Google partnering with Improbable, the company behind the SpatialOS platform for large scale game worlds

▪ Microsoft buying PlayFab, another backend service for multiplayer live operations

• IDG believes that we are closer to the beginning of this trend, rather than the end. Ultimately, every 

major technology company will want to have control over its own platform and user economics, and 

one of the smartest ways to scale is to work directly with developers.

• In order to provide a full technology stack solution, companies in the analytics and server-side 

backend areas will need to complement front-end game engine components
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The loot box controversy will not go away in 2018. There will be continued 

controversy at the legislative, regulatory, and game publisher levels. At the 

same time, IDG finds it highly unlikely that loot boxes will be outlawed, and 

even in that worst case scenario, it is likely that publishers will find a new 

gameplay mechanic through which to effectively monetize user bases.

• The Star Wars Battlefront II loot box fiasco was not simply intrinsic to EA, although it added as a 

lightning rod of criticism. In recent weeks, EA decided to remove paid loot boxes from Battlefront II 

entirely.

• There have been many other publishers placed under the microscope, facing accusations of feeding 

into players’ psychological propensities to collect rare items through randomization.

• It is clear that this controversy will take time to sort out because of all of the different constituencies 

that are involved and need to be at the proverbial table for consensus: regulatory agencies across a 

myriad of jurisdictions (city, state/province, national, international), games industry trade 

organizations (national and international), platform holders, game publishers who own the rights to 

game IP, esports agencies, and consumers
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The loot box controversy … (continued)

• Based on IDG’s reading of the current loot box landscape, another solution beyond EA’s removal of paid loot 

boxes is to promote greater transparency

• In recent months, major gaming forces including Apple, Riot, and Bluehole, as well as the US and Chinese 

regulatory apparatuses, have led the way on increased transparency

▪ On iOS games, Apple requires developers to disclose the likelihood of receiving randomly generated items via a loot box

▪ Riot recently announced that for upcoming loot box items, the studio would declare the drop rates for each type of loot, as well

as highlight the rules governing item generation

▪ Bluehole, the creator of PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds, decided to reveal the likelihood of gaining items via in-game loot 

boxes

▪ Starting in 2016, China was already mandating developers to declare the odds of winning each item contained in loot boxes

▪ The US’s ESRB will apply an in-game purchases label to games that have post-launch monetization, though drop rates won’t 

be disclosed

• By providing greater transparency to end users, the randomized aspect of loot box mechanics is mitigated 
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New pockets of mobile gaming growth will include live trivia/set time gaming, 

new mobile games with enhanced esports functionality, and the continued 

evolution of interactive fiction/story-based games.

• One of the new cultural phenomena in gaming has been the rise of HQ – Live Trivia, which has shown a massive spike in MAU over 

the past several months

▪ Harking back to a forlorn era when TV watchers targeted certain shows as “appointment” viewing, HQ holds trivia-based games at a set 

time each day

▪ With compelling cash prizes and engaging hosts/personalities, this game experience relies on an event-driven catalyst to promote

meaningful engagement and monetization

• Mobile esports has been more of a hypothetical concept, despite the early traction from Skillz, Discord, and other startups. At the 

mobile publisher level, this is beginning to take shape, as new upcoming games from Supercell and MZ, as well as the existing

success of Honor of Kings and Vainglory, are beginning to demonstrate proof of concept for mobile esports titles.

▪ This is supported by the increasing utility of spectator-oriented gaming, as well as PvP modes that tie in with esports

▪ The Asian publishers are leading the way on mobile esports ecosystems, as evidenced by Tencent with the Arena of Valor World Cup, 

NetEase with the Rules of Survival World Championship, and Com2uS with the Summoners War World Arena Championship.

• Pixelberry Studios’s Choices, PocketGems’ Episodes, and a host of other franchises are beginning to show meaningful traction in the 

interactive fiction genre. This genre has helped to offset the atrophy of mass-market mobile gamers in more traditionally strong

categories from earlier years, such as Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure.
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We should expect a leveling out of the release calendar, with more AAA 

games being released outside of the holiday timeframe in upcoming years. 

Heavy-hitters will no longer be restricted to the October through December 

timeframe and these titles should punctuate the calendar more regularly.

• Partly in an effort to avoid clashing with the release of massive successes such as Red Dead 

Redemption 2 and Call of Duty: Black Ops 4, some publishers have pushed out their games to 

coincide with a release in the first half of the year, which traditionally has had a lighter games lineup.

• The past couple years have already been witness to blockbuster titles being shipped out to gamers 

in the earlier part of the year. Some 2017 examples that can be cited include Horizon Zero Dawn and 

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, while 2018 examples include Sea of Thieves, Far Cry 5 and 

God of War.

• IDG believes that rather than being an anomaly, this trend should continue in the next few years as 

the GaaS model entrenches itself more deeply into gamers’ consumption patterns and as the 

industry comes to witness that good games are played throughout the year rather than just for a few 

weeks of the year
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SALES REVENUE (PHYSICAL ONLY)
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2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY)

The total US games market (physical + digital) generated about $34.5 billion in 2017, growth of 14% y/y 

• The physical games market grew 11% y/y, reaching $9.1 billion 

• Hardware sales led growth, growing 25% y/y to $4.5 billion, while retail software sales were flattish, also at $4.5 billion

▪ Hardware sales were essentially split across just 4 platforms—PS4, Switch, Xbox One and 3DS, with unit market share of 32%, 29%, 26% and 

13%, respectively

▪ On software, retail sales were much more concentrated, with PS4 capturing 41% of retail volume, followed by Xbox One and Switch with 27% 

and 12% share, respectively

• When adding in digital console revenue, the total console gaming market is estimated to have grown 14% y/y to $15.4 billion 

• Overall, the US is estimated to have accounted for 46% of the primary global games market (US, Canada, Western Europe, Japan)

DIGITAL
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Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware.
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US IN 2017

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One PC

HW Units 3K 4.87M 2.18M 7K 5.42M 19K 4.28M -

HW Revenue $1M $1,478M $292M $1M $1,544M $3M $1,213M -

SW Units 2.3M 13.7M 8.4M 2.0M 45.9M 4.9M 30.4M 2.1M

SW Revenue $87M $728M $274M $43M $1,959M $102M $1,281M $46M
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US MARKET TRENDS

• The US remains a dominant market within the games sector and is the #1 games market globally for hardware and 

software across all segments. However, China has actually supplanted the US as the top global territory when only 

looking at software, thanks to China’s increasing strength on Mobile.

• Although the PS4 was leading Xbox One through most of the year and across the entire balance of 2017, Xbox 

One had a resurgence in the final months of 2017 in the US market

▪ Xbox One finally outsold PS4 on a units basis in the month of December

▪ On a revenue basis, Xbox One outstripped the PS4 in both November and December, driven largely by the upward pricing mix 

shift due to the Xbox One X, which has a much higher price than Sony’s competitor PS4 Pro 

• The Nintendo Switch also enjoyed an impressive 2017 launch, with a cumulative hardware installed base of 

roughly 4.9 million units by 2017 year-end

▪ The Switch, in line with prior popular Nintendo platforms such as the Wii, did face some supply shortages in the early going

▪ However, Nintendo was able to ameliorate its supply chain management issues ahead of the holiday, leading to an impressive 

sell-through of 2.6 million units in Q4 2017

▪ This hardware strength was driven largely by one of Nintendo’s best years in terms of software releases, led by the launch title

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, and bookended at the end of the year by Super Mario Odyssey, both of which were 

big hit titles that attached well with the console/portable hybrid platform

▪ IDG channel checks indicate that the Switch has been readily available at most retail outlets post-holiday, which might mean 

some incremental softness in demand until another big 1st party title like Super Smash Bros. launches by the end of 2018

▪ Though the company has yet to set a release window, Nintendo has confirmed it is working on a main-line Pokémon title for 

Switch that would likely expedite the demise of 3DS, which is still an important platform in places like Japan
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US MARKET TRENDS (CONT’D)

• Retailers continued to face challenges from digital, although a key trend has been increasing innovation across 

hybrid physical-digital business models

▪ GameStop recently announced a partnership with Xbox on the new Xbox Game Pass service, in an effort to evangelize this 

new service to more customers across multiple points of sale

▪ POSA cards remain a key growth driver for retailers, even though the margin structure on these SKUs is not always favorable 

versus physical game discs

▪ All of the leading games retailers, including GameStop, Best Buy, and Walmart, have been doing a better job of integrating 

online and offline offerings, and meshing their brick-and-mortar presence with their “dot com” ecommerce presence in more 

strategic ways

▪ Loyalty programs such as GameStop’s PowerUp Rewards are providing new upside and user stickiness within the customer 

value chain, while also blending digital best practices into the mix

• Despite executive turnover and digital challenges to its pre-owned business model, GameStop’s market share 

leadership remains solid, and has been buoyed by increasing traction on the Nintendo Switch

• By contrast, Target appears to be shifting focus away from the games category though it remains a popular retailer 

for Switch

• The loot box monetization issue, which has been a lightning rod of controversy due to connotations of gambling 

plus issues surrounding pay-to-win mechanics, will be a key consideration going forward since many of the 

publisher beneficiaries of this practice are US-based companies
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2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $11,334M $12,083M $12,642M $12,934M $13,060M $13,257M

Digital PC $7,723M $7,798M $7,965M $7,975M $7,881M $7,690M

Digital Console $6,367M $6,930M $7,407M $7,968M $8,848M $9,536M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

US DIGITAL TRENDS
• Digital growth continued unabated across all major platforms in 2017, with Digital Console functioning as one of 

the primary catalysts

▪ While Digital Console strength has not yet reached massive scale in other parts of the world, the US has been the leading 

market in this category, with broad-based strength across PSN, Xbox Live and increasingly, Nintendo’s eShop

▪ Digital software share on console has ramped up significantly in the US, at a higher clip than most other major territories. Some 

titles have posted digital share in the 18-25% range, while some others have reached much higher ranges of 25-40%.

• Mobile gaming continued to outpace Digital PC and Digital Console, despite some title fatigue on leading 

incumbents including Clash of Clans, Game of War: Fire Age and Mobile Strike 

• Steam remains a formidable force on PC, as breakout games such as PUBG have solidified market leadership in 

the US (as well as China)

• IDG anticipates that there could be further consolidation in the digital ranks this year, based on a resource and 

market share gap between well-capitalized incumbents and developers that fall through the competitive cracks

REST OF WW

2,967M

ANDROID 103M

IOS 122M

OTHER 2M

US

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)
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US RETAIL LANDSCAPE TREEMAP

GameStop

• Overindexes on used business, rewards program 

membership, and Nintendo hardware/software

• Underindexes on digital and store count

Walmart

• Overindexes on customer base and price discounting

• Underindexes on ecommerce

Best Buy

• Overindexes on rewards program membership

• Underindexes on Nintendo hardware/software

Steam

• Overindexes on core and indie PC titles

• Underindexes on casual PC and premium-priced titles

Amazon

• Overindexes on marketing and rewards program membership

• Underindexes on inventory and marketplace consistency

Target

• Overindexes on Nintendo hardware/software and store count

• Underindexes on dedicated floor space and core titles
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US KEY GAMING COMPANIES

ACTIVISION BLIZZARD

Publisher

Activision Blizzard released three hit titles 

in 2017, including sequels for its tentpole 

franchises, Call of Duty and Destiny, as 

well as a well-received remaster of the 

Crash Bandicoot trilogy exclusively for PS4

Activision Blizzard’s other major 

accomplishment in 2017 was laying the 

groundwork for its Overwatch League 

Although there were some delays in the 

timeline, as well as controversy over the 

reputed high price of OWL’s franchises, the 

preseason successfully kicked off in 

December 2017

RIOT GAMES

Publisher

Riot Games announced significant 

overhauls to the structure of, first, its NAM

League of Legends Championship Series, 

then Europe’s

Riot’s changes are seen as moving the 

esports industry forward by establishing 

industry best practices for major esports 

leagues, including franchising, minimum 

player salaries, and revenue share

Riot Games founders Brand Beck and 

Marc Merrill announced they would step 

down from running Riot Games in order to 

support new game development

VALVE

Publisher

Valve spent much of 2017 struggling to 

address Steam’s game discoverability 

issues, as well as cracking down on 

fraudulent practices within the marketplace

In addressing the former, Valve launched 

its Steam Direct program to replace 

Greenlight, released new graphing tools for 

users to identify “review bombs,” as well as 

more tools for Curators

In addressing fraud, Valve announced new 

restrictions for Steam keys and removed 

hundreds of fraudulent titles from its 

storefront

XBOX

Console Manufacturer / 

Publisher

Microsoft launched a monthly game 

subscription service for Xbox Live called 

Game Pass

The company also opened its Xbox Live 

Creators Program to the public 

MSFT unveiled a suite of Mixed Reality 

headsets manufactured by third-party 

partners, as well as games and apps

In spite of its high price point and lack of 

exclusive games, Xbox One X sold well 

upon release—though not well enough to 

give XBO edge over the PS4

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Publisher

EA’s tentpole title in Q1, Mass Effect: 

Andromeda, released to a tidal wave of 

criticism due to its technical shortcomings

EA’s closure of its renowned Visceral 

Games studio prompted many to lament 

the decline of single-player games in the 

age of “Games-as-a-Service”

EA became embroiled in controversy at the 

end of 2017 over the monetization 

strategies implemented in Star Wars 

Battlefront II, including its use of virtual 

currency and loot boxes

TAKE-TWO INTERACTIVE

Publisher

Take-Two acquired mobile studio Social 

Point, with the plan to bring several of its 

key franchises to mobile platforms

T2 announced a partnership with the NBA 

to launch an esports league for its NBA 2K 

game franchise starting in 2018

2K President Christoph Hartmann left the 

company and was replaced by COO and 

SVP of Publishing David Ismailer

Moving forward, Take-Two revealed that 

breaking into the Chinese gaming market 

would be a key focus of its efforts

WARNER BROS. 

INTERACTIVE ENT.

Publisher

WB entered the world of esports in 2017 

with its Injustice 2 Championship Series, 

partnering with major esports companies 

such as ELEAGUE and Twitch

Warner Bros. made the decision to 

discontinue making new games for the 

LEGO Dimensions toys-to-life series

WB took over retail distribution of hit title 

Rocket League in 2017

Warner’s largest release in 2017 was 

Middle-earth: Shadow of War, sequel to 

Shadow of Mordor

TWITCH

Streaming Platform

In 2017, Twitch focused on increasing the 

number of monetization opportunities for 

streamers

Examples include: the ability to purchase 

games and DLC content directly from 

Twitch channels and streams, with revenue 

sharing for Partners and Affiliates; a two-

tiered subscription package plan; and the 

ability to “tip” one’s favorite streamers

Twitch also launched Twitch Extensions, 

which allow developers to implement their 

own ways to boost engagement and 

monetization on their streaming channels
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US SWOT ANALYSIS

S T R E N G T H

• The US remains one of the most balanced gaming markets in 

the world, with market share leadership across Console, Mobile 

and PC

• Digital distribution share growth has outpaced that of other 

Western territories, especially in certain parts of Europe

• The US also boasts a healthy competitive balance within 

Console, with Sony, Xbox and Nintendo all showing greater 

parity versus other countries that are Sony-dominant

W E A K N E S S

• Just as Western publishers are increasingly looking at the Asian 

markets for growth, the corollary is also occurring

• As a result, competitive intensity continues to heighten with 

major Asian entrants such as Tencent and Nexon not only 

competing for market share, but also fueling consolidation via 

M&A

• Franchise fatigue persists, with publishers of all stripes 

continuing to pursue sequels as opposed to original IP

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• While earlier years showed greater monetization innovation from 

PC and mobile publishers, US-based console publishers have 

led the way in monetization innovation in more recent years

• Loot boxes and hybrid full-game + MTX models have emerged to 

boost publisher bottom lines and spike longer-term user 

engagement within brand universes, although this area is now 

rife with controversy

• Much of the investment and business development activity 

around esports and VR/AR is concentrated in the US

T H R E A T

• The digital share shift continues to threaten the viability of 

existing retail business models, forcing retailers to mitigate their 

“Innovator’s Dilemma”

• The FCC’s recent decision to end net neutrality could 

significantly disintermediate Internet-based games in the US

• Development costs for AAA games continue to skyrocket, along 

with user acquisition, widening the gap between the “haves” and 

“have-nots”
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US TOP PUBLISHERS – 2017

Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Activision Blizzard 19%

2 Electronic Arts 19%

3 Nintendo 16%

4 Take-Two Interactive 9%

5 Ubisoft 9%

6 Microsoft 6%

7 Sony 4%

8 Warner Bros. Interactive 4%

9 Disney Interactive Studios 4%

10 Bethesda 2%
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US TOP TITLES – 2017

Rank Title Unit Sales

1 Call of Duty: WWII 6.76M

2 NBA 2K18 3.59M

3 Madden NFL 18 3.27M

4 The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 3.14M

5 Grand Theft Auto V 2.78M

6 Super Mario Odyssey 2.54M

7 Mario Kart 8 2.34M

8 Destiny 2 1.95M

9 Star Wars Battlefront II 1.91M

10 Minecraft 1.90M
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SALES TIERS – 2017 VS. 2016
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$4.53B $4.43B
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$4.55B
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$5.17B
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33% 33% 34% 34% 33% 33%

18% 19%
20% 21% 22% 24%

13% 14%
14% 13% 13%

13%

13% 12% 10% 10% 12% 10%

22% 22% 22% 21% 20% 19%

0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

US PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MARKET SHARE (2017-2022E)

$11.33B $12.08B $12.64B $12.93B $13.06B $13.26B

$6.37B
$6.93B

$7.41B $7.97B $8.85B $9.54B

$4.51B
$4.99B

$5.15B
$4.99B

$5.20B
$5.16B

$4.53B

$4.43B
$3.58B

$3.68B
$4.60B $4.11B$7.72B

$7.80B $7.96B
$7.97B

$7.88B $7.69B$46M
$37M $20M

$15M

$10M $8M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

US PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

US DIGITAL + PHYSICAL BIG PICTURE
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3%

$259M

$351M$358M
$375M

Hardware Software

1.0M

9.4M

1.3M

9.5M

Hardware Software

CANADA VIDEO GAME MARKET

63

CANADA
JAPAN

W. EUROPEUS

2016 2017

+27% y/y

DIGITAL

72%

PHYSICAL

28%

2017 PHYSICAL VS. DIGITAL

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY) SALES REVENUE IN USD (PHYSICAL ONLY)

The Canadian games market, including both physical and digital gaming revenue, grew 25% y/y to $2.6 billion, up from $2.1 billion in 2016

• The physical console games market alone grew 20% y/y to $729 million with hardware driving most of that growth

▪ Hardware revenue grew 38% y/y to $358 million, primarily due to strong Switch sales. While PS4 was the #1 hardware seller in 2017 with 34% share of 

volume, the Switch was close behind with 30% market share. 

▪ Software, on the other hand, was flattish in volume and up 7% y/y in revenue. The top 3 platforms were the PS4, Xbox One and Switch, which accounted for 

44%, 22% and 12% of unit market share, respectively.

• Canada’s digital games market, which is estimated to be worth more than 2.5x that of the physical games market (including hardware), is primarily 

dominated by mobile games (42% share) and digital PC gaming revenue (38%)

• In 2017, Canada was roughly 3% of the primary gaming markets covered in this report (US, Canada, UK, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Benelux, 

Nordic region and Japan)

Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware.

+0.5% y/y

+38% y/y
+7% y/y
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CANADA IN 2017
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3%

Wii U

12%

Switch

8%

3DS

<1%

PS Vita

3%

PS3

44%

PS4

5%

Xbox 360 22%

Xbox One
1%

PC

SOFTWARE UNIT MARKET SHARE - 2017

0.6M

0.4M

1.9M

2.9M

2.1M

3.4M

1.4M

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One

CUMULATIVE INSTALLED BASE

Thru 2016 2017

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One PC

HW Units 0.4K 398K 189K 0.1K 454K 1.3K 278K -

HW Revenue $0.1M $124.9M $24.5M $0.0M $131.6M $0.2M $76.3M -

SW Units 298K 1,132K 792K 318K 4,129K 472K 2,090K 91K

SW Revenue $11.1M $64.3M $25.7M $5.3M $170.7M $8.1M $83.6M $3.1M

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = C$1.30
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• The Canadian gaming market shares many of the same market trends as seen in the US, but one slight 

difference is that Canadian gamers tend to skew more “core” on average than their US counterparts in their 

choice of gaming platforms. In other words, PC gaming overindexes in Canada versus the US while mobile 

gaming underindexes in Canada versus the US.

• In addition, Canada has never been as strong on Xbox, so Canada’s console market tends to favor Nintendo 

and PlayStation brands

• The Canadian dollar has stabilized against the US dollar in the past few years, but the ARP of a new console 

game remains CAD 80 (close to CAD 90 after tax)

• As a result, many Canadian gamers looked to Amazon.ca Prime’s 20% discount for preorders as a way 

to mitigate the price increase

CANADA MARKET TRENDS
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USD : CAD 2016 - 2017• However, during 2017, Amazon.ca first reduced the 

discount to 10%, then did away with it altogether 

(although the discount remains for US Amazon 

Prime subscribers), drawing ire from gamers

• The higher price points have more strongly impacted 

games that cater to consumers with greater price elasticity, 

such as family-oriented games like the Lego series
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• The Canadian economy saw its GDP grow 3.1% y/y in 2017, a significant improvement upon 2015 and 2016’s 

tepid increases of 0.9% and 1.5%, respectively—and making Canada the leader of the G7 countries for GDP 

growth in 2017

▪ The Canadian economy benefitted from several factors. The government recently established a more open immigration policy 

with the aim of boosting the economy through population growth. In addition, minimum wages have been increasing across 

several provinces and will continue to increase through 2020. The unemployment rate had reached historic lows at the end of 

2017. However, 2018’s GDP growth is expected to slow once more to 2.2%.

• Since his election, Donald Trump has consistently espoused his desire to renegotiate the North American Free 

Trade Agreement (NAFTA), indicating he would withdraw from the agreement altogether if it was not altered to his 

liking. If this were to come to pass, Canada’s economy would be significantly impacted as it is one of the US’s 

biggest trading partners. 

• Recent steel and aluminum tariffs enacted by the US also imperil Canadian economic prospects, although the 

most recent development is that Canada will be exempted from these protectionist policies

• Canada has one of the largest game development markets in the world

▪ In 2017, ESA Canada (ESAC) reported that Canada’s game development industry ranked #3 in size behind the US and Japan, 

growing from a $3.0 billion contribution to Canada’s GDP in 2015 to $3.7 billion in 2017

▪ Quebec, British Columbia and Ontario, in that order, have the most thriving game development scenes

CANADA MARKET TRENDS
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CANADA DIGITAL TRENDS

67

• All three of Canada’s digital gaming segments experienced healthy growth in 2017, outpacing growth in the 

physical games sector so that digital gaming now accounts for nearly ¾ of the total Canada gaming market

• Mobile is the largest digital category in Canada

▪ Many mobile gaming companies leverage Canada as a test market in which to soft-launch new games, since it is seen as a 

smaller version of the US market

▪ Indeed, the top 8 mobile games in 2017 were exactly the same in Canada and the US—albeit with slight differences in ranking 

of individual titles

• Console is the smallest digital category but is estimated to have seen the greatest growth of the 3 digital segments 

in 2017 

▪ Several factors contributed to Digital Console’s strong growth in 2017—the continued strength of the PS4, the release of PUBG

on Xbox One, and the strong launch of the Switch

REST OF WORLD

1,567M

ANDROID 13M

IOS 12M

OTHER 678K

CANADA

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $785M $918M $1,029M $1,121M $1,189M $1,212M

Digital PC $694M $729M $751M $758M $720M $699M

Digital Console $371M $501M $601M $661M $727M $785M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)
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CANADA DIGITAL TRENDS (CONT’D)

68

• It is estimated that a core console title will see about a 50/50 split between digital/physical sales, but more casual 

or family-oriented games tend to see a lower digital share of about 25%

• Digital Console has also been affected by the increase in prices seen in Canada

▪ In February 2017, Xbox Live increased the price of an annual Gold subscription from CAD 59.99 to CAD 69.99 to match the 

price of a PlayStation Plus annual subscription, which Sony raised in late 2016

• PC gaming is the most core gaming segment in Canada, with Steam the leading platform

▪ In 2016, Canada’s Steam user base was about 20% the size of the US Steam userbase, but in 2017, that percentage increased 

to 22%

▪ Canadian Steam users also tend to log more hours than their US counterparts. One popular theory is that the prolonged cold 

season in Canada makes gaming a popular pastime, and indeed the current winter being experienced across Canada is 

reportedly one of the coldest seen in many years. 

▪ As in most parts of the world, PUBG and other battle royale games saw an explosion in popularity in 2017

▪ In fact, in January 2018, Canadian Steam gamers logged some of the longest hours in the whole world playing PUBG, ranking 

alongside the leading Asian countries (China, Taiwan, Vietnam, Hong Kong) for average number of hours played by user

• While the Canadian esports market is still fairly niche, Canada’s esports followers are passionate

▪ In the summer of 2017, Canadian premium TV network Super Channel, in partnership with UK-based GINX eSportsTV, 

launched a 24-hour premium channel dedicated to esports

▪ Canada is home to numerous leagues and event organizers including the Canadian League of Gamers (CLG), which operates 

the Northern Arena tournaments, and the Canada E-Sports League (CEL, which specializes in non-professional tournaments)
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CANADA RETAIL LANDSCAPE TREEMAP

69

EB Games

• Overindexes on all physical SW releases

• Underindexes on digital

Best Buy

• Showing signs of y/y growth; overindexes on sports releases

• Overindexes on PS4/Xbox One and PC releases

Walmart

• Similar to Walmart US, focused on EDLP (Everyday Low 

Price) Program

• Overindexes on Nintendo and old-gen

Amazon.ca

• Growing overall across most platforms; overindexes on 

Nintendo and PC

• Underindexes on PS4/Xbox One software; lack of Prime 

offering in Canada has been a headwind

Solutions 2 Go

• Not a classic retailer, but an exclusive and/or master 

distributor for major 1st and 3rd party publishers

• Controls the value chain on "Mom & Pop" games retailers in 

Canada

Steam

• Overindexes on core and indie PC games

• Underindexes on casual PC games; growing F2P share
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CANADA KEY GAMING COMPANIES

BEHAVIOUR 

INTERACTIVE

Developer

Behavior is reportedly the largest indie 

development studio in Canada

In March 2017, Behaviour released two 

new DLC chapters for hit title Dead by 

Daylight, which has sold over 3M copies

The company added a free tier to MMO 

Warhammer 40,000: Eternal Crusade

In addition, the studio released Knightfall: 

Rivals, a card battling game, in July 2017

Behaviour is currently contributing to 

development of MMO Star Citizen

CAPCOM VANCOUVER

Developer/Publisher

Capcom’s sole Canada-based studio,  

Capcom Vancouver, had a relatively quiet 

year in 2017

The studio released its first mobile game, 

Puzzle Fighter, in September 2017, as well 

as the Frank’s Big Package DLC for Dead 

Rising 4, in December 2017

Under the surface, however, the studio has 

been in a hiring flurry throughout 2017, as 

it has been working to build out a mobile 

esports platform in partnership with Beeline 

Interactive

HINTERLAND GAMES

Developer

Independent developer Hinterland Games, 

known for its minimalist survival game The 

Long Dark officially released the title, which 

had been in Early Access for several years

The Long Dark has already sold more than 

1M copies

Hinterland also released a cinematic short 

narrated by Christopher Plummer and 

announced a movie deal with Bolt Pictures, 

which was founded by Resident Evil 

franchise producer Jeremy Bolt

UBISOFT

Developer

Although Montréal is Ubisoft’s largest 

Canada-based studio (and in fact stands as 

the world’s largest game development 

studio with 3,050 employees), the company 

also own studios in Toronto, Quebec City, 

Halifax, and in 2017, opened a location in 

Saguenay

Games released in 2017 include 

Assassin’s Creed: Origins, For Honor and 

South Park: The Fractured but Whole

2017 marked Ubisoft’s 20th year of 

operating in Canada

WARNER BROS. 

INTERACTIVE ENT.

Developer/Publisher

WBIE operates a development subsidiary 

in Canada, Warner Bros. Games Montréal, 

that is best known as the studio behind 

Batman: Arkham Origins

Though the studio has been quiet for a few 

years, WB Games Montréal is rumored to 

be working on a new open world title using 

another DC Comics’ IP

WBIE also partnered with Northern Arena, 

a Canadian esports firm, to organize a 

tournament for Injustice 2 in Canada which 

has reached 100K views on Twitch

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Developer/Publisher

EA has several studios in Canada, including 

in British Columbia, Montréal and Ontario

EA Canada (in BC) works on many of the 

major EA Sports franchises, including this 

year’s FIFA 18 and NHL 18

Motive Studios, which integrated the former 

Bioware Montréal studio in August, released 

two games in 2017: Mass Effect: Andromeda

and Star Wars: Battlefront II (the latter in 

collaboration with Criterion Games and EA 

DICE)

Motive is currently developing a major new IP 

for EA entitled Anthem

STUDIO MDHR

Developer

With a team size of only 14 people, and 

after 5 years of development, brothers 

Chad and Jared Moldenhauer brought their 

long-awaited 1930s art style game 

Cuphead to PC and Xbox One

The game was an instant success, selling 

over 1M copies in a few months and 

winning multiple awards and even the 

praise of Canadian PM Justin Trudeau

A few months after release, a fraudulent 

copycat of Cuphead was released on the 

Apple App Store

EIDOS MONTRÉAL

Developer

In 2017, Eidos Montréal released the Deus 

Ex: Breach DLC, as well as a VR 

experience for Deus Ex: Mankind Divided

Eidos Montréal, in collaboration with 

Marvel Entertainment and sister Square 

Enix studio Crystal Dynamics, announced 

they would be developing a game based on 

The Avengers franchise

Eidos Montréal celebrated its 10th

anniversary in 2017
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CANADA SWOT ANALYSIS
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S T R E N G T H

• Canada’s government is one of the most pro-gaming 

governments in the world, supporting local game creators via tax 

credits, subsidies, and public-private partnerships. Currently, 

Canada ranks third in the world for developing games, with over 

20,000 people employed in the industry.

• The indie scene is solid, as evidenced by Studio MDHR, the 

makers of Cuphead

• The console landscape also remains vibrant

W E A K N E S S

• Pricing remains challenged by a weak exchange rate between 

the Canadian dollar and the US dollar

• However, this longer-term devaluation trend has been reversed 

in recent months, as the Canadian dollar has begun to rally

• Hockey remains the lone Canada-specific genre for gaming. 

Beyond this category, most of Canada’s other popular genres 

align directly with those of the US.

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Canada has emerged as a popular “soft launch” territory for 

mobile games ultimately targeted for the US

• Government support is also growing a non-development games 

services presence. For instance, Player Research, a division of 

Keywords Studio, is opening a user research lab in Montreal.

• Esports is still more nascent in Canada versus the US, but is 

growing. Canadian movie company Cineplex invested $15 million 

to acquire an esports company and create an esports league.

T H R E A T

• The current US administration’s efforts to end and/or renegotiate 

NAFTA could have significant trading effects on the Canadian 

games market, with 75% of revenues driven by exports

• Although no abatement of government support is on the horizon, 

any reduction in government support for the games industry 

would exert a disproportionately negative impact in the region 

since many local studios are so dependent on government 

financial support to survive
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CANADA TOP PUBLISHERS – 2017
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Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Nintendo 20%

2 Electronic Arts 16%

3 Activision Blizzard 14%

4 Ubisoft 10%

5 Take-Two Interactive 7%

6 Sony 6%

7 Warner Bros. Interactive 6%

8 Bethesda 4%

9 Microsoft 4%

10 Square Enix 4%
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CANADA TOP TITLES – 2017
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Rank Title Unit Sales

1 Call of Duty: WWII 500K

2 Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 320K

3 NHL 18 250K

4 Grand Theft Auto V 215K

5 Super Mario Odyssey 210K

6 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe 190K

7 Minecraft 175K

8 Assassin’s Creed Origins 150K

9 Star Wars Battlefront II 145K

10 Destiny 2 140K
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CANADA PHYSICAL MARKET OUTLOOK
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24%

$680M

$1.02B

$830M
$1.08B

Hardware Software

UK VIDEO GAME MARKET
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2.4M

23M

3.0M

25M

Hardware Software

UK

REST OF W. EUROPE

2016 2017

+22% y/y

2017 PHYSICAL VS. DIGITAL

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY) SALES REVENUE IN USD (PHYSICAL ONLY)

The UK games market grew 16% y/y to $5.1 billion, including both physical and digital gaming revenue

• The physical games market grew 12% y/y to $1.9 billion, thanks to growth in both hardware and software revenue

▪ Hardware led growth with a 22% y/y boost to reach $830 million, while physical software revenue was up only 5% y/y to $1.1 billion

▪ There were really only 4 active platforms in 2017—the PS4 with 39% market share of hardware volume, followed distantly by the Xbox One (27%), Switch (23%) and 3DS (11%)

▪ Software was similarly skewed, with the PS4 capturing nearly 50% of all physical game sales

• Console was neck-and-neck with Mobile as the largest digital segments in the UK with 36% share each—bringing the UK’s total console 

market valuation to approximately $3.0 billion

▪ Mobile also captured 36% share, slightly ahead of Console, and Digital PC was 28% of the digital games market in 2017

• Altogether, the UK market now accounts for 24% of Western Europe, making it the largest games market within the region

DIGITAL

62%

PHYSICAL

38%

Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware.

+7% y/y

+22% y/y

+5% y/y
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1%

Wii U

8%

Switch

5%

3DS

1%

PS3

50%

PS4

2%

Xbox 360
32%

Xbox One
1%

PC

SOFTWARE UNIT MARKET SHARE - 2017

0.6M 0.7M

3.7M

6.1M

5.3M

8.9M

4.2M

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One

CUMULATIVE INSTALLED BASE

Thru 2016 2017

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One PC

HW Units 7K 698K 331K 0.4K 1,152K 4K 791K -

HW Revenue $1.9M $249.1M $40.2M $0.0M $312.1M $0.6M $226.1M -

SW Units 221K 2,041K 1,318K 196K 12,333K 384K 8,031K 342K

SW Revenue $8.0M $112.4M $46.1M $4.7M $542.3M $9.3M $340.2M $11.2M
Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = £0.78
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• The UK has lost its position as the dominant physical games market in Europe, as the country has had a 

longer-term decline trend while Germany has seen vast growth that’s put it roughly in-line with the UK’s 

market size

• Brexit is one of several key headwinds hindering the UK games market, as it has exacerbated uncertainty 

around the trade and labor markets. Moreover, a recent Ukie survey indicated that roughly two-fifths of 

gaming companies are seriously considering relocation outside of the UK.

▪ This uncertainty also applies to non-UK, EU citizens, who currently reside in and work in the UK within the games 

industry

• As a potential offset against Brexit-derived turbulence, the European Commission extended VGTR (UK’s 

Video Games Tax Relief) until 2023. VGTR has been instrumental in supporting local UK games studios in 

recent years.

• While Xbox One has been a severe underperformer throughout most of Europe, the UK remains one of 

the Xbox One’s only considerable strongholds vis-à-vis the PS4

▪ Although PS4 is still materially outselling the Xbox One in the UK, the sales gap is not as wide as what is seen in 

most other parts of Europe and the EMEA market more broadly

▪ In fact, the UK’s Xbox One sell-through in 2017 was roughly in-line with the sell-through of the rest of EFIGS 

(England, France, Italy, Germany, Spain) combined
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• The Nintendo Switch has been an upside surprise in the UK, with a strong launch effort of 698K units in 2017

• One of the major themes at UK games retail has been volatility

▪ IDG channel checks indicate that hypermarkets have been de-emphasizing games in favor of other boxed product 

categories

▪ At the same time, the challenge of pricing discrepancies and volatility in the market has persisted. Some publishers have 

indicated that the lack of uniformity on pricing from one retailer to another, even at launch for certain games titles, has 

made it more difficult for publishers to execute in the UK market.

▪ This pricing issue has been exacerbated by a trend of price-matching. Some local contacts indicate a chain reaction of 

sorts, in which Argos and other hypermarkets discount top-tier games on Day 1, followed by Amazon who also matches 

that price. And soon after, other incumbents such as GAME might decide to match that lower price as well. 

▪ While the consumer wins in this scenario, it leads to a race to the bottom for the retailers, and shrinks margins that much 

more in an already-difficult retail environment

• GAME remains the leading retailer in the market, although the company has faced some financial issues in 

recent years

• Argos and Sainsburys have merged, leading to increased complexity within the value chain

• Amazon has been a strong market share grower, now reaching over 20% market share after only enjoying 

single-digit market share in earlier years
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REST OF 

EUROPE 511M

ANDROID 21M

IOS 22M

OTHER 1.5M

UK

UK DIGITAL TRENDS
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• The UK has been one of Europe’s leading lights in terms of the digital software share shift

• While other countries such as France are seeing console digital software share around 25-35% for most 

AAA titles, IDG channel checks indicate that some UK titles can see digital share as high as 30-40%+ in 

certain cases

• Part of this digital share shift has been pronounced weakness for UK retail, but another part of this is that 

publishers of all shapes and sizes have increasingly factored digital into their strategic calculus

• One key trend to monitor is the impact of Brexit on the British pound

▪ As Brexit has materialized, it has had a downward effect on the British currency

▪ With this devaluation, there have been some pricing discrepancies in the digital games market, as evidenced by Apple 

raising iOS App Store prices in certain cases to offset the currency devaluation issue

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $1,133M $1,567M $1,718M $1,836M $1,975M $2,067M

Digital PC $897M $1,006M $1,046M $1,084M $1,106M $1,120M

Digital Console $1,128M $1,312M $1,446M $1,566M $1,741M $1,351M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)
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GAME

• Overindexes on new and preowned titles, bundles, and store count

• Underindexes on PC

Amazon.co.uk

• Overindexes on bundles, preorders and discounted pricing

• Underindexes on catalog titles

Steam

• Overindexes on core and indie PC titles

• Underindexes on casual PC titles

Argos / Sainsbury’s

• Overindexes on hardware, replenishment, and software selection

• The two companies had difficulties integrating their inventory system following 

their merger

ShopTo.net

• Overindexes on pre-orders, bundles, and catalog

• Underindexes on discounted pricing

TheHut.com / Zavvi.com

• Overindexes on hardware and software selection, discounted pricing, and pre-

orders

ASDA

• Overindexes on advertising and new releases

• Underindexes on software selection

Tesco

• Overindexes on AAA titles

• Underindexes on shelf space (video games are limited to Tesco Superstores)

HMV

• Overindexes on software selection and in-store advice

• Underindexes on store count
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CODEMASTERS

Developer/Publisher

Codemasters is one of the leading 

developers in the world when it comes 

to racing games

In 2017, Codemasters released 

several titles including Onrush, Dirt 4

and F1 2017

Codemasters received a TIGA award 

in 2017 for Best Racing Game

KING

Developer

Owned by Activision Blizzard, King’s 

2017 releases included a few new 

Saga titles, as well as some that stood 

alone, including Legend of Solgard

and Farm Adventures

King announced it is working on a 

mobile Call of Duty game, its first non-

casual title

In Q1, Activision Blizzard revealed 

King accounted for 42% of total 

revenue

PLAYTONIC GAMES

Developer

After a record-setting Kickstarter 

several years back, Playtonic released 

Yooka-Laylee for PC, PS4, Xbox One, 

and later, the Switch, in 2017

Yooka-Laylee is the spiritual 

successor of Banjo-Kazooie

Yooka-Laylee was awarded Best 

Game by a Small Studio at 2017’s 

TIGA awards

TEAM17

Developer/Publisher

Best known for its popular Worms 

franchise, Team17 is an indie 

developer that is also a publisher for 

other indies

In 2017, Team17’s list of published 

games include Yooka-Laylee

(Playtonic Games), The Escapists 

(Mouldy Toof Studios), and Aven

Colony (Mothership Entertainment)

JAGEX GAMES STUDIO

Developer

Jagex is best known for making the 

long-running Runescape MMO

In 2017, Jagex announced it was 

working on a mobile version of Old 

School Runescape with potential 

cross-platform play across PC and 

mobile devices

Jagex ceased development of 

Runescape: Idle Adventures after a 

closed beta on Steam

MULTIPLAY

Developer

Multiplay is a game server hosting 

company based out of the UK

Acquired by GAME Digital in 2015, 

Multiplay’s businesses were split in 

two in 2017, with its multiplayer game 

hosting business unit sold to Unity, 

while GAME kept the esports and 

events business unit for itself

SPACE APE GAMES

Developer

Space Ape Games has a portfolio of 

only three games, but each is high in 

quality and profitability

Supercell acquired a 62% stake in 

May 2017, giving Space Ape Games a 

valuation of $90M

Space Ape Games has been awarded 

for Outstanding Leadership by TIGA, 

as well as voted Best Place to Work in 

the UK by GamesIndustry.biz

PLAYDEMIC GAMES

Developer

Playdemic is a small but well-regarded 

mobile game developer based in the 

UK

Its Golf Crash title was voted Game of 

the Year at the 2017 TIGA awards

TT Games acquired Playdemic in 

2017 to aid in development of Lego 

games for the mobile platform

83
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S T R E N G T H

• In Q3 2017, the European Commission voted to extend the UK’s 

Video Games Tax Relief (VGTR) program until March 31st, 2023. 

This program has been a major aid in local UK games 

development, especially with indies. One rationale behind this 

decision was to offset the continued threat of Brexit fallout.

• Digital penetration has crossed a tipping point in the UK, with 

some console titles now reaching 30-45% digital software share. 

This can be construed as a strength for certain parties, while a 

weakness for others.

W E A K N E S S

• Although GAME, the largest specialty games retailer in the UK, 

has shown a rebound in recent performance, the overall retail 

landscape continues to be challenged by increasing digital share

• Hypermarkets are still involved in the games market, but are 

increasingly turning their attentions and inventories to other 

verticals

• UK’s growth trajectory has abated in recent years, enabling 

Germany to challenge the UK as the #1 European games market

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Although Xbox has lost some momentum in the UK when 

comparing Xbox One versus Xbox 360, the UK remains one of 

the key Xbox strongholds from an international perspective

• Nintendo Switch has boosted console hardware fortunes in the 

UK, since the platform has outperformed against expectations 

and has generally been additive to the hardware mix

• Local esports are becoming more important, as Riot (League of 

Legends) opened a London office earlier in 2017 and hired a 

new head of esports for the UK, specifically

T H R E A T

• Brexit continues to rear its ugly head on the games industry in 

the UK. A recent Ukie survey indicated that two-fifths of gaming 

companies are considering relocation outside of the UK because 

of the disadvantages prompted by the Brexit decision, including 

uncertainty over video game employees who are EU citizens.

• Brexit also hinders the accessibility of EU’s labor market

• Some retailers are not discounting as heavily as in the past, 

which might serve to render digital alternatives more attractive
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Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Electronic Arts 23%

2 Activision Blizzard 16%

3 Nintendo 12%

4 Take-Two Interactive 10%

5 Ubisoft 9%

6 Sony 8%

7 Warner Bros. Interactive 5%

8 Bethesda 4%

9 Microsoft 4%

10 Capcom 4%
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Rank Title Unit Sales

1 FIFA 18 2,050K

2 Call of Duty: WWII 1,790K

3 Grand Theft Auto V 655K

4 Assassin’s Creed Origins 515K

5 Star Wars Battlefront II 490K

6 Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy 455K

7 Destiny 2 415K

8 Gran Turismo Sport 400K

9 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe 330K

10 Super Mario Odyssey 325K
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UK HARDWARE FORECAST

$830M
$729M

$631M
$693M

$895M
$814M

$1.08B

$1.14B

$1.12B
$1.07B

$1.05B

$1.01B

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

TOTAL UK FORECAST  IN USD (2017-2022E)

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = £0.78
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22%
27% 29% 29% 29%

33%

22%

23%
24% 25% 26% 21%

21%

20%
19% 17% 16% 16%

16%
13% 11% 11% 13% 13%

18% 17% 18% 17% 16% 18%

0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

UK PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MARKET SHARE (2017-2022E)

$1.13B
$1.57B $1.72B $1.84B $1.98B $2.07B

$1.13B

$1.31B
$1.45B

$1.57B
$1.74B $1.35B$1.06B

$1.13B

$1.11B
$1.07B

$1.05B

$1.00B
$0.83B

$0.73B
$0.63B

$0.69B

$0.89B

$0.81B
$0.90B

$1.01B
$1.05B

$1.08B

$1.11B

$1.12B

$11M

$8M
$5M

$3M

$2M

$2M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

UK PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

UK PHYSICAL + DIGITAL BIG PICTURE
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MOBILE

PC PHYSICAL

PC DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

PHYSICAL SW

CONSOLE HW

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = £0.78
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22%

$724M

$1.04B

$918M
$999M

Hardware Software

GERMANY VIDEO GAME MARKET
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Germany’s games market grew 19% y/y to reach $4.7 billion in revenue in 2017, including both physical and digital games revenue 

• The growth in Germany’s games market was led primarily by digital growth; physical games revenue only grew 9% y/y, thanks to strong 

sales of the Switch console

▪ Without the Switch, the hardware market would have seen a 5% y/y decline; instead it saw 27% y/y growth to $918 million

▪ Physical software revenue shrank 4% y/y to $999 million, with the PS4 accounting for more than half of all physical games sales

▪ Digital console revenue grew a healthy 37% y/y to an estimated $771 million

• Mobile is the largest digital games segment in Germany, with revenue exceeding $1.1 billion. Digital PC gaming revenue was $844 million 

in 2017.

• The German games market remained at 22% share of the Western Europe games market, making it the 2nd largest market behind the UK

2.5M

24M

3.0M

23M

Hardware Software

2016 2017

+18% y/y

-7% y/y

-4% y/y
GERMANY

REST OF W. EUROPE

2017 PHYSICAL VS. DIGITAL

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY) SALES REVENUE IN USD (PHYSICAL ONLY)

DIGITAL

59%
PHYSICAL

41%

Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware. 

+27% y/y
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2%

Wii U
9%

Switch
11%

3DS

3%

PS3

52%

PS4

2%

Xbox 360

9%

Xbox One

12%

PC

SOFTWARE UNIT MARKET SHARE - 2017

0.8M
0.6M

3.5M

4.3M

5.6M

2.6M

1.3M

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One

CUMULATIVE INSTALLED BASE

Thru 2016 2017

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One PC

HW Units 11K 623K 469K 1K 1,513K 3K 340K -

HW Revenue $3.6M $229.1M $76.0M $0.1M $503.7M $0.3M $105.2M -

SW Units 486K 1,907K 2,545K 761K 11,627K 383K 1,891K 2,568K

SW Revenue $19.3M $112.6M $94.6M $21.8M $575.7M $10.2M $87.7M $62.4M
Note: 2017 currency exchange rate: $1.00 = €0.89
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• The PS4 maintains a sizable installed base advantage over the Xbox One in Germany, as the 

country is one of the key outperforming regions for Sony across the entire global landscape. In fact, 

the GAS (Germany/Austria/Switzerland) triumvirate is PlayStation’s biggest European market.

▪ Channel checks indicate that Sony remains aggressive on promotions and pricing, even though it already has 

compelling leadership over its competitors

▪ In terms of platform mix, PS4 Pro is selling at a rate of roughly 1:3 or 1:4 versus the standard PS4 model

• Xbox One has faced significant challenges in Germany

▪ Microsoft did enact a partnership with Ubisoft on Assassin’s Creed Origins

▪ However, the German consumer base has not been impressed by the lack of quality content exclusives on 

the Xbox platform. Even though Forza is a stronger franchise in Germany relative to other European 

countries, that franchise is not impactful enough on its own to drive better hardware sales.

• Not to be outdone by Sony, the Switch has established Nintendo’s re-emergence in Germany, with 

an impressive sell-through (as of 2017 year-end) of approximately 623K units

▪ At the same time, third-party publishers in the region believe that the Switch software slate will remain 

dominated by first-party games, at least in the near-term

▪ On average, within the first 5 weeks of launch top Nintendo first-party titles outsell third-party titles by 5:1. If 

Mario & Rabbids, a joint title between Ubisoft and Nintendo, was excluded from the third-party data set, then 

the ratio would go up to 8:1 in favor of first-party content.
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• Media Markt and Amazon are the top 2 retail players in the German market, with Saturn as a strong 

third player

• Overall, the retail landscape is far less fragmented than it used to be. These top 3 retailers account 

for roughly 60% of the total market.

• While hypermarkets discount games to get people into stores in the UK, German chains have a 

tendency to discount more traditional, non-gaming products instead

• In the wake of Xbox’s Game Pass announcement, Austrian retailer Gameware announced that it 

would delist Xbox One consoles. While this move appears to be drastic, the overall impact will likely 

be muted since Gameware’s market share is relatively modest.

• After being a PC retail stronghold for many years, the digital transition is finally making a bigger 

negative impact on PC retail game sales, and codestrippers are also a risk factor in this market 

segment. At the same time, Germany’s PC retail gaming market is still the biggest in Western 

Europe, but that is largely tied to the earlier demise of PC retail gaming in other parts of Europe.
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• Germany has posted strong growth across Digital PC, Digital Console, and Mobile in recent years

• On the mobile front, Germany is the 7th biggest market in the world, in terms of mobile app usage time

• Digital PC distribution has overtaken packaged goods in a significant way, and this trend has been accelerated by 

the decision of many publishers to shirk the packaged goods market in favor of Code in a Box practices

• There is often internal debate among publishers about when to drop the price of digital content, since price drops 

on full-game downloads soon after launch can hurt retailers and make early adopters feel as if they were penalized

• Publishers are beginning to see greater dividends from GaaS business models on Digital Console, as evidenced 

by the strength of games such as Rainbow Six Siege

▪ Most console games now boast average digital software share of 20-30% versus physical sales in Germany

▪ Single-player titles still index more strongly on physical, while multiplayer titles are outperforming digitally

REST OF 

EUROPE 500M

ANDROID 37M

IOS 17M

OTHER 1.2M

GERMANY

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $1,145M $1,339M $1,503M $1,621M $1,750M $1,826M

Digital PC $844M $952M $989M $1,033M $1,063M $1,086M

Digital Console $771M $974M $1,135M $1,285M $1,488M $1,663M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)
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Amazon.de

• Overindexes on pre-orders, new releases, and bundles

• Underindexes on promotions

Media Markt

• Overindexes on game selection range

• Underindexes on pre-orders and in-store advice

Saturn

• Overindexes on hardware and accessories

• Underindexes on game selection range

Steam

• Overindexes on new and catalog PC titles

• Underindexes on service stability

GameStop

• Overindexes on used games and game selection range

• Quality of in-store advice varies by region and some stores are stronger on 

merchandise sales rather than games

Müller

• Overindexes on Nintendo hardware/software and in-store advice

• Underindexes on shelf space for games

Expert

• Overindexes on in-store advice

• Underindexes on store count

Real

• Overindexes on hardware and accessories

• Underindexes on store count/shelf space for games
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CRYTEK

Developer/Publisher

Crytek is a leading developer and 

publisher based in Germany

In 2017, Crytek released VR title, 

Robinson: The Journey, which won 

“Best Presentation” at the German 

Computer Games Awards

Crytek sold its Black Sea Studio to 

SEGA Europe and Creative Assembly

Crytek also partnered with CRYCASH 

to launch a cryptocurrency for gamers

DECK13

Developer/Publisher

Deck13 is an indie developer that also 

publishes games for other small indie 

developers

Many of Deck13’s games leverage the 

developer’s proprietary game engine, 

FLEDGE

In 2017, Deck13 released The Surge

for PC, PS4 and Xbox One, as well as 

acting as publisher of games Flat 

Heroes and Shift Happens

INNOGAMES

Developer

InnoGames specializes in midcore 

strategy-based browser and mobile 

games

In February, InnoGames acquired 

mobile strategy game Warlords from 

fellow German developer Wooga

In May, the Modern Times Group 

(MTG) increased its holding in 

InnoGames to a majority share

UBISOFT

Developer/Publisher

Ubisoft operates in Germany under 

the Blue Byte label with locations in 

Düsseldorf and Mainz

Blue Byte is best known for 

developing The Settlers and Anno

In 2017, Ubisoft opened an additional 

studio in Berlin, called Ubisoft Berlin

Together, the three studios worked on 

Far Cry 5

DAEDALIC 

ENTERTAINMENT

Developer/Publisher

Daedalic Entertainment has won the 

Studio of the Year at the annual 

German Developer Awards several 

years in the past

Many of its games are based on 

popular works of literature, such as 

this year’s Ken Follet’s The Pillars of 

the Earth and The Franz Kafka 

Videogame

GAMIGO GROUP

Publisher 

Gamigo Group and Aeria Games, 

another major German games studio, 

merged in 2016

The group operates the Gamigo

platform for F2P browser and also 

acts as a publisher of mobile and 

online games

In 2017, Gamigo released Savage 

Hunt: Dragon’s Prophet and also 

acquired popular mobile game, 

Heroes and Puzzles

KOCH MEDIA

Media Conglomerate

Koch Media, which was recently 

acquired by THQ Nordic, covers 

development, publishing, marketing 

and distribution

Koch owns Deep Silver Fishlabs, 

which covers its main publishing unit

The company distributes games for 

developers such as Codemasters and 

Techland, and in 2017 signed 

Milestone, Funcom and Ys Net as new 

distribution clients

G0ODGAME STUDIOS

Developer

Goodgame Studios is an indie 

developer that specializes in midcore 

mobile and browser games

Goodgame began 2017 in 

restructuring mode, completing a 

series of layoffs

During the year, the studio reached a 

milestone of generating $1B in 

revenue

At the end of 2017, Goodgame was 

acquired by Stillfront Group
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S T R E N G T H

• Germany’s economy continues to outperform its neighbors, with 

solid (albeit moderating) growth, record employment levels 

juxtaposed against a backdrop of fiscal discipline

• Based on total gaming market size, Germany is now the 5th

largest market in the world, behind the US, China, Japan and UK

• Impressive, broad-based strength across all platforms, including 

Mobile, PC, and Console, where Sony remains a dominant 

player with strong PS4 installed base growth

W E A K N E S S

• Amazon’s continued market share penetration within gaming has 

put additional pressure on retailer incumbents, who are having a 

difficult time competing against Amazon’s inventory and margin 

advantages

• While the country possesses a solid local development 

environment, Germany has yet to produce a broad-based 

blockbuster hit in recent years

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Despite an existing stronghold of innovative local gaming studios, 

some economists are predicting that Germany will soon begin to 

loosen its austerity measures and invest more heavily in digital 

infrastructure, which could boost the gaming market further

• While E3 is the major headline conference in the US (with an 

international feel), Gamescom continues to grow in popularity, 

establishing Germany as a “capitol” for European gaming

• Digital software share growth continues to accelerate in 

Germany, at rates that are outstripping some other neighbors

T H R E A T

• The possibility of new German political leadership, based on 

Angela Merkel’s recent weak election showing, could lead to 

geopolitical risk despite the economics tailwinds

• This uncertainty, coupled with that of Brexit, poses significant risk 

to the German economy in the near-term

• The Middle East refugee crisis has yet to be fully resolved, with 

Germany once opening up its borders but now looking at ways to 

curb immigration due to the difficulties navigating this landscape
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Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Electronic Arts 21%

2 Nintendo 19%

3 Ubisoft 11%

4 Activision Blizzard 10%

5 Sony 8%

6 Take-Two Interactive 5%

7 Warner Bros. Interactive 4%

8 Zenimax 3%

9 Bandai Namco 3%

10 Square Enix 2%
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Rank Title Unit Sales

1 FIFA 18 1,480K

2 Call of Duty: WWII 750K

3 Grand Theft Auto V 675K

4 The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 435K

5 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe 390K

6 Assassin’s Creed Origins 380K

7 Super Mario Odyssey 340K

8 Horizon Zero Dawn 320K

9 Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon Wildlands 300K

10 Resident Evil 7 Biohazard 295K
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GERMANY HARDWARE FORECAST

$918M
$788M

$660M $663M

$847M
$754M

$999M

$1.01B

$990M
$901M

$961M

$959M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

TOTAL GERMANY FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate: $1.00 = €0.89
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24% 26% 28% 29% 29% 29%

16%
19%

22%
23% 24% 26%

20%

19%

18%
16% 15%

15%

20%
16%

13% 12% 14% 12%

18% 19% 19% 19% 17% 17%

1.3% 1.0% 0.8% 0.6% 0.4% 0.3%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

GERMANY PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MARKET SHARE (2017-2022E)

$1.14B $1.34B $1.50B $1.62B $1.75B $1.83B

$771M

$974M
$1.13B

$1.29B
$1.49B

$1.66B

$936M

$958M

$948M
$867M

$934M

$937M

$918M

$788M

$660M
$663M

$847M
$754M

$844M

$952M
$0.99B

$1.03B

$1.06B
$1.09B

$62M

$53M
$42M

$34M

$27M
$22M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

GERMANY PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

GERMANY PHYSICAL + DIGITAL BIG PICTURE
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MOBILE

PC PHYSICAL

PC DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

PHYSICAL SW

CONSOLE HW

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate: $1.00 = €0.89
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19%

FRANCE VIDEO GAME MARKET
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2.2M

19M

2.6M

18M

Hardware Software

$649M

$859M$853M $886M

Hardware Software

2016 2017

+19% y/y

-3% y/yFRANCE

REST OF W. EUROPE

France’s games market is estimated to have grown 20% y/y in 2017, generating $4.0 billion across both physical and digital revenue

• The physical games market enjoyed growth across both hardware and software, together up 15% y/y to $1.7 billion

▪ As with most markets, hardware drove growth, up 31% y/y to $853 million thanks to France’s region-leading Switch sales—with 35% of unit market share, the Switch was 

the #2 console in France on the heels of PS4, which had 38% market share

▪ Switch was #3 on software with 14% unit market share, behind the PS4 and 3DS with 48% and 16% share, respectively

• France’s digital gaming landscape is very evenly distributed, with Console, Mobile and PC accounting for 35%, 33% and 32% share of 

revenue, respectively

▪ France’s digital market was worth an estimated $2.3 billion in 2017, making the country #3 in Western Europe behind the UK and Germany

• Altogether, the French games market accounted for 19% of the Western European region—the same as in 2016

2017 PHYSICAL VS. DIGITAL

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY) SALES REVENUE IN USD (PHYSICAL ONLY)

DIGITAL

56%PHYSICAL

44%

Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware.

+31% y/y
+3% y/y
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3%

Wii U
14%

Switch

17%

3DS

2%

PS3
48%

PS4

1%

Xbox 360 11%

Xbox One

4%

PC

SOFTWARE UNIT MARKET SHARE - 2017

0.8M 0.9M

5.1M 5.2M

4.5M

3.4M

1.3M

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One

CUMULATIVE INSTALLED BASE

Thru 2016 2017

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One PC

HW Units 8K 913K 411K 5K 1,004K 7K 270K -

HW Revenue $2.4M $322.7M $59.2M $0.5M $370.9M $0.8M $95.5M -

SW Units 507K 2,523K 2,981K 437K 8,721K 169K 1,955K 764K

SW Revenue $19.5M $145.2M $107.9M $13.6M $463.7M $5.2M $101.0M $22.6M
Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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• France remains a top games market in the European sphere, with greater stability versus its neighbor the UK

• Xbox One has struggled in the region, with the much younger Nintendo Switch already likely to post a larger 

cumulative installed base versus Xbox One by the end of this year, despite being in the market for 4 fewer years

• Recent channel checks indicate that Switch and PS4 are both selling roughly 10-11K hardware units per week, on 

average, while Xbox One is only selling around 3K units per week, on average

• The French government continues to support the local games industry in a variety of ways. First, the government 

is supporting local content creators through its Tax Credit for Video Games, which provides a tax break that 

represents 20% of total development spending. Secondly, the government has also established a Support Fund, 

which allocates funding to game companies on an individual project basis.

• France is also one of the most active countries in terms of game development. IDG’s latest research indicates that 

France has approximately 300 studios, spanning across console, mobile and PC development.

• Vivendi, one of the world’s largest media conglomerates, has been much more active as a consolidator in recent 

years. After conducting a successful hostile takeover of Gameloft, a French mobile game publisher/developer, 

Vivendi has attempted to make in-roads in taking over Gameloft’s bigger sister company Ubisoft.

▪ However, Ubisoft management has successfully ended Vivendi’s takeover bid, through a mix of aggressive internal stock 

buybacks, and a strategic alliance with Tencent, among other initiatives

• Sports games reign supreme in France, led by EA’s FIFA franchise

• Although Gamescom remains the top games show in Europe, Paris Games Week is emerging as another major 

destination, attracting over 300,000 participants each year
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REST OF 

EUROPE 512M

ANDROID 27M

IOS 16M

OTHER 1M

FRANCE

FRANCE DIGITAL TRENDS
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• Anecdotally, France has been a slower adopter of digital gaming than the UK

• At the same time, IDG channel checks indicate that the digital software share on most titles has grown 

significantly in recent years

▪ Some publishers indicated that for most AAA titles, the digital software share can reach anywhere between 25% and 

35%, on average

▪ This range is applicable to games after 6 months post-launch, since there are bigger variances on Day 1 depending 

on the launch strategy of the publisher for each individual title

• Mobile gaming has emerged as a vibrant growth driver, underscored by the strength of local studios such 

as Ketchapp (which was acquired by Ubisoft in Fall 2016)

• Esports is still relatively nascent, although professional sports clubs and media companies (such as Paris 

Saint-Germain and Vivendi, respectively) are investing more heavily in this new space

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $754M $884M $985M $1,039M $1,123M $1,176M

Digital PC $714M $774M $818M $849M $868M $883M

Digital Console $791M $968M $1,106M $1,237M $1,417M $1,566M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)
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Micromania/GameStop

• Overindexes on AAA titles

• Underindexes on discounted pricing and casual/family games

Amazon.fr

• Overindexes on exclusive content and price discounting

• Underindexes on sales and purchasing coordination

Fnac

• Overindexes on hardware and in-store recommendations

• Underindexes on catalog titles

E.Leclerc

• Overindexes on ecommerce and distribution

• Underindexes on in-store recommendations

Carrefour

• Overindexes on AAA pricing as a loss leader

• Underindexes on 2-3 month old back catalog

Steam

• Overindexes on localized content

Auchan

• Overindexes on AAA pricing as a loss leader

• Underindexes on 2-3 month old back catalog

Boulanger

• Overindexes on hardware availability

• Underindexes on store count

Jeux Vidéo And Co

• Overindexes on new and catalog selection range

• Underindexes on store count
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FRANCE KEY GAMING COMPANIES

UBISOFT

Publisher

One of the leading publishers in games 

with tent pole franchises including Rainbow 

Six, Assassin’s Creed, The Division, 

Rayman, Just Dance, and Far Cry

Ubisoft successfully transformed Rainbow 

Six: Siege from a more traditional AAA IP 

into a live operations-based online 

community

Ubisoft recently ended a management 

takeover attempt by the French media 

conglomerate Vivendi, which officially took 

over Ubisoft’s sister company Gameloft last 

year

FOCUS HOME 
INTERACTIVE
Publisher / Distributor

Focus is one of France’s longest-running 

game publishers and distributors

The company publishes games across 

Action, Adventure, RPG, Simulation, 

Sports, Shooter, and RTS, among others

Its best-known franchise is Cities XL, 

purchased from Monte Cristo in 2010

Most of the company’s games have yet to 

gain worldwide traction, but have a lower 

overall cost structure

Upcoming titles include Call of Cthulhu, 

Insurgency: Sandstorm, Vampyr, and 

Werewolf: The Apocalypse

ARKANE STUDIOS

Developer

Based in Lyon, France, and owned by 

ZeniMax Media (the parent company of 

Bethesda Softworks), Arkane develops 

games in the Shooter, Strategy, and Action 

genres

Arkane also has a subsidiary studio in 

Austin, Texas

The company launched two notable games 

last year, including the reboot of Prey and 

Dishonored: Death of the Outsider. Both 

games had middling sales success, but 

were received well by reviewers with 80+ 

Metacritic scores, on average.

QUANTIC DREAM

Developer

A leading French indie studio focused on 

interactive drama and story-driven 

gameplay, with roughly 200 employees

Key IPs include Heavy Rain and Beyond: 

Two Souls, both of which were PlayStation 

exclusives

Quantic Dream is currently working on 

another PS4 exclusive, called Detroit: 

Become Human. This game is slated to 

release on the PS4 sometime during 2018.

Despite the studio’s close relationship with 

Sony, the company has remained 

independent as of now

BIGBEN INTERACTIVE
Publisher / Manufacturer 
/ Distributor

Bigben is a games accessories 

manufacturer, games distributor, and 

publisher of software

In recent years, the company has pivoted 

more aggressively towards game 

publishing, with titles in Racing and Sports

Beyond diversifying into games publishing, 

the company has also attempted an 

expansion of its key territorial opportunities. 

Traditionally focused on France, Germany, 

and other parts of Europe, the company 

has recently made more in-roads in the US 

and Asia.

INNELEC MULTIMEDIA
Distributor / 
Manufacturer

Innelec offers a wide array of game 

services including game software 

distribution, game accessories distribution, 

ecommerce solutions and logistics support

Subsidiaries include Jeux Vidéo And Co, 

Konix, and Pure Diamond

One of the challenges for Innelec is 

navigating the dramatic transition from 

physical to digital distribution

Over the next several years, it will be 

important for the company to diversify into 

the areas that are currently cannibalizing 

the legacy business

GAMELOFT

Publisher / Developer

Gameloft has faced much turmoil in recent 

years. In a 12-month timeframe between 

2015-2016, the company closed 7 studios.

In that environment, Vivendi made a 

successful hostile takeover bid. By mid-

2016, Vivendi had bought out Gameloft, 

with the CEO Michel Guillemot resigning.

Vivendi bought Gameloft due to the 

synergies between the two companies, and 

while Gameloft has yet to claim its former 

glory, new games are still being launched 

with incrementally better traction on 

smartphone than in earlier years

KETCHAPP STUDIOS

Developer

After being acquired by Ubisoft, as 

Ubisoft’s first major mobile M&A deal in 

September 2016, the developer continues 

to make in-roads in the mobile market

Focusing on a unique business model that 

factors in advertising for monetization, 

Ketchapp has successfully tapped into the 

casual mobile gamers pool

According to channel checks, it appears 

that the acquisition has already been 

accretive for Ubisoft, while giving Ubisoft a 

firmer foothold in mobile, a previously-

notable portfolio gap
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S T R E N G T H

• France continues to support local creators via its Tax Credit for 

Video Games, which offers a tax break equal to 20% of total 

spending tied to creating a game, and a Support Fund that 

provides funding on an individual project basis

• As a result, France remains a well-respected game development 

home base for many studios, with roughly 300 in total

• Nintendo continues to outperform in France, where Switch has 

overindexed significantly versus other parts of Europe

W E A K N E S S

• Mobile broadband is still lagging other parts of the world, as 

France ranks 32nd in the world in this category

• Amazon is gaining retail market share at the expense of 

incumbents, posing a broader threat to brick-and-mortar outlets

• In light of the recent debate over misogyny in games content, 

French government officials (including Parliament members) and 

gaming executives have been meeting to address this issue, with 

no resolutions in place as of yet

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Retro brands such as Crash Bandicoot continue to perform well, 

as N. Sane Trilogy was one of the top sellers in France over the 

past year

• Professional sports organizations, such as the well-known soccer 

team Paris Saint-Germain, have been investing in esports teams

• The successful ending of Vivendi’s hostile takeover bid for 

Ubisoft removes one of France’s major threats, as it restores 

some certainty in the business

T H R E A T

• French senator Jérôme Durain has expressed concerns over the 

nature of loot boxes as gambling

• Any future regulation of loot boxes in France could pose a threat 

to post-game monetization.

• Brexit remains a huge overhang over the French economy, as it 

will likely hurt French exports once it is fully implemented
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Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Nintendo 25%

2 Electronic Arts 17%

3 Activision Blizzard 14%

4 Ubisoft 11%

5 Sony 7%

6 Koch Media 4%

7 Warner Bros. Interactive 4%

8 Take-Two Interactive 4%

9 Bandai Namco 3%

10 Bethesda 2%
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Rank Title Unit Sales

1 FIFA 18 1,370K

2 Call of Duty: WWII 1,050K

3 The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 510K

4 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe 495K

5 Assassin’s Creed Origins 450K

6 Super Mario Odyssey 400K

7 Grand Theft Auto V 310K

8 Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy 300K

9 Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare 275K

10 Star Wars Battlefront II 260K
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FRANCE HARDWARE FORECAST

$853M
$774M

$680M $670M
$781M

$672M

$886M
$958M

$955M
$902M

$879M

$793M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

TOTAL FRANCE FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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19% 20% 22% 22% 22% 23%

20%
22%

24% 26% 28%
31%

22%

22%
21%

19% 17%
15%

21%
18% 15% 14% 15% 13%

18% 18% 18% 18% 17% 17%

0.6% 0.4% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

FRANCE PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MARKET SHARE (2017-2022E)

$0.75B $0.88B $0.98B $1.04B $1.12B $1.18B

$0.79B

$0.97B
$1.11B

$1.24B
$1.42B

$1.57B$0.86B

$0.94B

$0.94B
$0.89B

$0.87B
$0.79B

$0.85B

$0.77B
$0.68B

$0.67B

$0.78B $0.67B

$0.71B

$0.77B
$0.82B

$0.85B

$0.87B $0.88B

$23M

$18M
$13M

$10M

$8M $7M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

FRANCE PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

FRANCE PHYSICAL + DIGITAL BIG PICTURE
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MOBILE

PC PHYSICAL

PC DIGITAL
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DIGITAL
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PHYSICAL SW

CONSOLE HW

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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9%

1.0M

8.7M

1.2M

9.4M

Hardware Software

$301M

$382M$376M
$434M

Hardware Software

SPAIN VIDEO GAME MARKET
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2016 2017

+20% y/y

SPAIN

REST OF W. EUROPE

The total Spanish games market, including both physical and digital gaming revenue, grew a healthy 21% y/y in 2017, generating an estimated 

$1.8 billion 

• The physical games market provided a healthy contribution to total growth, with hardware and software sales seeing double-digit growth

▪ Hardware grew 25% y/y to $376 million, while physical console and PC software grew 14% y/y to $434 million

▪ Spain had one of the highest Switch tie ratios in Western Europe of 3.0x—this was partly a factor of Spain’s digital evolution being behind the curve

• When it comes to digital gaming revenue, Spain is the smallest country within Western Europe with only $1.0 billion in revenue

▪ Console is the largest digital segment with 43% share of revenue, while PC and Mobile capture an estimated 36% and 21% share, respectively 

• In 2017, Spain inched upward to 9% of the total Western Europe gaming market, but it was still the 2nd smallest country within the region 

ahead of the Benelux when factoring in both digital and physical games revenue

2017 PHYSICAL VS. DIGITAL

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY) SALES REVENUE IN USD (PHYSICAL ONLY)

DIGITAL

55%PHYSICAL

45%

Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware.

+8% y/y

+25% y/y

+14% y/y
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2%

Wii U
10%

Switch
15%

3DS

1%

PS Vita

5%

PS3

56%

PS4

1% Xbox 360

5% Xbox One

4%

PC

SOFTWARE UNIT MARKET SHARE - 2017

0.3M 0.3M

1.9M

2.9M

2.6M

0.4M

1.4M

0.3M

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 PS Vita Xbox 360 Xbox One

CUMULATIVE INSTALLED BASE

Thru 2016 2017

Wii U Switch 3DS PS Vita PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One PC

HW Units 7K 297K 229K 2K 0.8K 611K 0.2K 75K -

HW Revenue $2.2M $107.4M $33.8M $0.3M $0.1M $208.2M $0.0M $24.1M -

SW Units 226K 900K 1,388K 59K 476K 5,136K 117K 433K 411K

SW Revenue $8.7M $52.8M $51.9M $1.5M $24.9M $252.7M $3.4M $18.9M $12.0M

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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• Spain benefited from continued strength of the PS4 in 2017, as hardware sales showed moderate growth versus 

the prior year

• Moreover, the launch of Nintendo Switch was quite successful in Spain, with 297K units sold-through in the 

platform’s inaugural year

▪ Interestingly, Nintendo has always had a strong market position in Spain, even across earlier platforms such as the Wii, DS Lite, 

and 3DS

▪ However, one of the consistent themes for Switch, in line with prior Nintendo platform launches, has been the continued supply 

constraint issue for the Spanish market. IDG’s channel checks indicate that if Nintendo is able to increase its supply channe l 

into Spain in 2018 and beyond, the consumer demand will be there.

▪ Looking ahead to this year, some channel checks indicated that the Switch might be able to surpass 350K units in sell-through 

for 2018

• Unfortunately, Xbox weakness continued in 2017, with relatively flattish growth against an already-anemic base

▪ IDG believes that Xbox’s prospects in Spain will not meaningfully improve in 2018, as Sony’s positioning is much stronger in 

Spain versus Xbox, and even Xbox Live subscriptions have been reported to be decreasing in the region

▪ Moreover, it appears that Microsoft is curbing investment in the region which will exacerbate Xbox’s market share fortunes

• GAME Spain remains a key standout success story, with dominant market share, continued financial success from 

its pre-owned games channel, and increasing traction through digital initiatives

• Barcelona Games World has emerged as a key games destination event, with over 130K attendees last year

• The lack of government support for the games market is another headwind, with a €2M indie developer fund being 

cut in early 2018
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• Spain continues to lag the digital console share shift trends of other European countries, due largely to the slow 

bandwidth speeds in the region along with a continued consumer inclination towards cash-based purchases as 

opposed to credit card-based transactions

▪ Channel checks indicate that digital software share is in the 13-20% range, on average, generally lower than what is seen in the

UK, France, and Germany

▪ This will likely grow in favor of digital over time, but not as quickly as in other European territories. This broader trend also 

applies to non-console platforms, including PC and mobile gaming, both of which are growing but not reaching the same scale 

as seen in other European regions.

▪ Moreover, roughly 60-70% of transactions at retail are still completed via cash, which further inhibits faster digital adoption

▪ Digital sales at retail are also facing headwinds, as evidenced by some softness even in the POSA card category

• Esports is still a more experimental channel in Spain, despite some material investments in recent years (GAME 

acquiring the esports platform SocialNAT, Movistar partnering with ESL, etc.)

REST OF 

EUROPE 523M

ANDROID 26M

IOS 7M

OTHER 287K

SPAIN

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $211M $210M $235M $257M $278M $291M

Digital PC $357M $413M $411M $420M $422M $422M

Digital Console $426M $525M $601M $672M $769M $852M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)
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GAME

• Overindexes on hardware, software, and used 

games

Media Markt / Saturn

• Overindexes on hardware and AAA titles

• Underindexes on in-store advice

El Corte Ingles / Hipercor

• Overindexes on software selection and shelf space

• Underindexes on replenishment

Carrefour / Eroski

• Overindexes on AAA titles, catalog, and 

replenishment

• Underindexes on shelf space

Amazon.es

• Overindexes on bundles, pre-orders, and 

aggressive price discounting

• Underindexes on fulfillment

Fnac

• Overindexes on software selection

• Underindexes on store count
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MercurySteam

Developer / Publisher

Based in Madrid, MercurySteam has made 

some notable IPs, including the 

Castlevania: Lords of Shadow series and 

Metroid: Samus Returns for 3DS

Interestingly, the Samus project represents 

a more traditional work-for-hire scenario, 

whereby Nintendo will publish the title

By contrast, MercurySteam has diversified 

into self-publishing, with its recent title 

Raiders of the Broken Planet

As an indie developer, the company has 

experimented with different business 

models and price points

KING

Developer / Publisher

King Barcelona remains an important 

studio within King’s mobile game 

development network

Responsible for the successful game 

Bubble Witch Saga 2, the studio initially 

focused on both social (PC) and mobile 

platforms

More recently, post-Activision Blizzard/King 

acquisition, IDG channel checks indicate 

that King Barcelona might be helping with 

some mid-core oriented IPs within the 

broader portfolio

PENDULO STUDIOS

Developer

As one of the longest-tenured indie game 

studios in Spain, Pendulo Studios remains 

a niche-oriented player after having 

operated for over 24 years

Rather than diversify massively into 

multiple genres, the team has stayed lean 

and focused, with an emphasis on point-

and-click adventure games

The studio has core competencies in PC, 

console and mobile development

In 2018, the studio is poised to release

Blacksad, a point-and-click adventure 

game that will also release on Switch 

TEQUILA WORKS

Developer

Based in Madrid, Tequila Works was 

founded in 2009 by alumni of Blizzard, 

MercurySteam, and Sony, among others

The studio’s portfolio is limited, with 

several PC/console games published life-

to-date including 3 in 2017 alone – The 

Sexy Brutale, Rime, and The Invisible 

Hours

Tequila Works has also diversified into 

Mobile, with the November 2017 launch of 

Action-Adventure game WonderWorlds for 

the Apple App Store

GAME

Retailer / Esports

Under the continued leadership of Pablo 

Crespo, GAME’s Spanish unit remains a 

leading light in games retail

Not only has GAME strengthened its 

market share position, but the company 

has made some in-roads into new markets 

such as esports with its 2016 acquisition of 

esports platform SocialNAT

While GAME UK is heavily investing in its 

Belong in-store “gaming arenas”, GAME 

Spain is only planning to open a few of 

these arenas as the store footprints are 

generally smaller than that of the UK

SOCIAL POINT

Developer

With expertise in mobile and social games, 

Barcelona-based Social Point has grown to 

almost 300 employees

After 9 years in the market, Take-Two 

Interactive bought Social Point in February 

2017 for $250 million

A solid indie development studio focused 

on mobile and social games, with more 

than 50 million players and hit titles such 

as Dragon City, Monster Legends, and 

Dragon Land

TANGELO GAMES

Developer

Headquartered in Barcelona, Tangelo 

Games focuses on casual and social 

casino games, across mobile, PC and 

social network ecosystems

Tangelo also has offices in Toronto and Tel 

Aviv 

The company focuses on the Latin 

American and southern Europe markets 

primarily

Interestingly, the company is traded on the 

Toronto Stock Exchange

GENERA GAMES

Developer

Genera Games is a solid indie developer 

and publisher of games across mobile and 

tablet platforms

The company’s primary strategic focus is 

on creating licensed games, with 

partnerships across some of the biggest 

licensors of key brands: Disney, 

NBCUniversal, Paramount, Warner Bros., 

Marvel, Hasbro, as well as La Liga

The company continues to build out its 

team, as Genera is looking for more 

expertise in game design and user 

acquisition
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S T R E N G T H

• GAME Spain continues to outperform expectations, reinforcing 

the notion that while Spain’s games market has challenges, 

specialty retail has remained resilient 

• Soccer franchises such as FIFA, and to a lesser extent Pro 

Evolution Soccer, continue to thrive in Spain

• The country has emerged as a bigger game conference 

destination with the growth of Barcelona Games World, which 

increased visitors by 11% y/y in 2017 to 135K total visitors

W E A K N E S S

• Mobile data speeds are still an area of softness, as Spain ranks 

24th in the world in that particular category. Such weak mobile 

Internet hurts the prospects of stronger mobile gaming growth 

going forward. 

• Microsoft’s presence in Spain remains extremely muted, with 

Xbox One underperforming on the whole 

• Some publishers discount games earlier than in prior years, with 

wise consumers waiting for prices to drop before buying

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Although Spain has lagged other European territories regarding 

digital share growth, this is starting to change as more publishers 

and platform holders, as well as retailers in some instances, are 

more fully embracing digital business models

• Esports is still nascent in the country, but greater involvement 

among Spanish stakeholders such as La Liga and GAME (via 

SocialNAT acquisition) is likely to boost prospects going forward

• Mobile gaming is becoming more mainstream, both from a user 

audience standpoint as well as a developer standpoint

T H R E A T

• The Catalan independence crisis has hampered growth, with 

Spain’s economy minister estimating that it had cost Spain 1 

billion euros as of January 2018

• Spain has a healthy indie scene, but faces funding challenges. 

This was exacerbated with the government’s decision to scrap a 

€2M fund which would have given €150K each to 20 developers.

• Some publishers are enhancing the value proposition of digital 

game versions, hurting retail prospects on those same titles
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Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Nintendo 23%

2 Electronic Arts 19%

3 Activision Blizzard 12%

4 Ubisoft 10%

5 Sony 10%

6 Koch Media 7%

7 Take-Two Interactive 6%

8 Warner Bros. Interactive 5%

9 Bandai Namco 4%

10 Badland Games 2%
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Rank Title Unit Sales

1 FIFA 18 500K

2 Call of Duty: WWII 350K

3 Super Mario Odyssey 155K

4 Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon Wildlands 150K

5 Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy 145K

6 Grand Theft Auto V 130K

7 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe 130K

8 The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 125K

9 Uncharted: The Lost Legacy 125K

10 Assassin’s Creed Origins 120K
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SPAIN HARDWARE FORECAST

$376M
$327M

$275M $277M

$359M
$322M

$434M

$448M

$427M $402M

$398M

$372M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

TOTAL SPAIN FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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12% 11% 12% 13% 12% 13%

24% 27%
31%

33% 35%
38%

23%
23%

21%
19% 18%

16%

21% 17%
14% 14% 16% 14%

20% 21% 21% 21% 19% 19%

0.7% 0.6% 0.4% 0.4% 0.3% 0.2%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

SPAIN PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MARKET SHARE (2017-2022E)

$211M $210M $235M $257M $278M $291M

$426M
$525M

$601M
$672M

$769M
$852M

$422M

$437M
$418M

$395M

$392M
$366M

$376M
$327M

$275M
$277M

$359M
$322M

$357M
$413M $411M

$420M

$422M $422M

$12M
$11M $9M

$7M

$6M $5M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

SPAIN PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

SPAIN PHYSICAL + DIGITAL BIG PICTURE
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MOBILE

PC PHYSICAL

PC DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

PHYSICAL SW

CONSOLE HW

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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ITALY VIDEO GAME MARKET
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972K

7.2M

1.0M

7.3M

Hardware Software

$296M
$333M

$317M $349M

Hardware Software

2016 2017
ITALY

REST OF W. EUROPE

Italy’s games market was up 14% y/y in 2017, generating an estimated $1.9 billion across both physical and digital segments

• The physical PC and console games market in Italy saw one of the smallest growth rates in Western Europe—both hardware and 

software were up only single-digit percentages, totaling $666 million—a 6% y/y increase

▪ Italy was one of the few European country where the PS4 saw year-over-year declines while the Xbox One showed marginal growth in hardware sales

▪ Italy also had one of the lowest Switch sales within Western Europe, with Switch software capturing only 6% market share of volume

• Digital games revenue, on the other hand, saw healthier growth, up 18% y/y to $1.2 billion

▪ PC is the strongest digital category, worth an estimated $470 million in 2017. Console and Mobile were neck-and-neck with 32% and 30% revenue 

share, respectively.

• In total, the Italian games market captured 9% market share within Western Europe

2017 PHYSICAL VS. DIGITAL

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY) SALES REVENUE IN USD (PHYSICAL ONLY)

+4% y/y

DIGITAL

65%

PHYSICAL

35%

Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware.

+2% y/y

+7% y/y

+5% y/y
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2%

Wii U

6%

Switch

9%

3DS

<1%

PS Vita

5%

PS3

62%

PS4

3%

Xbox 360

9%

Xbox One

3%

PC

SOFTWARE UNIT MARKET SHARE - 2017

176K
179K

1.45M

2.48M
2.37M

314K

1.82M

431K

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 PS Vita Xbox 360 Xbox One

CUMULATIVE INSTALLED BASE

Thru 2016 2017

Wii U Switch 3DS PS Vita PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One PC

HW Units 6K 179K 123K 2K 1K 588K 1K 112K -

HW Revenue $1.9M $63.9M $17.6M $0.3M $0.1M $197.8M $0.2M $35.2M -

SW Units 114K 463K 645K 26K 356K 4,424K 224K 648K 244K

SW Revenue $4.2M $28.8M $25.7M $0.5M $11.5M $227.1M $7.2M $31.3M $7.3M

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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• The Italian economy is in much better shape today than it was a few short years ago, although there 

are still some fundamental concerns around unemployment and a lack of strong government support 

for the video game industry vis-à-vis other European territories

• To the upside, consumer confidence in Italy is trending up, and the diversity of payment methods is 

also improving over time

• Although broadband penetration and speeds have improved considerably, Italy remains a laggard in 

this area, ranking only 28th worldwide 

• Sony continues to dominate the Italian games market, with a PS4 installed base poised to surpass 

PS3 in short order, and software units that outstrip those of Xbox One, on average, by a 4:1 margin 

over the consoles’ 5-year lifespan

• Xbox One is relatively weak in Italy, although the platform’s market share is still materially higher 

than in Spain

• The Switch has posted a solid performance at launch, with roughly 179K units sold through. This is 

far higher than its predecessor, the Wii U.
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• GameStop is, and always has been, the dominant leader in the Italian retail market. Channel checks indicate that 

GameStop claims 35% market share.

• Amazon is also growing market share rapidly as ecommerce now accounts for a material percentage of the overall 

pie, and Amazon’s performance at Black Friday 2017 was also impressive

• Although Media World/Saturn is a leading retailer, channel checks indicate that the business is struggling in 

several key categories, including games. Moreover, the games buyer for the chain is also in charge of other 

categories, implying a lack of focus within the games value chain.

• The catalog business remains solid for stronger, bigger-franchise titles. While Media World focuses on new 

releases due to limited in-store shelf space, GameStop and Amazon are both performing well in the catalog 

segment.

• The boxed PC segment is becoming a relic of the past, with low single-digit market share on a revenue basis 

versus other platforms

• FIFA 18 was once again the #1 title in the market, with 640K units sold in 2017

• One problem at retail is that software is being discounted much earlier and faster than in prior cycles. Instead of 

games holding their launch price point for 3-4 months, as in earlier years, many retailers are often discounting 

games after only 6 weeks in the marketplace, in order to help clear stocks.

• Another risk factor is the arbitrage of currencies. In certain instances, some online retailers have entered the Italian 

market with cheaper gray imports from the UK, taking full advantage of the weaker British pound.
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• Despite weaker bandwidth versus other territories, the digital distribution ecosystem is gaining strength over time

• On console, the digital software share for most new titles is now hovering between 15-25% for most titles. While 

this percentage share lags that of other territories, it is a marked improvement versus earlier years when digital 

share was a lower, single-digit percentage for most titles.

• Moreover, some AAA games such as Rainbow Six Siege are rumored to have hit 35%+ digital shares. Stronger 

retail-centric games such as FIFA and Call of Duty are closer to the 15% end of the range, however.

• Payment methods for digital consumption are also expanding, with credit card, PayPal and pre-paid point card 

penetration rising materially

• Mobile gaming is growing faster than Digital PC, although it will likely remain lower than Digital PC and Digital 

Console until 2020 based on current estimates and growth projections

REST OF 

EUROPE 515M

ANDROID 29M

IOS 11M

OTHER 1.5M

ITALY

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $372M $433M $487M $532M $569M $598M

Digital PC $470M $511M $513M $517M $512M $507M

Digital Console $390M $476M $540M $600M $684M $758M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)
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GameStop

• Overindexes on used games, catalog sales, and Nintendo 

hardware/software

Media World / Saturn

• Overindexes on PlayStation hardware/software and game 

selection range in major cities

• Underindexes on shelf space dedicated toward games

Amazon.it

• Overindexes on pre-orders and bundles

• Underindexes on distribution in Southern Italy

Euronics Group

• Overindexes on Xbox software and in-store advice

• Underindexes on shelf space dedicated to games

Steam

• Overindexes on game selection range and aggressive price 

discounting

SGM / Unieruo

• Overindexes on PlayStation hardware/software and catalog 

sales
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BAD SEED

Developer

Bad Seed is an indie developer whose 

small portfolio of games has received 

critical acclaim for their high quality 

and innovative designs

In 2017, Bad Seed released its tactical 

turn-based game Insidia on Steam in 

Early Access

INDIEGALA

Retailer/Developer

Indiegala is primarily a digital 

distribution platform for PC games

Indiegala’s store offers several 

different ways of purchasing games: 

regular à la carte, bundled name-your-

price (similar to Humble Bundle), and 

auction

Indiegala also develops its own 

games in-house and publishes games 

for other small indie developers

REDBIT GAMES

Developer/Publisher

Redbit Games is a casual mobile 

games developer 

Redbit also acts as a publisher under 

its Tiny Games label

In 2017, the studio released several 

games including Plain Escape, 

EverHero and Space Max, among 

others

UNTOLD GAMES

Developer

Untold Games is an indie studio that 

specializes in creating VR adventures 

leveraging full body avatars, motion 

controllers, and cinematic story telling

In 2017, Untold Games’ Terramars

title, which allows users to experience 

life on Mars, was selected as a finalist 

in Epic’s Developing Beyond 

competition. Terramars ended up 

reaching third place in this 

competition, winning $30,000.

DIGITAL BROS.

Publisher/Distributor

Digital Bros. is one of the largest 

games companies in Italy, operating 

as a developer, publisher (505 

Games) and distributor of games

In 2017, Digital Bros. acquired Kunos

Simulazioni, known for developing 

Assetto Corsa

Digital Bros. also struck several 

partnerships in 2017 to release key 

titles in the Chinese and South Korean 

markets

MILESTONE SRL

Developer

Milestone is one of Italy’s leading 

game developers, specializing in the 

racing genre

In 2017, Milestone partnered with 

Sony and Dorna Sports to launch an 

esports championship around its 

MotoGP series

Milestone also recently released a 

wholly original racing IP called 

GRAVEL

UBISOFT MILAN

Developer/Publisher

Ubisoft Milan has historically had a 

reputation as a strong supporting 

development studio, helping with the 

development of the Tom Clancy Ghost 

Recon titles, but the success of its 

Mario + Rabbids Kingdom Battle has 

thrust the studio into the spotlight like 

never before

Ubisoft Milan is leveraging the 

success of Mario + Rabbids to expand 

the studio

OVOSONICO

Developer

Ovosonico is a small but well-

respected indie developer that 

specializes in games that explore and 

evoke emotions

At E3 2017, Ovosonico unveiled its 

latest title, Last Day of June for PS4 

and PC, and the game received many 

Best of Show accolades

Last Day of June launched in August 

with 505 Games acting as publisher
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S T R E N G T H

• Italian GDP is growing faster than at any time since 2010, with 

employment restored to pre-crisis levels

• Milestone, a Milan-based games studio, is one of the few Italian 

homegrown success stories, with strong y/y growth on revenue 

and net income in 2017. This success story can be a template for 

other indie studios looking to grow in the region.

• Italy has retained a strong specialty games retail ecosystem, with 

Italy shining as one of GameStop’s top foreign territories

W E A K N E S S

• Despite the economic recovery, the unemployment for young 

people is at 35%. Underemployment is also an issue, as 1 in 4 

Italians are working part-time due to full-time job unavailability.

• Broadband infrastructure is still a sticking point, and Italy ranks 

28th in the world

• While other EU countries have agreed on VGTR (Video Game 

Tax Relief) schemes, the Italian government has struggled to get 

agreement for VGTR proposals

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• The Italian government recently rolled out new tax credits to 

directly help Italian game studios, aiming for similar results to 

those of the UK and France

• Nintendo has emerged as a growing player, with Italy 

overindexing on Nintendo platforms such as 3DS

• Despite broadband infrastructure issues, publishers are 

beginning to invest more heavily in digital distribution, as 

evidenced by growing digital software shares for most publishers

T H R E A T

• As the birth rate plummets, Italy is facing a major demographic 

challenge: an aging, shrinking population

• The lack of dynamism in the economic recovery has also led to 

brain drain, with many skilled, educated, young Italian graduates 

emigrating to other nations and hurting Italy’s prospects

• The retail environment is consolidating, with many “mom and 

pops” closing down. This trend, coupled with GameStop Italy’s 

preference for AAA hits, has hurt smaller publishers.
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Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Electronic Arts 23%

2 Nintendo 14%

3 Activision Blizzard 12%

4 Ubisoft 11%

5 Sony 10%

6 Take-Two Interactive 6%

7 Warner Bros. Interactive 5%

8 Bethesda 3%

9 Bandai Namco 2%

10 Square Enix 2%
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Rank Title Unit Sales

1 FIFA 18 640K

2 Call of Duty: WWII 250K

3 Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy 195K

4 Grand Theft Auto V 185K

5 Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six Siege 160K

6 Minecraft 150K

7 FIFA 17 150K

8 Gran Turismo Sport 130K

9 Assassin’s Creed Origins 115K

10 Horizon Zero Dawn 105K
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ITALY SOFTWARE FORECAST
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ITALY HARDWARE FORECAST

$317M

$268M
$221M $233M

$326M
$299M

$349M

$352M

$321M $293M

$305M

$285M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

TOTAL ITALY FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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20% 21% 23% 24% 24% 24%

21%
23%

26%
28% 29%

31%

18%

17%

15%
13% 13%

12%

17%
13%

11% 11% 14% 12%

25% 25% 25% 24% 21% 21%

0.4% 0.3% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

ITALY PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MARKET SHARE (2017-2022E)

$372M $433M $487M $532M $569M $598M

$390M

$476M
$540M

$600M
$684M

$758M
$342M

$345M

$317M
$290M

$303M
$283M

$317M

$268M
$221M

$233M

$326M
$299M

$470M

$511M
$513M

$517M

$512M
$507M

$7.3M

$6.1M $4.0M

$3.0M

$2.2M $1.7M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

ITALY PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

ITALY PHYSICAL + DIGITAL BIG PICTURE
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DIGITAL
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PHYSICAL SW
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Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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9%

596K

5.3M

750K

6.5M

Hardware Software

+26% y/y

THE NORDIC VIDEO GAME MARKET
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$224M
$269M

$278M

$353M

Hardware Software

2016 2017
NORDIC

REST OF W. EUROPE

The total Nordic games market, including both digital and physical revenue, is estimated to have grown 24% y/y to generate $2.0 billion

• The Nordic games market is one of the most heavily skewed toward digital revenue, with the digital games market valued at an estimated 

$1.3 billion in 2017

▪ Within digital games, Mobile is the strongest platform with 42% share of revenue; PC captures 38% share and Console captures only 21%

• The physical games market in Nordic saw some of the greatest growth within Western Europe, with revenue up 28% to $631 million

▪ The Nordic market was the only one that saw double-digit growth across both hardware and software—with software outstripping hardware in year-over-year growth

▪ The PS4 was the leading platform, experiencing year-over-year growth in both hardware and software sales, but Nintendo platforms also contributed to growth 

across both categories

• When summing digital and physical games revenue, the Nordic ranks #4 within Western Europe with 9% market share

2017 PHYSICAL VS. DIGITAL

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY) SALES REVENUE IN USD (PHYSICAL ONLY)

DIGITAL

68%

PHYSICAL

32%

Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware.

+22% y/y

+24% y/y

+31% y/y
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3%

Wii U

6%

Switch6%

3DS
5%

PS3

61%

PS4

1%

Xbox 360

10%

Xbox One

8%

PC

SOFTWARE UNIT MARKET SHARE - 2017

207K
160K

602K

1.83M

1.65M

1.47M

414K

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One

CUMULATIVE INSTALLED BASE

Thru 2016 2017

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One PC

HW Units 6K 160K 108K 0.4K 402K 1K 73K -

HW Revenue $2.0M $60.0M $16.5M $0.1M $172.6M $0.2M $27.0M -

SW Units 175K 406K 376K 346K 3,948K 61K 657K 533K

SW Revenue $7.7M $25.6M $15.2M $11.5M $240.4M $1.8M $34.0M $15.6M
Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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• The games market within the Nordic territories sees Sweden in the lead with approximately 42% 

market share, followed by Norway (21%), Denmark (19%) and Finland (18%)

• The Nordic region’s fragmented nature, with each country having its own trade organization, 

combined with the fact that retail coverage of this market is estimated to be only 40%, makes the 

Nordic physical games market one of the most difficult to estimate within Europe

• In April 2017, Sweden introduced a chemical tax that has increased the price of consoles depending 

on its weight

▪ The new tax has the price of the Xbox One going up by about 40 euros, while the price of the Switch is raised 

about 20 euros

▪ As a result, an increasing number of savvy consumers have purchased their hardware from outside of the 

Nordic region (e.g. via Amazon.de), as imported consumer goods are unaffected by the tax

• The PS4 is by far the leading platform within the Nordic region, with both hardware and software 

sales continuing to climb in 2017—even in spite of the rapid digital transition happening in the market

▪ The PS4 Pro is estimated to have accounted for 30% of all PS4 sales

▪ In spite of the core nature of the Nordic games market, PS VR sales have not been as strong as expected

• The release of the Xbox One X did not generate a significant increase in sales as the Xbox One 

console in general has simply not performed well in the region—the PS4 has been outselling the 

Xbox One at a rate of 4:1
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• While Nintendo has had several weak years in the Nordic market, the Switch console has deviated 

from that trend with its strong reception this time around—outselling the Xbox One to be the #2 

platform in 2017

▪ Renowned local distributor Bergsala Group has been in charge of distribution, and Nintendo launched a 

strong TV marketing campaign for the Switch

▪ As a result, the Switch was often sold out for the first few months after its release

▪ The fact that the Switch boasts a more robust digital console offering is another possible reason the console 

is resonating better with Nordic consumers

▪ Two Switch titles ranked within the Nordic’s top titles this year—Super Mario Odyssey and The Legend of 

Zelda: Breath of the Wild

• The Nordic has traditionally had a strong PC gaming sector, with the physical PC software sales 

ranking as high as #2 behind the PS4 in 2016. But 2017 saw physical PC software sales volume 

down 42% y/y.

▪ The PC segment continues to see strong digital sales, however. In fact, the Nordic is estimated to have the 

second-largest audience on Steam within Western Europe, second only to Germany.

• The retail scene has been affected by the Nordic’s digital revolution:

▪ Toys R Us and Spaceworld in Norway removed games from their line-up, and GameStop closed a number of 

stores
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• The Nordic is one of the most connected regions in the world, boasting some of the highest broadband penetration rates, as well as some of 

the fastest speeds. As a result, the Nordic has one of the most rapidly transitioning digital games markets within Europe.

▪ When it comes to physical games revenue, the Nordic is one of the smallest markets, but when it comes to digital games revenue, the Nordic is #4 behind the UK, 

Germany and France

• It is estimated that as much as half of console games are now digitally purchased and can rise as high as 70% digital for some titles

▪ Nordic gamers particularly prefer to purchase older catalog titles digitally, resulting in a sharp decline in the physical catalog business

• YouTube and livestreaming are becoming a more integral part of the gaming experience for core gamers

▪ Savvy publishers are recognizing that YouTube personalities are an effective way to market games within the Nordic market

• On PC, CS:GO is still one of the most popular titles, but PUBG also saw huge growth through the year

• Esports has a strong following in the Nordic—retailers are providing esports-related gear and featuring esports-themed sections in-stores

• The mobile games market tends to be the home of casual gamers 

▪ Homegrown games are popular (e.g. Supercell’s Clash Royale, Clash of Clans, and Hay Day, and two of King’s Saga games were top 10 titles in 2017), but the #1 

mobile game in 2017 was in fact Niantic’s Pokémon GO—the addition of raids resonated particularly well with Nordic gamers

• The Discord app, which facilitates voice and text chat channels for gamers, has become particularly popular among mobile users

REST OF 

EUROPE 539M

ANDROID 8.5M

IOS 8.2M

OTHER 298K

NORDIC

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $557M $707M $828M $940M $1,032M $1,082M

Digital PC $501M $515M $577M $613M $642M $665M

Digital Console $278M $335M $379M $419M $475M $524M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)
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Elkjøp / Elgiganten / etc.

• Overindexes on distribution, hardware, and software

• Underindexes on discounted pricing

GameStop

• Overindexes on software selection and hardware

• Underindexes on store count

CDON

• Overindexes on hardware and in-store advice

• Underindexes on software selection

Steam

• Overindexes on localization and discounted pricing

Webhallen

• Overindexes on store count and software selection

• Underindexes on PC hardware

Media Markt

• Underindexes on store count
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SUPERCELL

Developer / Publisher

Headquartered in Helsinki, Finland, 

Supercell has been a dominant force in 

mobile gaming with hits such as Clash of 

Clans, Clash Royale, and Boom Beach

The company has been working on a new 

game in Canadian beta, called Brawl Stars, 

which IDG channel checks indicate could 

be a new hit with esports elements

Although Tencent acquired a majority stake 

in Supercell for $8.6 billion in 2016, the 

company has continued to operate 

autonomously with a unique, decentralized 

culture and much leaner developer teams

KING

Developer / Publisher

Based in Stockholm, Sweden, King 

remains a Top 5-10 mobile game publisher 

in most major geographies

While the Saga series of games are the 

company’s claim to fame, with continued 

traction due to more frequent content 

update releases, King is also trying to 

diversify its portfolio with mid-core content

Moreover, after Activision Blizzard bought 

King for $5.9 billion in 2016, it has been 

reported that King is working on a Call of 

Duty mobile game for the parent company

STARBREEZE STUDIOS

Developer / Publisher

Despite being an indie developer with 

notable hits including Payday 2, Starbreeze

has made some bold M&A moves that 

belie a smaller indie studio and instead 

reveal a company that is quite well-funded

Starbreeze purchased the Payday 

franchise from 505 Games in 2016 for $30 

million in stock, paid $8.5 million for a 

90.5% stake in Dhruva Interactive, and is 

working on a new Crossfire game

Starbreeze is also actively investing in VR 

with projects such as Project StarVR (a VR 

headset) and a new John Wick VR game

THQ NORDIC

Publisher / Developer

THQ Nordic is an M&A-driven roll-up of 

several other consolidated entities, 

including Nordic Games, JoWooD

Entertainment, the old THQ, as well as 

Digital Reality and NovaLogic

The company performs a combination of 

publishing and development services, with 

recent titles such as Halo Wars 2, 

Darksiders: Warmastered Edition, and 

Baja: Edge of Control in the portfolio

THQ Nordic has also been aggressively 

pursuing other indie developers as well as 

specific games properties

MOJANG

Developer / Publisher

Swedish game developer and publisher 

created the indie juggernaut Minecraft

After Microsoft’s 2014 acquisition of 

Mojang for $2.5 billion, Minecraft has 

remained the key tent pole, while Mojang 

has also dabbled in 3rd party publishing (for 

example Cobalt by Oxeye Game Studio)

Although there was earlier speculation that 

Minecraft could become a tent-pole game 

property on HoloLens, a more immediate 

development is how Minecraft has been a 

strong seller on two of Microsoft’s major 

competitors – Nintendo and Sony

ROVIO

Developer

Rovio Entertainment (Finland) established 

a strong position with Angry Birds

After several down years within the 

franchise, and a heightened focus on 

merchandising, Rovio has worked on 

expanding its portfolio to include mid-core 

content (e.g. MMOs) amid turnover

Rovio sold its animation division, and saw 

its Chairman Kaj Hed resign in June 2017

The slowdown was offset by the hit Angry 

Birds Movie in 2017

Rovio filed for IPO on NASDAQ Helsinki in 

October 2017

CCP

Developer

Crowd Control Productions (CCP) is an 

Icelandic indie developer who put EVE 

Online on the map

The company has been an early adopter in 

VR, with one of VR’s first popular games 

(EVE: Valkyrie)

However, the company is pivoting away 

from VR and focusing ahead on PC and 

mobile development, with the closure of its 

Atlanta studio and sell-off of its Newcastle 

studio in late 2017

EA DICE

Developer

EA DICE (Digital Illusions CE), is a 

Stockholm-based studio that also 

represents one of EA’s flagship developers

This studio has a major hand in the 

development of some of EA’s tent-pole 

franchises, including Battlefield, Star Wars 

Battlefront, and Mirror’s Edge, plus the 

Frostbite game engine

DICE has gone through recent struggles in 

the wake of the Star Wars: Battlefront II 

loot box controversy, whereby many 

gamers were upset by the game’s initial 

“pay-to-win” mechanics
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S T R E N G T H

• Outstripping most other parts of the world, the Nordic region boasts 

one of the fastest broadband and mobile Internet speeds on the globe. 

This has helped to facilitate higher connected console rates and 

stronger digital share versus other European territories.

• Across Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Iceland, the overall 

economic picture remains sturdy despite some slowing GDP growth in 

certain parts of the region. Finland’s Competitiveness Pact has led to 

GDP, export and consumer confidence growth.

• Sony continues to outperform, as PS4 overindexes in Nordic territories

W E A K N E S S

• Sweden recently introduced a chemical tax of 400 SEK, which adds 

roughly 40 EUR to the price of consoles

• While many parts of Europe have more open and lax immigration 

policies, Sweden is notorious for having a more restrictive immigration 

process. This makes it tougher for Sweden to attract high-powered 

foreign-born workers into its domestic games industry.

• Although the Nordic region boasts many indie developers, the 

successful hits remain concentrated in a small handful of industry 

standouts

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Some of the world’s most innovative game studios across all platforms 

are based in the Nordic, including Supercell, Mojang, Rovio, CCP, 

Starbreeze, and EA Dice, among others. This innovation hub will 

continue to help lead the games industry in the years to come. 

• In fact, several Nordic studios, including Next Games, Nitro Games, 

Rovio, and Remedy Entertainment have launched IPOs in the past 

year

• Esports are beginning to gain traction in the Nordic region, although it 

is still in early stages

• As a local currency tied to a much smaller territory versus the broader 

European Union (and the euro), the krona is more susceptible to 

erratic currency volatility which in turn disproportionately impacts trade

• Retail consolidation remains a significant issue in the region, as digital 

distribution continues to cannibalize brick-and-mortar revenue

• The formation of new game studios in Finland has decelerated 

markedly in recent years, which might create greater concern over 

time in terms of future innovation at the indie level

T H R E A T
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Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Electronic Arts 21%

2 Activision Blizzard 14%

3 Nintendo 14%

4 Take-Two Interactive 10%

5 Ubisoft 9%

6 Sony 8%

7 Warner Bros. Interactive 4%

8 Capcom 4%

9 Microsoft 4%

10 Bethesda 4%
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Rank Title Unit Sales

1 FIFA 18 325K

2 Call of Duty: WWII 290K

3 Assassin’s Creed Origins 100K

4 Gran Turismo Sport 65K

5 Grand Theft Auto V 60K

6 Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon Wildlands 55K

7 Super Mario Odyssey 55K

8 Horizon Zero Dawn 50K

9 The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 50K

10 Star Wars Battlefront II 45K
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NORDIC SOFTWARE FORECAST
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NORDIC HARDWARE FORECAST

$278M
$236M

$196M $191M

$243M
$216M

$353M

$365M

$345M
$320M

$292M

$250M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

TOTAL NORDIC FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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28%
33% 36% 38% 38% 40%

14%

16%
16%

17% 18%
19%

17%

16%
14%

13% 11%
9%

14%
11% 8% 8% 9% 8%

25% 24% 25% 25% 24% 24%

0.8% 0.6% 0.3% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

NORDIC PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MARKET SHARE (2017-2022E)

$557M
$707M

$828M
$940M

$1.03B $1.08B

$278M

$335M

$379M

$419M

$475M
$524M

$337M

$352M

$337M

$314M

$288M
$247M

$278M

$236M

$196M

$191M

$243M
$216M

$501M

$515M

$577M

$613M

$642M $665M

$16M

$13M

$8M

$6M

$4M
$3M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

NORDIC PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

MOBILE

PC PHYSICAL

PC DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

PHYSICAL SW

CONSOLE HW

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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8%

$259M

$308M

$321M
$321M

Hardware Software

0.8M

6.8M

0.9M

7.0M

Hardware Software

BENELUX VIDEO GAME MARKET
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2016 2017BENELUX

REST OF W. EUROPE

+14% y/y

The Benelux games market is estimated to have been worth $1.7 billion in 2017, up 19% y/y including both digital and physical games revenue 

• The physical games market was up a moderate 13% y/y to $641, with both hardware and software each reaching about $321 million

▪ The Switch was the primary driver of hardware growth, accounting for 22% share of hardware unit sales, ranking #2 behind platform leader PS4

▪ On software, the PS4 was the #1 platform with 58% share of unit sales—no surprises there. But what was surprising was the Xbox One beating out the 3DS, Switch and 

PC, to rank #2

• On the digital side, revenue grew 23% y/y to $1.1 billion with strong growth in all three categories—Mobile, PC and Console

▪ Mobile was the largest category with an estimated $381 million in revenue in 2017, slightly ahead of PC Digital at $379M. Mobile and Digital Console saw the greatest 

growth, with each segment up 33% y/y.

• Overall, the Benelux games market accounted for 8% market share of Western Europe

2017 PHYSICAL VS. DIGITAL

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY) SALES REVENUE IN USD (PHYSICAL ONLY)

DIGITAL

63%

PHYSICAL

37%

Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware.

+4% y/y
+24% y/y +4% y/y
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3%

Wii U
8%

Switch
8%

3DS
3%

PS3

59%

PS4

1%

Xbox 360

10%

Xbox One

9%

PC

SOFTWARE UNIT MARKET SHARE - 2017

0.23M 0.21M

1.23M

2.00M
2.04M

1.11M

0.34M

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One

CUMULATIVE INSTALLED BASE

Thru 2016 2017

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 Xbox 360 Xbox One PC

HW Units 6K 208K 155K 0.4K 499K 2K 77K -

HW Revenue $2.1M $77.3M $27.1M $0.1M $185.9M $0.4M $28.0M -

SW Units 187K 532K 547K 200K 4,061K 79K 679K 605K

SW Revenue $6.9M $31.7M $20.6M $6.2M $198.4M $2.2M $31.0M $19.3M
Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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• IDG expects hardware sales for the current generation (with the exception of Switch) to have peaked 

in the Benelux, with a resurgence not expected until 2021, following the expected release of the PS5 

in that year

• 2017 marked some significant changes for the retail market in the Benelux

▪ Two major toy store chains, Bart Smit and Intertoys, merged with Bart Smit stores rebranding to Intertoys in 

most places outside of Belgium

▪ Amazon Germany became more active in the Benelux as they have now localized Amazon.de into Dutch and 

are offering Prime in the Netherlands

▪ Because of a low currency exchange rate against the pound in 2017, Benelux consumers, who are already 

comfortable buying from the UK, became more incentivized to do so

• The holiday season shed light on some other key retail trends

▪ Single-player titles, including October releases like Evil Within 2 and Wolfenstein II, were heavily affected by 

discounting as retailers have effectively trained consumers to expect huge discounts on these titles

▲ On the flip side, GaaS titles outperform at launch as the online nature of the game pushes consumers to play with their 

friends from day one

▪ PS VR was also a difficult product to move throughout the year, but retailers are now more enthused by its 

prospects thanks to strong content like Skyrim VR along with Sony’s aggressive holiday pricing
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• Console publishers are seeing full game downloads in the Benelux range from 20-40% share vs. 60-

80% share for physical copies

▪ In general, titles like Destiny 2 that adopt the Games as a Service model have been seeing digital share on 

the higher end of this range vs. traditional titles

▪ EA sold a PS4-exclusive, digital deluxe edition SKU of FIFA 18 that IDG channel checks indicate 

outperformed in the fall season

• Sony is aggressively pushing digital distribution in the Benelux, as it is in many other developed 

European markets, through price promotions and platform marketing

▪ To the chagrin of local retailers, PSN caters to the European market as a whole rather than tailoring 

promotions for individual territories like the Benelux

REST OF 

EUROPE 536M

ANDROID 12M

IOS 8M

OTHER 360K

BENELUX

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $381M $471M $548M $628M $677M $707M

Digital PC $379M $421M $432M $445M $452M $457M

Digital Console $309M $382M $439M $492M $566M $630M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)
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INTERTOYS

Retailer

A major retailer for toys and games in the 

Benelux

Blokker Holding, Intertoys’ former parent, 

merged the company with retailer Bart Smit 

and later sold the two brands to UK firm 

Alteri Investors

During the transition in the first half of 

2017, Intertoys lost market share due to a 

lack of guidance from their new parent 

company

Over the 2017 holiday season, the retailer 

was very aggressive in pricing as they 

sought to regain lost market share

PUBG CORP

Developer

PUBG Corporation operates Steam Early 

Access hit PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds 

all over the world

The firm was set to open a new office in 

the Netherlands in February 2018 geared 

towards both game development and 

marketing

The company hopes to use the local office 

to better reach European players and start 

building a base for local esports

LARIAN STUDIOS

Developer

Based in Oudenaarde, Belgium, Larian

Studios is one of the larger game studios in 

the Benelux region, with over 100 

employees

The studio focuses on RPG games, with 

the Divinity series acting as one of its major 

tent-pole franchises

Divinity: Original Sin II is the company’s 

most recent launch, appearing on both 

Steam and GOG.com

The company has been innovative on the 

funding front, leveraging Kickstarter to help 

support its game launches

CRAZY MONKEY 

Developer

Established in 2010, Crazy Monkey is 

headquartered in Belgium and has 

developed games across Mobile, PC and 

Console

After a modestly successful release of 

Guns, Gore & Cannoli, the studio is 

currently developing Guns, Gore & Cannoli 

2 for PC, PS4 and Xbox One

Moreover, the original game from that 

franchise is now available on Nintendo 

Switch, furthering the developer’s multi-

platform approach

AMAZON.DE

Ecommerce Retailer

The German division of international 

ecommerce giant Amazon has been very 

active in the Benelux in recent years 

Amazon.de is now localized in Dutch and 

the company is even offering its Prime 

subscription service to customers in the 

Netherlands

Other local ecommerce companies like 

Bol.com and Coolblue have traditionally not 

been as price aggressive as Amazon, but 

they are starting to catch up with big events 

like Single’s Day and Black Friday

GUERRILLA GAMES

Developer

Based in the Netherlands, Guerrilla is a 

first-party studio for Sony best known for 

the Killzone FPS series of games

The company had a stellar year thanks to  

the release of Horizon Zero Dawn, an open 

world sci-fi game featuring amazing 

graphics and robotic dinosaurs

The title was a major win for Sony’s 

exclusive lineup and gave a spotlight to the 

studio’s proprietary game engine, Decima, 

which Kojima Productions is using in their 

upcoming title, Death Stranding

BLUE GIRAFFE GAMES

Developer

Based in the Netherlands, Blue Giraffe has 

a small but growing team of 12 people

The company’s portfolio is focused on 

story-driven games, which include the 

Heart’s Medicine, Delicious, and Gynzy

series

The studio has expanded its platform 

breadth in recent years, with games that 

are playable across iOS, Google Play, 

Amazon App Store, and the Gamehouse

browser-based platform, among others

FROSTY FROGGS

Developer

Frosty Froggs, headquartered near 

Brussels, is a dynamic 3-person studio 

development team that creates games 

across a wide spectrum of platforms

The studio develops across PC, Xbox One, 

PS4, Switch, and mobile platforms

Additionally, the company has begun to 

develop content for VR

The current tent-pole title is Chased, which 

is a top-down action/arcade style game

Outcast: Second Contact, BirdRun, and 

Atakapu round out the portfolio
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S T R E N G T H

• From a decision-making standpoint, Belgium is a major hub for 

gaming as the Interactive Software Federation of Europe (ISFE), 

which runs the PEGI rating system, is located in Brussels

• Academia is a key engine for games growth. This is most 

prominent in the Netherlands, where 11 schools offer game-

specific curricula.

• The Netherlands has the 7th strongest economy in Europe, in 

terms of GDP

W E A K N E S S

• Although the respective governments have proffered some 

modest support for the games industry, the overall level of 

support pales in comparison to other European neighbors

• Localization of games for the Benelux region has become a 

“chicken or the egg” issue. Some publishers do not want to 

localize because the market is not big enough, yet without true 

localization the prospects for the market growing faster are 

compromised.

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• The indie landscape in the Benelux remains constrained in terms 

of actual numbers of studios, versus other parts of Europe. 

Guerrilla Games (the makers of the Killzone franchise) is one of 

the only major local standouts.

• Luxembourg and Belgium are ranked #11 and #12, respectively, 

in terms of the world’s fastest mobile download speeds. This is a 

solid harbinger for stronger mobile gaming growth going forward.

• The Benelux region has emerged as a central location for 

terrorist cells derived from the Middle East, hindering security 

and presenting a geopolitical challenge to the region

• Brexit could disproportionately hurt the Benelux region’s GDP 

growth, as this region conducts a massive amount of UK trade

• The Dutch Gambling Authority launched an investigation into 

whether games implementing loot boxes should be considered a 

form of gambling

T H R E A T
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Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Electronic Arts 22%

2 Nintendo 16%

3 Activision Blizzard 15%

4 Ubisoft 12%

5 Sony 8%

6 Take-Two Interactive 5%

7 Warner Bros. Interactive 5%

8 Codemasters 3%

9 Bandai Namco 2%

10 Bethesda 2%
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Rank Title Unit Sales

1 FIFA 18 545K

2 Call of Duty: WWII 460K

3 Grand Theft Auto V 245K

4 FIFA 17 125K

5 Assassin’s Creed Origins 115K

6 Horizon Zero Dawn 110K

7 Gran Turismo: Sport 105K

8 The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 105K

9 Minecraft 100K

10 Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy 100K
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BENELUX SOFTWARE FORECAST
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BENELUX HARDWARE FORECAST

$321M
$274M

$228M $228M

$295M
$265M

$321M

$318M

$291M
$269M

$296M

$305M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

TOTAL BENELUX FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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22% 25% 28% 30% 30% 30%

18%

20%

23%
24% 25% 27%

18%

16%

14%
13% 13%

13%

19%
15%

12% 11% 13% 11%

22% 23% 22% 22% 20% 19%

1.1% 0.9% 0.6% 0.4% 0.3% 0.2%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

BENELUX PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MARKET SHARE (2017-2022E)

$381M
$471M

$548M
$628M $677M $707M

$309M

$382M

$439M

$492M
$566M

$630M

$301M

$300M

$280M

$260M

$289M

$299M

$321M

$274M
$228M

$228M

$295M
$265M

$379M

$421M
$432M

$445M

$452M
$457M

$19M

$17M
$11M

$9M

$7M
$6M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

BENELUX PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

BENELUX PHYSICAL + DIGITAL BIG PICTURE
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MOBILE

PC PHYSICAL

PC DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

PHYSICAL SW

CONSOLE HW

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = €0.89
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12%14%

$410M
$310M

$750M$540M

$420M

$930M

Console** Mobile PC**

RUSSIA VIDEO GAME MARKET
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ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS * ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS *

+35% y/y

+24% y/y
2016 2017

Following a slight contraction in the market in 2016, 

Russia saw a strong resurgence in game sales in 

2017

• The total Russian games market estimated to have been 

worth $1.9 billion in 2017, up 29% y/y

• The strongest growth was seen in the digital console 

segment, with sales up 50% y/y to $124 million, but still 

only generating ~7% of total game sales

• The mobile games business was also up substantially, 

rising 35% y/y to $420 million

• Console hardware and physical software sales were on 

par with mobile sales at $420 million, with the segment 

experiencing very healthy growth of 28% in 2017

• The smallest category—Physical PC—was also the only 

one to see a drop in 2017 to $33 million

• PC remained the main platform for gaming in Russia 

thanks to digital sales, which reached $893 million for the 

year

• Russia remains the 4th largest emerging market in 2017, 

claiming 14% market share

SALES REVENUE

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW 2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) 2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

RUSSIARUSSIA

* Emerging Markets include Russia, Poland, Southeast Asia, Australia / New Zealand, India, Latin America, MENA and Turkey

** Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales

+32% y/y
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RUSSIA IN 2017
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CONSOLE 29%

MOBILE 22%

PC 49%

CLASH OF KINGS
Elex Technology

VIKINGS: WAR OF CLANS
Plarium

WORLD OF TANKS BLITZ
Wargaming

GARDENSCAPES – NEW ACRES
Playrix Games

CLASH ROYALE
Supercell

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END
Sony

HORIZON ZERO DAWN
Sony 

BATTLEFIELD 1
Electronic Arts

CALL OF DUTY: WWII
Activision Blizzard

PUBG
PUBG Corp

DOTA 2
Valve

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Riot Games

OVERWATCH
Activision Blizzard

FORTNITE
Epic Games

15K 25K
169K

1,490K

1,010K

197K

1,450K

175K

WII U SWITCH 3DS PS3 PS4 PS VITA X360 XBO

* Includes gray imports

REST OF 

EUROPE

478M

ANDROID 53M

IOS 22M

OTHER 3M

RUSSIA

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

NINTENDO

SONY

MICROSOFT

TOP TITLES

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORM
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RUSSIA MARKET TRENDS
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• After two years of recession, the Russian economy modestly recovered in 2017 with the World Bank 

estimating 1.7% economic growth thanks to a resilient ruble, low inflation, and stronger price of oil

▪ The improvements have led to resurgent consumer spending and growth, especially in the console market

• PS4 remains the dominant console platform as hardware price reductions in the region have driven 

strong adoption in 2017

• Xbox One saw solid year-over-year growth, but it remains a much smaller platform

▪ A delayed launch for the Xbox One hurt Microsoft in the region at the beginning of the cycle, but the company 

has since focused on competing with Sony on hardware pricing

• Though Nintendo didn’t previously have much association with Russia, the Nintendo Switch has 

been received well upon launch and is performing better than previous Nintendo consoles

▪ The key difference with this console launch was that Nintendo invested heavily in local marketing

▪ However, the company still has a steep hill to climb as Nintendo’s IP is not widely known in the territory

• Digital downloads have been gaining share in Russia as physical distribution is challenging in such a 

large country

▪ PS4 full game downloads roughly averaged 35-40% against physical software, but Xbox One digital adoption 

may be over 50% as Xbox One games are tougher to find in the first place at retail
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• Local retailers have also been more cautious with their buying practices since the recession and 

have reduced the number of titles they offer to just major AAA games, further pushing consumers to 

digital platforms

▪ PlayStation Store growth has been further lifted thanks to acceptance of localized payments like Yandex

• Russia is the third largest market for Steam and its growth has been reflected by decreased physical 

PC software sales

▪ Major publishers like EA and Ubisoft have moved away from boxed PC sales entirely in favor of POSA cards 

at retail, exacerbating the PC market’s shift to digital distribution

• As with most emerging markets, there is high price elasticity amongst Russian consumers as launch 

sales are less pronounced but players wait for deep discounts on software and hardware over time

▪ Publishers like Ubisoft have been effective at monetizing their catalog business in the territory as they work 

with retailers to adjust pricing over time

• Esports has also been growing and gaining investment in Russia, with major companies like Mail.Ru

and mobile operator MTS making significant acquisitions in the space

▪ ESForce, which operates the SK and Virtus Pro leagues for Dota 2 and CS: GO, was acquired by Mail.Ru in 

a deal worth over $100 million
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RUSSIA KEY GAMING COMPANIES

1C COMPANY

Developer / Distributor

1C is a one-stop solutions provider across 

indie game development, publishing, and 

distribution; they encompass gaming and 

educational software

1C’s strength grew significantly after it 

merged with SoftClub, the largest Russian 

distributor of games, back in 2009, and 1C 

also owns competing distributor Buka

The company’s distribution backbone 

spans 10,000 partners in 600 cities across 

Russia and Eastern Europe

WARGAMING

Publisher / Developer

Founded in 1998, Wargaming’s global 

publisher market share has been much 

higher in recent years, in the wake of the 

long-term success of its tent-pole title 

World of Tanks (WoT)

Russia remains a top WoT territory

The publisher / developer has expanded 

capabilities across the globe, with greater 

focus on Mobile via its Wargaming Mobile 

division and new games via WG Labs

It will be important for WG to more 

aggressively diversify beyond WoT and the 

Russian market in the next few years

GAMEZONE

Retailer

While other territories are experiencing 

massive retail struggles in the games 

category, Gamezone has held up resiliently 

as Russia’s largest chain of specialty 

games retail outlets

The company sells gaming hardware, 

software and peripherals, with a focus on 

console platforms (Sony, Microsoft, and 

Nintendo) and a secondary concentration 

on PC

Although Gamezone is a great educator 

and evangelizer of games, the company is 

still behind in terms of digital diversification

ZEPTOLAB

Publisher / Developer

ZeptoLab emerged as a top-notch mobile 

indie developer when Cut The Rope, a 

2010 release, spread like wild fire

The Cut the Rope franchise of games has 

been downloaded over 1 million times. 

Another major game is King of Thieves.

With over 100 employees, the company 

has expanded beyond Moscow to include 

offices in London and Barcelona

The company’s strategy remains focused 

on casual and midcore games, while the 

company has also added publishing 

capabilities in recent years

MAIL.RU

Internet / Publisher

Mail.Ru is somewhat like the “Tencent of 

China,” with market dominance across 

email, instant messaging, and operation of 

the top social networks in Russia, including 

Vkontakte

Mail.Ru is also similar to Tencent in that it 

has become a top localization and 3rd party 

publishing partner for foreign game 

developers

The company is also pushing into esports

with the acquisition of ESforce for over 

$100 million

GAME INSIGHT

Publisher / Developer

Based in Vilnius, Lithuania, Game Insight 

has a strong presence in Russia and is a 

leading indie game studio in the region

Initially, the company focused on hidden 

object, simulation and tycoon games, 

primarily for PC. But the studio has since 

expanded to Mobile across multiple genres, 

including action and strategy.

The company has remained nimble, often 

experimenting with new platforms. For 

example, GI was one of the first non-Asian 

developers to launch games on Asian 

messaging platforms (such as Kakao).

M.VIDEO

Retailer

Major consumer electronics retailer that 

merged with competitor Eldorado and was 

sold to SAFMAR Group in 2017

SAFMAR intends to operate the two 

brands separately but as sister companies, 

with M.video retaining its listing on the 

Moscow stock exchange

M.video saw modest growth in 2017 and 

has been in talks with Chinese ecommerce 

giant Alibaba for some possible 

collaborations

GAIJIN ENTERTAINMENT

Publisher / Developer

With roughly 200 employees, Gaijin is one 

of the largest indie game developers in 

Russia. The company is headquartered in 

Moscow.

The company’s core competency is in PC 

and console gaming, with moderate hits 

including War Thunder and Star Conflict

One of the key growth drivers for Gaijin 

over the next several years will be a 

greater push on Mobile, as well as better 

traction on digital console across PSN and 

Xbox Live

168
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S T R E N G T H

• Russia remains a dominant force in PC gaming, as it is the third-

largest market on Steam, only behind the US and China in terms 

of users by country

• Despite the country’s longstanding PC gaming heritage, it also 

boasts solid market balance across PC, Mobile and Console

• Local developers/publishers such as 1C, Wargaming, Gaijin, 

Game Insight, and the tech conglomerate Mail.Ru continue to 

show progress and keep Russia on the worldwide games map

W E A K N E S S

• Although the Russian mobile games market is a strong growth 

driver, the actual conversion rates on free to paid players is still 

relatively low

• Continued geopolitical and economic volatility are major 

obstacles to broader foreign investment in the Russian games 

market and Russia in general

• Though Sony and Nintendo have seen positive signs in the past 

year, Xbox has not fared as well in the local market

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Russia is seen by many publishers as a possible growth market 

for esports; Russian oligarchs and conglomerates like Mail.Ru

have been investing in esports infrastructure

• Credit card penetration is increasing, which bodes well for digital 

growth

• It is possible that the 2018 World Cup, to be held in Moscow, 

could act as a catalyst for the economy as well as soccer game 

revenue

• Even with prospects of slow GDP growth versus prior 

recessionary years, the economic crisis still looms large, with the 

risk of another drop in oil prices acting as an overhang

• There is also risk of further Western sanctions, as Russia 

continues to defy established powers in certain areas

• Since Russia boasts a longstanding “mall culture,” any additional 

deterioration in consumer spending could have a major negative 

impact on retail games consumption

T H R E A T
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22% 23% 24% 25% 25% 25%

29% 28% 28% 28% 29% 31%

49% 49% 48% 47% 46% 44%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

RUSSIA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST (2017-2022E)

$420M $500M $570M $610M $650M $660M

$540M

$610M
$660M

$690M
$740M

$820M

$930M

$1.06B

$1.13B
$1.17B

$1.18B
$1.19B

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

RUSSIA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

RUSSIA MARKET OUTLOOK
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PC

MOBILE

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales
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$120M
$70M

$280M

$240M

$110M

$340M

Console** Mobile PC**

5%5%

POLAND VIDEO GAME MARKET
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+62% y/y

+21% y/y

2016 2017

+97% y/y

The Polish video game market grew 46% y/y to 

$690 million in 2017, the strongest year-over-year 

growth seen out of all the territories IDG tracks

• Growth in Poland was driven primarily by an increase in 

console sales, with total console-related sales roughly 

doubling year-over-year to $240 million

• Though Digital Console growth was in line with the 

overall growth of the console segment, it remains niche 

with just $20 million in revenue generated in 2017

• On the other hand, digital PC gaming saw healthy growth 

with sales increasing 35% y/y to $260 million, driven by 

new Steam users and localized payment methods

• Physical PC software fell just 10% y/y to $80 million in 

2017, maintaining Poland’s lead as the strongest market 

for physical PC software in Europe

• Mobile remained the smallest gaming platform in Poland, 

but still saw significant growth, up 62% y/y to $110 million

• Poland surpassed Turkey in 2017 to claim 5% market 

share of all emerging markets*

SALES REVENUE

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS * ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS *

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) 2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

POLANDPOLAND

* Emerging Markets include Russia, Poland, Southeast Asia, Australia / New Zealand, India, Latin America, MENA and Turkey

** Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales
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MOBILE STRIKE
MZ

GAME OF WAR – FIRE AGE
MZ

POKÉMON GO
Niantic

SLOTS CASINO GAMES
Huuuge Global

CLASH ROYALE
Supercell

CS: GO
Valve

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Riot Games

DOTA 2
Valve

FORTNITE
Epic Games

PUBG
PUBG Corp

THE WITCHER 3
CD Projekt Red

CALL OF DUTY: WWII
Activision Blizzard

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

BATTLEFIELD 1
Electronic Arts

HORIZON ZERO DAWN
Sony

CONSOLE 35%

MOBILE 15%

PC 50%

POLAND IN 2017

5K 15K

205K

950K

750K

80K

822K

252K

WII U SWITCH 3DS PS3 PS4 PS VITA X360 XBO

* Includes gray imports

REST OF 

EUROPE

531M

ANDROID 23M

IOS 529K

OTHER 891K

POLAND
NINTENDO

SONY
MICROSOFT

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORMTOP TITLES
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• The Polish economy showed much strength in 2017 with GDP growth accelerating to 4.6% vs. 2.9% 

in 2016, driven by rising investment from the EU, low interest rates, and a healthy labor market

▪ The government’s “500+” program, which was designed to combat lower fertility rates through monetary 

allowances to families, is also helping to drive consumer spending

▪ Economists are expecting these favorable market conditions to continue over the next few years, further 

boding well for the local games market

• The country now has three strong platforms for software sales across PC, PS4, and Xbox One, 

where previously PC was the most dominant player

• Publishers like Activision Blizzard, EA, and Ubisoft are reportedly stepping up their marketing efforts 

in the country as they are seeing a higher proportion of sales from newly released games versus 

catalog titles in recent years

• Retail and digital PC software prices have been rising to better align with console software prices in 

other European markets

▪ Though digital is taking more and more share, boxed PC software still remains a strong category thanks to 

more affordable pricing, poor broadband speeds, and slow credit card adoption

▪ Alternative payment methods like PaySafe, PayU, and Epay are helping to alleviate these pain points 
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• Sony in particular is seeing stronger adoption in the country

▪ With PC software and hardware prices rising, consoles are now becoming a more compelling option for 

Polish consumers, with PS4 being the main beneficiary of this trend

▪ Sony’s PlayLink initiative, which allows players to interact with certain titles through their smartphone, has 

proven to be attractive in the market where party games are disproportionately popular

▪ Also, the PS4 Pro has been selling at a 1:3 ratio against the standard PS4, with the Pro seeing a high 

proportion of new customers rather than players upgrading from the standard PS4

• Xbox One appears to be reducing the gap against the PS4 as recent month-over-month sales show 

the ratio of PS4 to Xbox One hardware sales at 2:1, compared to 4:1 seen in early 2016

• Digital Console is weak in the region as full game download and DLC sales are heavily dependent on 

POSA cards and other Electronic Software Distribution (ESD) sold through physical retail

• Switch had a lackluster launch in the country with the installed base sitting at around 15,000 units, as 

Nintendo doesn’t appear to have many local partners in the region and the console is only available 

at retail through MediaMarkt

• Poland continues to be a hub for esports excitement thanks to the major Intel Extreme Masters 

championship event held annually in Katowice, which drives significant local revenue from sponsors 

and advertisers
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POLAND KEY GAMING COMPANIES

CDP.PL

Distributor / Ecommerce

Formerly known as CD Projekt, CDP.PL is 

one of the most powerful companies in the 

Polish gaming space, as the company has 

expanded its portfolio beyond physical 

distribution into digital distribution via 

ecommerce as well as non-gaming media 

(books, movies, music and board games)

In addition to distributing games from its 

sister studio CD Projekt Red, the company 

also partners with Ubisoft, Activision, and 

Sony, among others

CDP.PL growth is a solid bellwether for 

broader Polish gaming growth

CENEGA

Distributor

As the largest independent distributor in 

Poland, Cenega’s footprint also captures 

other Central/Eastern European neighbors, 

including Czech Republic, Slovakia, and 

Hungary

With strong market share at the software 

level, Cenega partner publishers include 

Take-Two, Warner Bros., SEGA, Capcom, 

Bethesda, Square Enix, and Bandai 

Namco, among others

One concern is that this company has yet 

to diversify as aggressively into digital in 

the way that CDP.PL has

GRYONLINE.PL

Retailer / News Site

While most ecommerce gaming sites 

strictly focus on selling games, GRYOnline

serves dual purposes: selling games online 

through its site, while also providing news, 

information, editorials, and game reviews 

for site users

The company’s Metacritic-style aggregation 

of game reviews and news offers a 

differentiated perspective, providing users 

with more information on games and then 

shortening the conversion cycle by giving 

users a direct opportunity to buy the game 

on that same site

11 BIT STUDIOS

Developer

Comprised of Polish game veterans 

(including CD Projekt alums), 11 bit studios 

is the creator of the Anomaly and This War 

of Mine series, among others. The next big 

IP on the horizon is Frostpunk, which is 

slated to release this year. 

The Warsaw-based company also recently 

opened up a publishing arm, which 

provides other studios with funding, 

marketing/PR, localization and production 

capabilities

The company has already established itself 

as a leading indie developer in the region

CD PROJEKT RED

Publisher / Developer

As the sister company to CDP.PL, CD 

Projekt Red is best-known for creating the 

Witcher game series, with a specialization 

in role-playing games (RPGs)

Additionally, the company operates 

GOG.com, one of the most popular PC 

digital distribution services outside of 

Steam

IDG believes that this studio is one of the 

most formidable indie studios in the world, 

leveraging a highly-skilled but slightly 

lower-cost talent pool due to its Polish 

roots

CI GAMES

Publisher / Developer

Formerly known as City Interactive, CI 

Games is a solid local indie developer of 

games including Lords of the Fallen and 

Sniper: Ghost Warrior 2

The company has studios in Warsaw and 

Rzeszow, with over 100 employees. With 

strength across PC and console platforms, 

the studio has only recently begun 

developing games for PS4 and XBO.

None of the company’s games have been 

massive AAA hits, but the followers of their 

games are extremely active and loyal to 

the brand

MUVE.PL

Retailer 

As one of Poland’s retail incumbents, 

Muve.pl is a prominent web retailer for 

games as well as movies, with a games 

catalog that spans across most major 

publishers

The company was also a trailblazer on the 

digital front, as it was the first company to 

offer digital distribution of games

Muve.pl also sells eBooks, Audiobooks, 

and other technology equipment

The growth trajectory of Muve.pl is highly 

correlated with the growth trajectory of the 

Polish games market

TECHLAND

Publisher / Developer

Techland is one of the top indie game 

studios in the world, with high-quality 

franchises including Dying Light (Warner 

Bros.) and Dead Island (Deep Silver)

The company also provides publishing 

support for smaller titles in the Poland 

area, with plans to expand this operation 

on a global basis across both physical and 

digital publishing

With Dying Light, Dead Island, plus one 

unnamed new IP, IDG anticipates that 

Techland will be a formidable creative force 

in the industry for years to come
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S T R E N G T H

• Poland is one of the few emerging markets territories that has 

material market sizes across all 3 platforms, although Mobile has 

historically lagged PC and Console

• Known as a hotbed for hardcore PC gamers, Poland boasts one 

of the highest average playtime session lengths in the world

• More than 72% of the population is online, with almost 60% of 

that online population identifying as gamers

W E A K N E S S

• As a result of demographic shifts, including net immigration 

outflows, low fertility rates, and the aging of the baby boom 

generation, the country’s domestic labor force is shrinking and 

the local economy will remain dependent on EU investment and 

foreign workers

• The far right Law and Justice party, currently in power, has begun 

to dismantle the independence of its judiciary. The uncertainty 

created by its policies could hinder Polish growth in the future.

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• The PS4 continues to gain share in Poland versus other parts of 

EMEA, with the platform’s installed base slightly lower than that 

of Russia, a much larger territory

• Poland has emerged as a local development powerhouse, home 

to strong studios such as CD Projekt Red (The Witcher) and 

Techland (Dying Light and Dead Island)

• Following the lead of CD Projekt and Techland, Infinity Ward 

opened up a development studio in Krakow

T H R E A T

• Piracy and Steam key reselling (through channels such as G2A) 

continue to hamper the primary sales channels across both 

digital and physical

• With the UK serving as Poland’s top trading partner, not to 

mention a key destination for Polish expatriates, Brexit will place 

an undue burden on the Polish economy across a multitude of 

areas
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15% 18%
23%

27% 28% 28%

35%
37%

34%
30% 31% 33%

49%
44% 43% 43% 41% 39%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

POLAND PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST (2017-2022E)

$110M $150M
$210M

$260M $300M $330M

$240M

$310M

$310M
$290M

$320M

$380M$340M

$370M

$390M
$410M

$440M

$450M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

POLAND PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

POLAND MARKET OUTLOOK
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PC

MOBILE

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales
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22%

JAPAN VIDEO GAME MARKET

4.9M

32.2M

7.6M

32.6M

Hardware Software

$1.1B

$1.7B$1.8B $1.7B

Hardware Software

JAPAN

W. EUROPE

CANADA

UNITED STATES

2016 2017

2017 PHYSICAL VS. DIGITAL

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) UNIT SALES (PHYSICAL ONLY) SALES REVENUE IN USD (PHYSICAL ONLY)

The traditional video game market in Japan experienced revenue growth for the first time in a decade, up 27% y/y

• Hardware led growth, up 68% y/y to $1.8 billion, levels which have not been seen since the Wii’s heyday between 2006-2009

• Nintendo Switch sales blew completely beyond IDG’s conservative forecast, selling 3.4 million units, accounting for nearly half of all gaming 

hardware sold in 2017—the only other consoles that have sold at these levels in Japan were the Wii and the PS2

• The 3DS, the #1 hardware platform since it launched in 2011, dropped two ranks to #3 behind the Switch and PS4

• Due to the digital transition, physical software revenue growth was more tempered, up 1% y/y to $1.69 billion

• Software sales were dominated by the 3DS (40% share), PS4 (30% share) and Switch (21% share), which together accounted for 91% of the 

market

Note: Market shares measured in terms of revenues. Physical shares include hardware.

DIGITAL

79%

PHYSICAL

21%

180

+55% y/y

+1% y/y +68% y/y

+1% y/y
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JAPAN IN 2017

2%

Wii U

21%

Switch
40%

3DS

6%

PS Vita

1%

PS3

30%

PS4
<1%

Xbox One

SOFTWARE UNIT MARKET SHARE - 2017

3.3M 3.4M

23.7M

10.3M

5.9M 5.5M

0.09M

Wii U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 PS Vita Xbox One

CUMULATIVE INSTALLED BASE

Thru 2016 2017
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Wii U Switch 3DS PS Vita PS3 PS4 Xbox One PC

HW Units 22K 3,407K 1,827K 396K 16K 1,935K 15K -

HW Revenue $6.8M $905.0M $257.0M $64.2M $3.6M $563.9M $3.9M -

SW Units 672K 6,985K 13,023K 1,829K 177K 9,822K 33K -

SW Revenue $31.0M $360.1M $563.6M $100.3M $10.1M $619.9M $1.7M -
Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = ¥112.15
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JAPAN MARKET TRENDS

• The Nintendo Switch has found overwhelming popularity within its home market

▪ As a testament to the Switch’s strength, 3 Switch titles (e.g. Splatoon 2, Super Mario Odyssey and Mario Kart 

Deluxe) sold more than 1M units in 2017. Considering Japan is a market that rarely sees more than 2-3 

million-plus sellers each year, it is all the more impressive on a console that has been on the market for less 

than 1 year. 

▪ Due to Japan’s commuter culture, the Japanese games market has historically favored handhelds over 

consoles. The fact that the Switch can be used on-the-go is undoubtedly a key factor in the console’s 

success in Japan. 

▪ Nintendo’s software sales volume in 2017 grew 17% over the prior year, but a more robust 200%+ when 

factoring in console-only platforms

• Japanese gamers are increasingly becoming converts to Western shooters, with strong sales of 

games like Call of Duty: WWII and Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon Wildlands underscoring the genre’s 

growing popularity and helping to drive another year of growth for PS4 hardware

• Although the 3DS fell two ranks to #3 for hardware sales in 2017, the 1.8 million units it sold is still an 

impressive amount for a 7-year-old handheld

• In a rare move for the series, Square Enix released Dragon Quest XI: Echoes of Elusive Age on both 

the 3DS and PS4, with each version selling more than 1M units

▪ 60% of Square Enix’s software sales in 2017 were of Dragon Quest XI
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REST OF ASIA

756M

ANDROID 20M

IOS 42M

OTHER 542K

JAPAN

JAPAN DIGITAL TRENDS

• PC gaming is growing in popularity, with Japan ranking within the top 20 countries for active Steam 

users

▪ Internet cafés have helped make PC gaming more accessible to youths who cannot afford an expensive PC 

gaming rig

▪ Japanese PC gamers’ favored games tend to mirror those of other markets, with PUBG, CS:GO and Dota 2

being a few of the most played games on Steam

• Japan’s digital transition, particularly on Console, has been many years behind the curve, but 2017 

may have been a pivotal inflection point for the market

▪ Nintendo has been focusing more resources on bolstering its online network offering with the launch of the 

Switch, and an increasing number of Japanese gamers are making digital purchases on PlayStation Network 

as well

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)
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2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Mobile $12,500M $13,965M $14,759M $15,378M $15,424M $15,420M

Digital PC $409M $441M $464M $478M $489M $491M

Digital Console $394M $600M $842M $1,098M $1,378M $1,635M

IDG DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)
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JAPAN DIGITAL TRENDS (CONT’D)
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• Japan’s mobile gaming market is extremely top-heavy, with the top 2 games of 2017 (Monster Strike 

and Fate/Grand Order) accounting for 22% of total mobile gaming revenue—in comparison, the top 2 

mobile games in the US were only 8% of the market

▪ Japan still boasts, by a significant margin, the highest mobile ARPUs in the world—roughly 30% higher than 

South Korea’s mobile ARPU and 3x that of the US’s

• In Japan, there has historically been a strong stigma that hardcore gamers were nerds or anti-social 

“otaku,” but recent trends such as mobile gaming and esports have helped make gaming become 

more mainstream and acceptable

• Interest in esports is definitely growing in Japan, albeit off a very low base

▪ In late 2016, the Japanese Esports League was formed, organizing esports tournaments around FIFA, 

Overwatch and BlazBlue, with sponsorship from Twitch and Mainichi Shimbun

• Some critics have claimed that one of the biggest hurdles to growth for the Japanese esports market 

has been a law that caps promotional tournament prizes at 100,000 yen ($895)

▪ Esports are bound by this law as their tournaments are seen as a way of promoting sales of the games that 

are played
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JAPAN DIGITAL TRENDS (CONT’D)
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• In 2018, the Japan Esports Union (JESU) was formed by combining the Japan E-Sports Association 

(JeSPA), Japan eSports Federation, and eSports Promotion Organization

▪ This organization plans to issue professional licenses to qualifying pro gamers as a means of circumventing 

the prize cap rule, making Japan the first country where a license is required to participate in esports

▪ The first 6 titles for which players were issued licenses were all published by Japanese companies and 

included a few mobile games—Winning Eleven 2018 (Konami), Call of Duty: WWII (published by Sony in 

Japan), Street Fighter V: Arcade Edition (Capcom), Tekken 7 (Bandai Namco), Puzzle & Dragon (Gungho) 

and Monster Strike (Mixi)

▪ Even though PC is the most popular platform for esports in almost every other country in the world, Japan’s 

esports market displays similar characteristics as the rest of its gaming market, in that it marches to its own 

unique beat

▪ As such, it is likely that the Japanese esports market will continue to evolve in its own way, eschewing trends 

that are seen in other esports markets around the globe
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JAPAN KEY GAMING COMPANIES

SONY INTERACTIVE 

ENTERTAINMENT

Publisher / Developer
Headquartered in Tokyo, Sony’s Interactive 

Entertainment division is in charge of the 

company’s PlayStation business, and is 

one of its corporate crown jewels. The PS4 

has been the #1 best-selling console in 

most major territories over the past 5 years.

The company has also been solid on 

gaming software, with a more recent 

investment in VR through its PS VR line 

and esports

Mobile and PC remain significant weak 

spots, although the ForwardWorks mobile 

initiative could provide some balance

CAPCOM

Publisher / Developer

Capcom has been a strong performer on 

console, both in Japan and around the 

world over many years

Several of the company’s tent-pole 

franchises remain strong, including 

Monster Hunter and Resident Evil, while 

Street Fighter and Dead Rising have lost 

some momentum in recent iterations

Digital distribution has become a major 

strategic driver, as the company anticipates 

that 34% of software sales will be digital by 

the end of the company’s fiscal year

SEGA

Publisher / Developer

SEGA is no stranger to strategic and 

tactical pivots, and over the past several 

years, the company has moved away from 

the console business and invested more 

heavily in PC and mobile games

The company has also emphasized digital 

distribution paths, with this business model 

providing the company with more potential 

profit upside

One of the challenges for SEGA is the 

ability to create content that translates well 

beyond Japan and into the West, and IDG 

will monitor this trend going forward

KONAMI

Publisher / Developer

Like many other Japanese console 

publishers, Konami has transformed its 

business model in recent years

The company’s portfolio has been slimmed 

down, with a much greater focus on the 

Pro Evolution Soccer series, and the 

departure of Hideo Kojima placing some 

strain on the Metal Gear Solid business

Digital revenue has grown substantially, 

and the company has also expanded into 

mobile with local hits including Yu-Gi-Oh 

Duel Links and the mobile version of Pro 

Evolution Soccer 2017

NINTENDO

Publisher / Developer

As IDG anticipated, the Switch’s strong 

initial sales in Japan helped to catapult the 

Japanese market to strong hardware and 

software growth on console in 2017

Switch’s early strength has been 

punctuated by the launch of several tent-

pole 1st party titles in the early going, 

including The Legend of Zelda: Breath of 

the Wild at the Switch launch, followed by 

Super Mario Odyssey in Holiday 2017

Switch could cannibalize 3DS sales, which 

remain relevant in Japan and other parts of 

the world

SQUARE ENIX

Publisher / Developer

The maker of Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest, 

and Kingdom Hearts, among other 

franchises, has remained an industry 

stalwart despite headwinds for the 

Japanese market in recent years

One of the company’s strengths has been 

the ability to diversify beyond console retail 

into digital distribution, as well as improved 

performance on mobile gaming

The company has also been more selective 

with IP investments, as evidenced by its 

sale of the Hitman franchise back to IO 

Interactive

DENA

Developer

The company has had difficult transitional 

years, as its once-popular mobile/social 

network, Mobage, was disintermediated by 

the dominance of Apple and Google Play 

through smartphone app stores

DeNA has scaled back its Western 

ambitions, as the company shut down its 

US office in San Francisco in 2016

In recent years, the company has focused 

more on its mobile development 

partnership with Nintendo, covering Fire 

Emblem Heroes and Animal Crossing: 

Pocket Camp

MIXI

Developer

Although the company’s pedigree has 

revolved around a popular Japan-centric 

social network, Mixi’s recent financial 

outperformance has been driven primarily 

by the global juggernaut Monster Strike

Even after several years in the market, 

Monster Strike remains a strong global 

mobile hit, although much of the 

monetizing audience still resides in Japan

Over the next few years, Mixi faces the key 

challenge of diversifying beyond Monster 

Strike, since the risk of franchise fatigue 

might become more evident over time
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JAPAN SWOT ANALYSIS

S T R E N G T H

• Japan continues to show strength across Mobile and Console, 

with the Nintendo Switch breathing new life into the 

console/handheld market

• Mobile monetization remains extremely high in Japan, where 

gamers pay a steep ARPU versus other countries. The commuter 

culture fosters high mobile gaming usage.

• There are a wide variety of strong gaming companies in Japan, 

including Sony, Nintendo, Square Enix, Konami, Bandai Namco, 

SEGA, as well as Mixi, Colopl, and GungHo

W E A K N E S S

• Esports have not gained traction in Japan, with the exception of 

the occasional Splatoon competitive gaming event

• While Japan’s studio network produces strong gaming content, 

much of that content is tailored specifically for the local audience. 

Most Japanese games currently fail to resonate as well in 

Western markets.

• Many Japanese companies have invested heavily in VR, but that 

market has yet to gain material mass-market traction

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• PC is a weakness, but not because the market is non-existent. 

Much of the PC gamer audience is under-addressed due to lack 

of localization, along with a more solitary Internet café 

experience versus the more social experience in China/Korea. 

Games like PUBG have performed well on Steam in Japan, 

demonstrating that the right content can perform well on PC.

• Switch continues to provide upside in the Japan market

• Minecraft’s Japan success could provide a template for future 

Western penetration

T H R E A T

• Japan is facing a continuing demographic crisis, as the 

population continues to decline and get older. While this helps to 

partly explain the high monetization rates (more mature gamers 

with higher incomes), long-term growth will be challenged.

• Although South Korea is a more immediate target of any North 

Korean geopolitical issues, Japan is also at risk

• Until more Western companies begin to more heavy localize and 

culturalize games, most major title leaders will remain Japanese
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JAPAN TOP PUBLISHERS – 2017

Rank Publisher Share (Value)

1 Nintendo 29%

2 Square Enix 16%

3 Capcom 9%

4 Pokémon Company 9%

5 Bandai Namco 6%

6 Sony 6%

7 Level-5 4%

8 Koei Tecmo 3%

9 SEGA 2%

10 Ubisoft 2%
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JAPAN TOP TITLES – 2017

Rank Title Unit Sales

1 Dragon Quest XI: Echoes of an Elusive Age 3.08M

2 Pokémon Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon 2.00M

3 Splatoon 2 1.75M

4 Monster Hunter XX 1.68M

5 Super Mario Odyssey 1.32M

6 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe 1.10M

7 The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild 820K

8 Pokémon Sun and Moon 580K

9 Super Mario Maker 420K

10 Yo-kai Watch Busters 2 400K
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$1.43B

$1.23B

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E
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Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = ¥112.15
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74% 76% 76% 77% 78% 78%

2%
3% 4%

6% 7% 8%10%
9% 9%

8% 7% 6%
11% 9% 8% 7% 6% 5%
2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

JAPAN PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MARKET SHARE (2017-2022E)

$12.50B
$13.97B

$14.76B
$15.38B $15.42B $15.42B

$394M

$600M

$842M
$1.10B $1.38B $1.63B

$1.69B

$1.73B

$1.78B

$1.66B $1.43B $1.23B

$1.80B

$1.71B

$1.53B
$1.31B $1.11B $0.92B

$409M

$441M

$464M
$478M $489M $491M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

JAPAN PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

JAPAN PHYSICAL + DIGITAL BIG PICTURE

MOBILE

CONSOLE DIGITAL

PC DIGITAL

CONSOLE 

PHYSICAL SW
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CONSOLE HW

Note: 2017 currency exchange rate – $1.00 = ¥112.15
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$320M

$14.80B

$8.77B
$380M

$19.44B

$11.31B

Console* Mobile PC*

54%

CHINA/HK

JAPAN

S. KOREA

53%

CHINA/HK

JAPAN

S. KOREA

CHINA & HK VIDEO GAME MARKET

193

+31% y/y

+29% y/y

2016 2017

SALES REVENUE

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

The Chinese market grew 30% y/y to $31.1 billion 

in 2017, making it second only to the US in overall 

gaming revenue

• However, China becomes the #1 gaming market when 

revenue from hardware is excluded due to strong software 

performance across Mobile and PC

• Mobile once again saw explosive growth in 2017, jumping 

31% y/y to $19.4 billion and driven by continued growth 

from standout titles like Tencent’s Honor of Kings and 

NetEase’s Onmyoji

• PC also grew 29% y/y to surpass $11.3 billion, surpassing 

$10 billion for the first time and seeing healthy growth 

thanks primarily to strength in FPS and Battle Royale 

games like PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds

• Though the segment is dwarfed by Mobile and PC, 

Console still grew 16% y/y steadily to $380 million thanks 

primarily to PS4 and Xbox One hardware sales

• China and Hong Kong continue to represent the majority 

of the Asian market, taking 53% share in 2017 against 

Japan and South Korea

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) 2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

* Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales

+16% y/y
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CHINA IN 2017
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CONSOLE 1%

MOBILE 63%

PC 36%

FANTASY WESTWARD JOURNEY
NetEase

THE DEMI-GODS AND SEMI-DEVILS
Tencent

ONMYOJI
NetEase

HONOR OF KINGS
Tencent

GHOST
NetEase

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Riot Games

DUNGEON FIGHTER ONLINE
Neople

OVERWATCH
Activision Blizzard

CROSSFIRE
Smilegate

PUBG
PUBG Corp

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

HORIZON ZERO DAWN
Sony

BATTLEFIELD 4
Electronic Arts

RATCHET & CLANK
Sony

WATCH DOGS 2
Ubisoft

* Includes gray imports

REST OF 

ASIA

100M

ANDROID 538M

IOS 174M

OTHER 8M

CHINA/HK

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORMTOP TITLES

40K

770K

133K

1,560K

70K
10K

720K

Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 PS VITA X360 XBO

NINTENDO
SONY

MICROSOFT
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CHINA/HK MARKET TRENDS
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• China reigns supreme as the #1 territory for gaming software globally, representing a major opportunity 

for foreign publishers. Not only does China have the largest population in the world, but it also boasts a 

gamer population of over 600 million players.

• At the same time, China remains one of the most difficult markets to penetrate due to these factors:

▪ Unique gamer preferences for Chinese-specific artwork, look/feel of games, and monetization mechanics

▪ As a result, localization for the Chinese market is a significant task above and beyond minor tweaks, and 

instead involves heavier “culturalization” of content and gameplay

▪ “Pay-to-win” mechanics are less scrutinized, versus the West where they are frowned upon

▪ Rampant piracy and the lack of a strong retail channel preclude broader adoption for consoles presently

▪ Strong government support for local Chinese game publishers and developers, as evidenced through R&D tax 

credits, represent another constraint on foreign entry. Government-run regulatory agencies also act as a 

gatekeeper, often thwarting non-Chinese game creators via censorship.

▪ The government maintains tight control over Chinese Internet, hamstringing foreign efforts to make games viral 

▪ Extreme fragmentation exists in mobile games, where over 5 top-notch Android app stores possess material 

market share (versus Western markets where there are 2 major app stores in total). Moreover, Apple (iOS) and 

Google (Google Play) lack the gatekeeping power that they do in Western territories.

• Due to these barriers, very few Western game companies have successfully penetrated the Chinese 

market. And for those that have, they almost always need to collaborate with an adept Chinese partner. 
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CHINA/HK MARKET TRENDS (CONT’D)
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• Although China is extremely differentiated from Western markets, one key similarity is that both 

market buckets are led by a small number of dominant competitors at the top of the food chain

• In every Western gaming segment, there are some entrenched leaders at the top. In China, it is no 

different, as industry-leading incumbents include Tencent, NetEase, Perfect World, Shanda, 

KongZhong, and ChangYou, among others.

• However, the Chinese leaders do not stand alone as leaders only in China. Recent years have been 

characterized by the growing influence of Chinese game companies on the world stage. 

▪ NetEase is not only a strong localization partner for Blizzard on Overwatch and World of Warcraft, but the 

company has successfully navigated the expansion from PC gaming to mobile gaming through tentpoles 

such as Fantasy Westward Journey, Onmyoji, and Knives Out

▪ Most notably, Tencent has emerged in recent years as the number one game publisher in the world, 

benefiting from an unparalleled social network infrastructure of over 1 billion users across WeChat (mobile) 

and QQ (PC). Not only does Tencent have strength across PC and mobile platforms for in-house games, but 

the company also operates compelling Chinese localization partnerships with King, Activision, Take-Two, and 

many others. Tencent is also dominant via M&A, as it has majority ownership stakes in Riot (a leading PC 

game developer – League of Legends) and Supercell (a leading mobile game developer – Clash of Clans), 

and minority stakes in a handheld of other industry leaders (e.g. Ubisoft, Activision Blizzard, Epic Games, 

etc.)
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CHINA/HK MARKET TRENDS (CONT’D)
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• While the Chinese government has worked hard to robustly support its local Chinese game industry, 

the government also feels a societal responsibility to curb gaming addiction among the youth and 

increase transparency with respect to loot boxes

• Therefore, the government’s Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) has promoted legislation to 

mitigate Internet addiction among Chinese youths, while other government agencies have conducted 

similar legislative measures for young Chinese gamers, specifically. Measures include curfews, and 

the banning of youth user accounts during certain times of day. With a growing health concern due to 

reports of youths suffering from sleep deprivation and other issues due to gaming addiction, the 

government has stepped up with a more active role in this area in recent years.

• Loot boxes are not only a lightning rod of controversy in China, but all around the world currently. But 

China has differentiated itself from other countries, as it has more tightly regulated loot boxes by 

mandating that loot box offerings for any game includes consumer warnings as well as greater 

transparency around the odds/likelihood of receiving specific virtual goods. This increased 

transparency can represent a leading indicator for how other jurisdictions in the West might handle 

and manage the loot box controversy in balancing the health and needs of consumers with the 

business priorities of game developers.
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CHINA KEY GAMING COMPANIES

CHANGYOU

Developer/Publisher

ChangYou is a gaming developer/publisher 

best known for its flagship title Tian Long 

Ba Bu (TLBB), a long-running PC 

MMORPG

Changyou is also the publisher of Digital 

Extremes’ Warframe in China and operates 

the 17173.com gaming information portal

In May 2017, ChangYou launched a mobile 

version of its flagship PC MMORPG, 

entitled Legacy Tian Long Ba Bu, 

published by Tencent

LONGTU GAMES

Developer/Publisher

Longtu Games is a top 5 mobile game 

developer in China, with a division in Korea 

that publishes mobile games for the 

Korean market

In 2017, Longtu’s major releases included 

a mobile RPG,热血江湖 (translation: 

Warm Rivers and Lakes), as well as a 

mobile game that leverages the DC 

Comics license developer especially for the 

Chinese market

Longtu was awarded Best Mobile Game 

Company Award at the Global Games 

Developers Conference in 2017

SHANDA GAMES

Developer/Publisher

Shanda Games was a former top game 

developer in China until Tencent and 

NetEase began dominating the market

Shanda has spent the past few years 

reestablishing its place in the gaming 

market by pivoting to mobile games, and 

Tencent recently took an ownership stake 

In addition to Mobile, which now accounts 

for the majority of the company’s revenues, 

Shanda has been acting as a local 

publisher for non-Chinese companies, as 

well as partnering with non-Chinese 

companies to publish its games overseas

YOOZOO GAMES

Developer/Publisher

Formerly called Youzu Interactive, the 

company recently changed its name to 

Yoozoo Games

Yoozoo Games develops and publishes PC 

and mobile games, and was selected by 

Warner Bros. to publish a mobile game 

based on the Game of Thrones franchise 

for the Chinese market

Yoozoo recently expanded into India, 

establishing an office in Pune that develops 

games for the local market

KONGZHONG

Publisher

Kongzhong is a leading game publisher in 

China

Kongzhong is the local publisher for 

Wargaming games and ArenaNet’s Guild 

Wars 2 in the Chinese market

Although historically a PC game operator, 

Kongzhong has been expanding its 

portfolio of mobile games, releasing 

several new mobile titles in 2017, including 

R.E.D.

At the end of 2016, Kongzhong

shareholders voted to take the company 

private

NETEASE

Developer/Publisher

NetEase is the #2 games company in 

China, best known for its Fantasy 

Westward Journey games for PC and 

mobile, and as the publisher of Activision 

Blizzard’s games in China

In 2017, Netease purchased the Shanghai 

franchise in the Overwatch League

Capitalizing on PUBG’s success, Netease 

released 3 mobile Battle Royale games in 

2017

Other major releases include hit mobile 

game Onmyoji in the US/Canada

TENCENT

Internet Conglomerate

Tencent is an internet conglomerate that is 

also the #1 gaming company in China

Tencent’s tentpole game release of 2017 

was Honor of Kings, brought to Western 

markets and coming soon to the Nintendo 

Switch with licensed DC Comic characters

Tencent also partnered with PUBG Corp to 

develop a mobile battle royale game for the 

Chinese market

Tencent rebranded its Tencent Games 

Platform as Tencent WeGame and is 

positioning it to take on Steam

PERFECT WORLD

Entertainment 

Conglomerate

Perfect World has business units across 

multiple entertainment verticals, including 

developing and publishing mobile and PC 

games worldwide

Perfect World is the local publisher of 

Valve’s Dota 2 and was recently granted 

the license to publish Counter-Strike: 

Global Offensive for the Chinese market

In 2017, Perfect World announced it would 

be developing a game based on Cryptic 

Studio’s Magic: The Gathering for PC and 

console
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S T R E N G T H

• China has maintained its position as the #1 gaming market in the world 

for software, largely on the strength of its mobile gaming growth along 

with an already-strong PC gaming ecosystem

• Key Chinese companies, such as Tencent and NetEase, as well as 

Alibaba and Baidu more broadly in technology, have established China 

as a global force to be reckoned with

• The Chinese government props up local game companies via tax 

credits and infrastructure support. At the same time, Chinese 

censorship has made foreign entry more difficult.

W E A K N E S S

• Game cloning and piracy remain major issues, as both phenomena 

stifle innovation and hurt purveyors of strong intellectual property

• The Chinese gaming landscape is extremely fragmented, with 5-8 

major mobile app stores, several PC digital distribution storefronts 

(WeGame, Steam, etc.), social networks with game features as well as 

messaging apps that also function as gaming platforms (e.g. WeChat)

• Despite some sizable investment in the console market from Sony and 

Microsoft, among others, the console segment remains weak as most 

Chinese gamers prefer freemium and digital experiences

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• In addition to having the largest addressable audience in all of gaming, 

monetization is also rising significantly, as ARPU has risen 

precipitously in recent years

• The massive rise of the middle class and overall elevation of 

discretionary income have led to a consumer renaissance, with gaming 

serving as one of the key beneficiaries of this trend

• Many companies are investing heavily in VR/AR/MR and esports, both 

of which are overindexing in China currently

• Part of Mobile’s impressive growth has been a substitution effect 

whereby some major PC MMORPG brands (e.g. Fantasy Westward 

Journey, Lineage) have found new homes on Mobile. While this is a net 

positive, it has also cannibalized PC gaming revenue to some extent.

• Internet cafes remain a huge hub for game consumption, but the 

overall number of I-cafes has gone down in recent years

• Capital outflows have been somewhat more constrained in recent 

years, which might curb investment and M&A—both of which have 

been strong hallmarks in China with respect to gaming

T H R E A T
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62% 63% 63% 63% 63% 62%

1.2% 1.2% 1.5% 1.7% 1.9% 2.1%

36% 36% 35% 35% 35% 35%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

CHINA/HK PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST (2017-2022E)

$19.44B
$21.68B

$23.06B $23.81B $24.16B $24.05B

$380M

$410M
$540M

$650M $740M $820M
$11.31B

$12.22B

$12.87B
$13.26B $13.60B $13.65B

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

CHINA/HK PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

CHINA MARKET OUTLOOK
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PC

MOBILE

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales
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$140M
$2.13B

$5.46B

$190M

$3.50B

$6.88B

Console* Mobile PC*

19%18%

SOUTH KOREA VIDEO GAME MARKET
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S. KOREA

JAPAN

CHINA/HK

S. KOREA

CHINA/HK

JAPAN

+64% y/y

+26% y/y
2016 2017

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

The South Korean games market is estimated to 

have enjoyed healthy growth in 2017, up 37% y/y to 

$10.6 billion

• The mobile gaming market saw the greatest increase in 

2017, growing 64% y/y to $3.5 billion. As a result, mobile’s 

market share of games revenue grew from 28% in 2016 to 

34% in 2017.

• The console gaming segment has also been experiencing 

fairly strong growth, albeit off a low base. Including 

hardware and physical/digital software revenue, South 

Korea’s console market is valued at approximately $190 

million, a 39% y/y increase. Market share remained at 2% 

of the total games market.

• The PC segment, which is the largest segment, grew 26% 

y/y to $6.9 billion. Though still a healthy growth rate, PC’s 

market share dropped from 71% to 65% in 2017 due to 

stronger rises from other segments.

• South Korea currently captures roughly 18% market share 

within the East Asian gaming region

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) 2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

SALES REVENUE

* Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales

+39% y/y
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CONSOLE 2%

MOBILE 33%

PC 65%

* Includes gray imports

REST OF 

ASIA 783M

ANDROID 29M

IOS 8M

OTHER 90K

S. KOREA

SOUTH KOREA IN 2017
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EVERYBODY’S MARBLE FOR KAKAO

Netmarble

SEVEN KNIGHTS FOR KAKAO

Netmarble

LINEAGE 2: REVOLUTION
Netmarble

LINEAGE M
NCsoft

FIFA ONLINE 3 M
Nexon

OVERWATCH
Blizzard Entertainment

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Riot Games

FIFA ONLINE 3
Nexon

PUBG
PUBG Corp

SUDDEN ATTACK
Nexon

UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END
Sony

CALL OF DUTY: WWII
Activision Blizzard

HORIZON ZERO DAWN
Sony

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

MARIO KART 8 DELUXE
Nintendo

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

TOP TITLES

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORM

110K

550K

195K

740K

40K
10K

40K

Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 PS VITA X360 XBO

NINTENDO

SONY

MICROSOFT
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• Early on in 2017, a key event in South Korean history was the impeachment of President Park Geun-hye 

▪ In May 2017, Park’s replacement, President Moon Jae-In was voted into office

▪ President Moon is the first liberal president elected in a decade and has already managed to make history in his short time in 

office, helping to orchestrate an upcoming meeting between Donald Trump and North Korean supreme leader Kim Jong-un

• The South Korea economy is estimated to have grown 3.1% y/y in 2017, up from 2.8% y/y growth in 2016. The 

economy is expected to grow another 3% in 2018.

• In March 2017, China imposed economic sanctions on South Korea in response to the latter country’s launch of 

the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) missile defense system—including banning any new games 

from South Korea from being released within China. South Korean games that were already released in China are 

not affected.

▪ This has significantly impacted South Korean game developers, as many target China as a primary international market

▪ Netmarble, which was in the process of localizing its hit mobile game Lineage 2: Revolution for release in China when the ban 

came in place, was able to mitigate some of the negative impact of the sanctions by focusing on other international markets, 

such as the US, Japan and Southeast Asia

• Diplomatic relations between South Korea and China began to thaw in Q4, but as of the time of this report’s 

publication, the ban on new South Korean games had not been officially lifted 
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• South Korea has one of the most digitally oriented gaming markets in the world—98.5% of its gaming revenues in 

2017 were digitally generated

• PC is still the largest gaming platform by a significant margin, but the PC gaming market is close to completely 

saturated

• The mobile gaming market, which is also significant, is still showing room for growth, with mobile gaming revenue 

up 64% y/y in 2017

▪ Android is by far the preferred mobile OS, and in fact, South Korea has the third-largest Android gaming market in the world, 

behind Japan and the US. In terms of growth, however, both the Android and iOS gaming markets increased about 64% y/y in 

2017.

• While South Korea’s console market is nowhere near the size of neighboring Japan’s, it showed healthy growth in 

2017

▪ The PS4 has been the most popular platform for a couple of years and is estimated to have sold around 200K units in 2017

▪ The Switch has already been very well received in South Korea when it released in December 2017, with Nintendo of Korea 

announcing it had sold 55K units in just 3 days

▪ The Xbox One, on the other hand, continues to languish in the South Korean market, with hardware sales in all of 2017 

estimated to have totaled 10K or less
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• The Korean games industry is highly concentrated, with the top three publishers (NCsoft, Netmarble and Nexon) 

accounting for roughly 1/3 of total revenues across all gaming segments

▪ The top 2 mobile titles of 2017 accounted for 42% of the entire mobile gaming market

• One of the reasons the market is so concentrated is because South Korean gamers are extremely social and strongly 

prefer games with online multiplayer

▪ Even though most Koreans have extremely fast broadband in their homes, many gamers still go to one of the thousands of PC 

bangs (e.g. internet cafes) to play games because it’s easier, more fun, as well as more effective to play team-based and 

multiplayer games this way

• The result of this trait of Korean gamers is that whenever a game really captivates the Korean audience, the extreme 

virality effect has a tendency to create a vacuum within the market, making it difficult for other games to gain even a 

toehold

▪ Even established gaming giants struggle with this aspect of the South Korean market. Earlier in 2017, NCsoft released its MOBA 

title, Master x Master. In a matter of months, the game was shutdown, with the publisher citing existing competitors’ strong market 

presence as the primary reason for the game’s inability to gain traction.

▪ Nexon similarly launched its long-anticipated LawBreakers title, only to shut it down a few months later

• As a result of the concentrated/saturated nature of South Korea’s gaming market, many Korean developers have 

begun making games that have more global appeal, rather than developing to appeal to South Korean gamers 

specifically

• It was in fact a South Korean mobile and PC game developer/publisher, Bluehole, that created 2017’s global surprise 

hit, PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds. The PUBG team was later spun out as a subsidiary named PUBG Corp.
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• South Korea has the largest and most mature esports market in the world

• The Korean e-Sports Association oversees the entire Korean esports market, including outlining 

guidelines for managing teams and players, organizing and operating tournaments for every major 

esports title, holding yearly esports festivals, and running marketing campaigns promoting good 

sportsmanship

• Unlike most other countries with a strong esports scene, a high percentage of South Korean esports

fans watch esports content through linear TV rather than through online streams at sites such as 

Twitch

▪ OGN is the leading cable channel in South Korea that is dedicated to esports

• In addition, in South Korea the esports scene is so large that even non-international tournaments 

garner a sizeable spectating audience and fans can choose their favorite teams and players from a 

large pool of homebred options

▪ In comparison, fans in countries with smaller esports scenes don’t even have a team from their home country 

and root for other nation’s teams playing in international tournaments
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GAMEVIL

Developer/Publisher

Gamevil is a top 5 mobile games 

developer in South Korea

In 2013, Gamevil acquired and 

merged with its primary competitor 

Com2uS

70% of the company’s sales are from 

its core RPG games, but Gamevil also 

develops games in the sports and 

casual genres

NCSOFT

Developer/Publisher

NCsoft is the #2 PC game 

developer/publisher in South Korea

Its portfolio of games includes the 

longest-running game in South Korea, 

the original Lineage

In 2017, NCsoft increased its mobile 

games revenue significantly, thanks to 

the success of Lineage M and 

Lineage Red Knights, bringing mobile 

revenue share in-line with PC share 

by mid-2017

NEXON

Developer/Publisher

Although headquartered in Japan for 

the past several years and listed on 

the Tokyo Stock Exchange, Nexon is 

at heart a South Korean company and 

the #1 PC game developer/publisher 

in South Korea

Nexon has been bolstering its mobile 

games offering in recent years

Its much-anticipated Lawbreakers for 

PS4 and PC was released in 2017 but 

promptly shut down 

SUNDAYTOZ

Developer/Publisher

SundayToz is a South Korean mobile 

games developer that is best known 

for its Anipang series of games, but in 

2017, SundayToz moved away from 

releasing more Anipang games in 

favor of experimenting with licenses

2017 releases include mobile games 

based on Snoopy and Cartoon 

Networks’ We Bare Bears

KAKAO CORP

Internet Conglomerate

Kakao Corp is an internet company 

that operates the Kakao Chat platform 

for mobile devices as one of its key 

offerings, but also offers music, 

shopping and mobile pay services, 

among many others

Mobile games are a key revenue 

stream within Kakao’s portfolio

Games account for nearly 20% of the 

company’s revenue, and its portfolio 

totals over 500 games

NEOWIZ

Developer/Publisher

Neowiz, which published hit title 

Crossfire, has seen the game’s star 

fade in recent years

Today, the company’s IP consists of a 

diverse mix of PC and mobile games 

within core and casual genres, 

including Bless, Tap Sonic and casino 

games under the Pmang label

Neowiz also owns GameOn, a PC 

game publisher in Japan

NHN

Internet Conglomerate

NHN has business units in retail, IT 

and finance, but games account for 

roughly half of the company’s 

revenues, split between mobile and 

PC platforms

In 2017 the company released several 

titles leveraging popular Hollywood 

movie licenses, including Jumanji: The 

Mobile Game and Kingsman: The 

Golden Circle

NETMARBLE

Developer/Publisher

Netmarble is a leading mobile games 

developer/publisher in South Korea, 

with a handful of PC games as well

Netmarble’s marquee new release in 

2017 was Lineage 2: Revolution, 

which was the only 2017-released

game to rank in the Top 5 grossing 

mobile titles worldwide

Netmarble was chosen as the Korean 

publisher for Sony’s Fate/Grand Order

208
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S T R E N G T H

• South Korea remains the world’s #1 leader in broadband and mobile 

data, a key factor in gaming growth

• From an ARPU standpoint, South Korean gamers spend the highest 

average amounts of money on games versus those of other countries

• A local stable of strong developers/publishers includes Nexon, NCsoft, 

NHN, Netmarble, Smilegate, and NextFloor, among others

• Esports is a top sporting activity in South Korea, rivaling soccer and 

baseball for sport-wide supremacy

W E A K N E S S

• The console market is still a very small portion of the overall games 

market, accounting for a small single-digital market share

• PC gaming has stayed strong but faces more modest growth prospects 

in the next several years, due to market saturation, franchise fatigue 

and mobile cannibalization

• The local South Korean games publishers are facing headwinds with 

growth in their homeland and in China, forcing them to look beyond 

these markets for more revenue growth

• Gaming addiction remains top-of-mind with the government

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Mobile gaming growth underpins broader industry growth, with RPG 

gaming on PC starting to translate well on Mobile

• Esports, which has been available in South Korea longer than in other 

parts of the world, can still monetize better considering that many of the 

world’s top cyberathletes come from South Korea and it is one of the 

only countries with dedicated TV plus streaming options for esports

• While Samsung and LG have buoyed the Android market, Apple has 

yet to fully penetrate the Korean mobile market

• Increasing political tension and the risk of nuclear war with North Korea 

could imperil South Korea’s security

• The Cinderella Law and Web Board Game Law, along with other 

content approvals, are all well-intentioned but hinder non-Korean 

publishers’ ability to publish game content in the region

• Onerous publishing fees on Kakao and other messaging apps have 

hurt the economics for game developers on those platforms

T H R E A T
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33% 34% 35% 35% 35% 34%

2% 2% 3% 3% 4% 5%

65% 64% 63% 62% 61% 61%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

SOUTH KOREA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST (2017-2022E)

$3.50B $3.96B $4.29B $4.51B $4.63B $4.65B

$190M
$260M

$330M
$400M $540M $670M

$6.88B

$7.40B
$7.76B

$7.97B
$8.13B $8.19B

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

SOUTH KOREA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

SOUTH KOREA MARKET OUTLOOK
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PC

MOBILE

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales
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$290M

$910M

$590M
$390M

$1.11B

$660M

Console*** Mobile PC***

16%16%

SOUTHEAST ASIA VIDEO GAME MARKET
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+21% y/y

+12% y/y

2016 2017

+35% y/y

SALES REVENUE

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

One of the hottest gaming territories in the world, 

the Southeast Asian* market accelerated once again 

in 2017, growing 21% y/y to $2.2 billion

• Mobile remained the region’s top market, taking 51% share 

against Console and PC and growing a strong 21% y/y to 

$1.1 billion

▪ Mobile’s growth was driven particularly by mobile MOBAs 

like Tencent’s Arena of Valor and Moonton’s Mobile 

Legends

• PC also grew 12% y/y to $660 million in 2017, making 

Southeast Asia the third-largest emerging market** 

opportunity for PC games behind Russia and Latin 

America 

• Console saw the strongest growth of all 3 segments, up 

35% y/y to $390 million thanks to growing strength of 

PlayStation’s brand in the region

• Southeast Asia captured about 16% market share of the 

emerging markets* gaming revenue in 2017, up slightly 

from 2016

ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS ** ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS **

2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

SE ASIA SE ASIA

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

* IDG primarily tracks Southeast Asia as Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam

** Emerging Markets include Russia, Poland, Southeast Asia, Australia/NZ, India, Latin America, MENA, and Turkey

*** Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales
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CONSOLE 18%

MOBILE 51%

PC 31%

* Includes gray imports

REST OF 

WORLD

1,428M

ANDROID 121M

IOS 32M

OTHER 11M

SE ASIA

SOUTHEAST ASIA IN 2017
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ARENA OF VALOR
Tencent

MOBILE LEGENDS: BANG BANG
Moonton

LINEAGE 2: REVOLUTION
Netmarble

LORDS MOBILE
IGG

LEGACY OF DISCORD
Youzu

DOTA 2
Valve

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Riot Games

PUBG
PUBG Corp

OVERWATCH
Blizzard Entertainment

FIFA ONLINE 3
Nexon

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

HORIZON ZERO DAWN
Sony

CALL OF DUTY: WWII
Activision Blizzard

GRAND THEFT AUTO V
Take-Two Interactive

UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END
Sony

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

TOP TITLES

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORM

1.4M

23K

15M

220K

1.0M

177K
110K 189K

WII/WII U SWITCH DS/3DS PS3 PS4 PS VITA X360 XBO

NINTENDO

SONY

MICROSOFT

DS/3DS bar 

is not to 

scale to 
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graph 
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• Southeast Asia’s overall gaming market benefits from a very young population that is a 

strong consumer of international content

▪ This new generation has proven to be very tech-savvy, with the region being home to some of 

the most active users of Facebook 

• Though the console opportunity in Southeast Asia remains limited, Sony has recently 

gained traction in markets like Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore

▪ IDG channel checks indicate that the PlayStation 4 is seeing decent growth particularly in 

markets like Indonesia and Singapore

▪ Sony was also surprised to discover that the region’s first PlayStation Experience, which took 

place in Kuala Lumpur in August 2017, drew considerable crowds of engaged fans of the 

PlayStation brand

• Despite this positive news in the console space, the Southeast Asian market remains 

firmly rooted in PC and mobile gaming
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• Though gaming culture in SEA was built on a legacy of pirated games, an official market 

grew organically with the introduction of free-to-play PC online games

• MOBA is the most popular genre in the region on both PC and Mobile, but Battle Royale 

is also emerging as a major genre on both platforms

▪ Dota 2 remains the most popular title on Steam in each major Southeast Asian country, and 

mobile MOBA titles like Mobile Legends and Honor of Kings lead top grossing charts

▪ However, PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds has consistently ranked as one of the top 5 games on 

Steam in the past few months, and mobile battle royale titles are also gaining share, including 

NetEase’s Rules of Survival and Garena’s locally developed title Free Fire

• Strong engagement, particularly in the MOBA genre, is fostering esports’ growth in SEA

▪ Mobile Legends publisher Moonton held a tournament in Indonesia in 2017 for all of Southeast 

Asia with a $50,000 prize pool, and has since expanded its esports efforts into the Mobile 

Legends Professional League 

▪ A September 2017 report from analytics firm YouGov found that esports awareness among 

adults in Singapore rated as high as 55%, compared to just 44% in the US
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• Though Southeast Asia has been one of the fastest growing markets for mobile gaming, publishers 

have found the region to be a complex market to crack

• Mobile gaming distribution isn't centralized around the dominant app stores as it is in other regions, 

as Southeast Asian players can download games directly from publishers and local third-party app 

stores like Garena

• Localization across languages, marketing, and customer support is key for success as the countries 

that make up the region are not homogenous, with at least five major languages spoken

▪ Titles can be released in English but there is a large non-English speaking audience to address as well

▪ Local developers have sometimes recommended a Western game to be released in the region without 

localization just to see if it can gain traction organically. If the English-only version seems to have potential 

then Western studios can later partner with a regional publisher to better optimize its performance.

• ARPU can also vary wildly for each country, with IDG channel checks indicating that a small but 

wealthy country like Singapore can see rates ranging from $25-$125 while a much larger but poorer 

country like Vietnam manages just $2-$15

• In general, games relying heavily on in-app purchases tend to fare better in Thailand or Vietnam 

while titles focused on advertising see better performance in the Philippines or Indonesia
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• Credit card penetration remains low and IDG channel checks indicate that payment methods like 

direct e-banking, mobile top-up cards, and prepaid cards can generate as much as 40% of a game's 

revenue

• Local media conglomerates like Astro are beginning to work with game developers to better access 

SEA markets with local IP and marketing support

• Despite these challenges, the region has become a popular destination for developers to soft launch 

a mobile title as user acquisition costs are generally lower here than in more developed regions

• The territory is also a growing hub for game development and outsourcing studios thanks to strong 

internet connections and a tech-savvy workforce

▪ Bandai Namco, Take-Two, and Ubisoft are some of the major international publishers that have opened their 

own local development studios

▪ Ubisoft’s recently opened studio in Singapore is already working on the company's upcoming Skull & Bones

pirate game, with Ubisoft CEO Yves Guillemot expecting more game companies, particularly Chinese and 

Japanese companies, to follow suit

▪ Sony has partnered with Streamline Studios, a game development and outsourcing company based in 

Malaysia, to boost local game development for the Chinese market through Sony's China Hero Project
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SEA

PC/Mobile Platform

Formerly known as Garena, Sea 

offers a portal for PC and mobile 

games in Southeast Asia, boasting 

several titles like League of Legends, 

Heroes of Newerth, and FIFA Online 3

The company is backed by Tencent 

and recently raised $884 million in a 

New York IPO

LAZADA GROUP

Ecommerce Platform

A prominent ecommerce platform 

throughout the region for retail console 

hardware and software, as well as gift 

cards and virtual currency for digital 

gaming platforms

Alibaba recently invested $1 billion in 

the company to expand its presence 

in Southeast Asia

STREAMLINE STUDIOS

Development Studio

Prominent outsourcing firm for AAA 

game development and the largest 

game developer in Southeast Asia

Sony tapped the developer to boost 

local game development in China 

through Sony’s China Hero Project

Square Enix also partnered with the 

firm on the PS VR title Monster of the 

Deep: Final Fantasy XV

MOONTON

Developer 

Moonton is the developer of Mobile 

Legends: Bang Bang, a top mobile 

game in the Southeast Asia market, 

released in 2016

Moonton has been actively promoting 

an esports scene around Mobile 

Legends

Mobile Legends: Bang Bang is clearly 

modeled on League of Legends and 

Riot Games filed a lawsuit against 

Moonton in July 2017

NEXON THAILAND

Publisher

Formerly iDCC, Nexon completed its 

acquisition of the Thai online PC and 

mobile publisher in June 2017 to 

expand Nexon’s footprint in the region

Following the acquisition, Nexon

officially launched its flagship title, 

MapleStory, in the region as well as a 

mobile shooter entitled Point Blank: 

Strike

CLOUD MOOLAH

Payment Service

Payment service focused on mobile 

gaming solutions in Southeast Asia, 

where credit card penetration is very 

low

Unity has partnered with the company 

to integrate CloudMoolah’s payment 

service into mobile games developed 

for the region

PASSION REPUBLIC

Production Studio

A Malaysian studio specializing in 

AAA cinematic and graphics content 

The firm has been leveraged for work 

by the likes of Naughty Dog, Platinum 

Games, From Software, Activision, 

Microsoft, Sony, Sega, Square Enix, 

and Warner Bros.

MOL

Payment Service

A leading electronic payment provider 

in the region behind the MOL 

AccessPortal service

Razer recently acquired a 19.9% 

stake in the company, with MOL now 

planning to distribute Razer’s zGold

virtual currency in Southeast Asia
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S T R E N G T H

• Broadband and mobile penetration are solid in the region, with 

more than half of Southeast Asia’s population accessing the 

Internet through one method or the other

• Despite entering the market relatively late, Southeast Asia has a 

burgeoning indie developer scene, with Indonesia, Vietnam, and 

Malaysia, among others, boasting successful game creators

• Mobile and PC gaming are both strong in the region

W E A K N E S S

• Console gaming remains an elusive luxury for many Southeast 

Asian gamers, with PC and Mobile taking the lion’s share of 

revenue

• Lack of a retail ecosystem for gaming will likely ensure that 

Southeast Asia’s games market will remain more digital-centric

• Fragmentation of cultures, languages and business practices 

poses a challenge to localization. In order to penetrate this 

region fully, games must be localized into at least 5 languages.

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Local companies such as Sea (formerly Garena), continue to 

gain prominence

• In addition to Chinese and Korean companies entering this 

region, many Western companies are also starting to explore the 

market 

• An improving macroeconomic and consumer spending 

landscape will also function as catalysts for better gaming growth 

over the next several years

T H R E A T

• Lack of credit card penetration continues to hinder digital gaming 

growth, though this is partially offset by the evolution of local 

payment methods

• Mobile monetization remains a problem due to the lower average 

income of the region’s population. As a result, in-game 

advertising remains a key monetization piece, but this has lower 

revenue potential versus in-app microtransactions.
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51% 52% 54% 56% 56% 55%

18% 19%
19% 18% 20% 22%

30% 29% 27% 26% 24% 23%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

SE ASIA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST (2017-2022E)

$1.11B
$1.29B

$1.48B
$1.67B

$1.86B
$2.01B

$390M

$470M

$510M

$530M

$670M

$800M

$660M

$700M

$740M

$770M

$800M

$820M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

SE ASIA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

SOUTHEAST ASIA MARKET OUTLOOK
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PC

MOBILE

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales
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$1.07B

$760M

$480M

$1.19B

$900M

$510M

Console** Mobile PC**

16%19%

AUSTRALIA/NZ VIDEO GAME MARKET
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The Australia/New Zealand total video game market 

is estimated to have generated $2.6 billion in 2017, a 

13% increase year-over-year

• Mobile saw the largest growth of all three major segments, 

with revenue growing 18% y/y to $900 million, taking 35% 

share against Console and PC in 2017

• PC saw muted growth with a 7% y/y increase to $510 

million, remaining the smallest segment in Aus/NZ

• Console remains the biggest segment in terms of revenue, 

growing 11% y/y to $1.19 billion, driven primarily by physical 

hardware and physical software sales

• Digital gaming across Console, Mobile, and PC grew a 

healthy 16% y/y to $1.7 billion overall, but Digital Console 

software and services accounted for just 18% of this total, 

hampered by expensive broadband connections and higher 

pricing for digital software

• Aus/NZ claimed 19% share of all emerging markets* gaming 

revenue in 2017, but is expected to fall to 16% share in 

2022 against growth in Southeast Asia and India

+18% y/y

+7% y/y

2016 2017

SALES REVENUE

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS * ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS *

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) 2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

AUSTRALIA/NZ AUSTRALIA/NZ

* Emerging Markets include Russia, Poland, Southeast Asia, Australia / New Zealand, India, Latin America, MENA and Turkey

** Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales

+11% y/y
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CONSOLE 46%

MOBILE 34%

PC 20%

AUSTRALIA/NZ IN 2017
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* Includes gray imports

REST OF 

WORLD

1,573M

ANDROID 8M

IOS 10M

OTHER 417K

AUSTRALIA/NZ

ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

TOP TITLES 2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORM

186K
311K

1.21M

2.34M

1.98M

228K

2.26M

1.29M

WII U SWITCH 3DS PS3 PS4 PS VITA X360 XBO

NINTENDO

SONY MICROSOFT

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

HEART OF VEGAS SLOTS CASINO
Product Madness

CLASH OF CLANS
Supercell

CASHMAN CASINO 
Product Madness

SLOTOMANIA SLOTS
Playtika

CANDY CRUSH SAGA
King

CALL OF DUTY: WWII
Activision Blizzard

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

CRASH BANDICOOT N. 

SANE TRILOGY
Activision Blizzard

DESTINY 2
Activision Blizzard

TOM CLANCY’S GHOST RECON 

WILDLANDS
Ubisoft

COUNTER-STRIKE: GO
Valve

DOTA 2
Valve

ROCKET LEAGUE
Psyonix

PUBG
PUBG Corp

OVERWATCH
Blizzard Entertainment
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• Australia remains a dominant market for physical retail as expensive broadband connections, mall 

culture, and competitive retail pricing have hindered both ecommerce and digital share 

• EB Games remains the #1 retailer in terms of market share, followed by electronics retailer JB HiFi 

and then big box chains like Big W and Target

▪ Following in the footsteps of other major specialist retailers, EB Games has diversified into merchandise and 

collectibles and has also been innovative in piloting a subscription service for its catalog of used games called 

Swap ‘n’ Play, which allows customers to rent out one used game at a time for just $19.95 AUD a month

▪ Big W and Target are particularly driving pricing discounts in the games space, but pricing migration overall is 

speeding up as new full-priced titles can drop as much as 40% after one month on the market depending on 

sell-through performance and retailer satisfaction

• Ecommerce is currently only estimated to account for 10% of the local games market, but Amazon’s 

recent launch in the territory could spell some change

▪ Amazon’s Australian launch was heavily anticipated but ended up arriving in early-December and missing the 

crucial Black Friday as had been predicted

▪ The launch was also less pronounced than expected as supply quantities were limited, pricing was not very 

aggressive, and distribution across such a vast territory hadn’t been thoroughly fleshed out
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• Though Amazon has had a slow start in Australia, local distributors remain positive on the company’s 

long-term prospects and Amazon’s potential ability to widen the availability of physical software, 

hardware, and accessories in the region

• Local distributors may also be positive because they are seeing good growth for the businesses in 

the country as well

▪ 18Point2, a distributor that was previously exclusive to Warner Bros., has since gained independence and 

has picked up titles from publishers such as Milestone and Techland

▪ FiveStar has seen the strongest growth in the Australian scene thanks largely to their big accessories client, 

Turtle Beach, as well as new business driven by retro consoles from the Sega and Atari generation

• Digital distribution remains much weaker in this territory than in other geos

▪ IDG channel checks indicate that even bigger AAA titles for series like Call of Duty or Assassin’s Creed 

manage roughly 12-15% share for digital full game downloads

▪ However, this share is often much higher for highly connected GaaS titles such as Destiny 2
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• New Zealand’s games market is estimated to be about 10-17% of Australia’s depending on platform

▪ Though small, the market has seen healthy growth in 2017 on most major platforms

• Long renowned for its strong film industry, New Zealand is looking to build on its creative industry 

and put some of its local game studios on the map

▪ Weta Workshop, a special effects film studio best known for its work on the Lord of the Rings and the Planet 

of the Apes franchises, recently expanded into games through subsidiary Weta Gameshop

▪ The studio is pioneering Mixed Reality content for the heavily-hyped Magic Leap One platform, starting with 

its upcoming title, Dr. Grordbort's Invaders

• The New Zealand Game Developers Association is also aiming to attract more government 

investment to fuel further growth and support for the industry as seen in Finland and Canada

▪ The NZ Film Commission opened the door to this kind of funding through its Interactive Development Fund

▪ However, other funding and tax incentive programs still remain scant as New Zealand’s past governments 

hadn’t previously given much acknowledgement to the sector 

• The country was also early to join the debate over regulating the use of loot boxes following the 

controversy surrounding Star Wars Battlefront II

▪ Though concerns were raised, the New Zealand Department for Internal Affairs deemed the monetization 

scheme not to fit its legal definition of gambling
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AUSTRALIA/NZ KEY GAMING COMPANIES

EB Games Australia

Retailer

A division of GameStop, EB Games is 

the largest games retailer in Australia 

and New Zealand

The retailer piloted a new subscription 

service in August called Swap ‘n' Play, 

in which Australian EB World 

members could rent one used game at 

a time for just $19.95 AUD month

The program was briefly trialed in the 

US by GameStop, but was shelved 

due to technical issues

JB Hi-Fi

Retailer

Major electronics retailer that is the 

second-largest games retailer in 

Australia/New Zealand

The company has been preparing for 

Amazon’s penetration of the market by 

bolstering its ecommerce business, 

introducing same-day delivery, and 

slowing its opening of new retail 

locations

Hipster Whale

Developer/Publisher

Australian mobile developer best 

known for Crossy Road

In 2016, the developer expanded into 

mobile publishing off of Crossy Road’s 

success

Similar to Surprise Attack, company 

president Clara Reeves noted that 

Asia was a key focus area for Hipster 

Whale’s growth

Mighty Kingdom

Developer

Australian developer best known for 

its portfolio of Shopkins mobile games

The developer supported an Adelaide 

state government initiative to invest $2 

million in Game Plus, a hub to attract 

game developers in Southern 

Australia

Mighty Kingdom announced that it 

would bring its company headquarters 

to the Game Plus hub

Amazon Australia

E-commerce Retailer

The global e-commerce giant only 

entered the Australian market in the 

beginning of December 2017

Amazon’s arrival was expected to 

significantly disrupt local retail across 

all sectors, including games, but initial 

reports indicate Amazon’s prices have 

generally been higher than local 

competitors and shipments have seen 

significant delays

Five Star Games

Distributor

A wholesale distributor for video game 

software, hardware, and accessories 

in Australia and New Zealand

The company has recently been 

leveraged by the likes of Focus Home 

Interactive, SEGA, Bigben Interactive, 

and Studio Wildcard to distribute their 

recent releases

It has seen rapid growth thanks to its 

big accessories client, Turtle Beach

Grinding Gear Games

Developer

New Zealand developer based in 

Auckland behind the free-to-play, 

action RPG title Path of Exile

The company released the title on 

Xbox One in August, with the 

developer citing that the Windows-

based platform was the simplest for 

which to port the PC version of Path of 

Exile

Surprise Attack

Publisher

An Australian publisher based in 

Melbourne that is dedicated to indie 

developers

Chris Wright, Managing Director of the 

company, recently noted that Surprise 

Attack’s premium PC and console 

titles were seeing strong growth in 

China

Recent releases include Think of the 

Children, Hacknet Labyrinths, and 

episodic title Orwell
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S T R E N G T H

• This market shows a lot of balance across platforms (Mobile, PC 

and Console are all solid) and retail distribution is strong

• Due to cultural and consumer affinities with the US and UK, 

Australia/New Zealand continues to function as a major test 

market for games, especially on mobile soft launches

• Overall economic trends look positive with relatively low inflation, 

decent GDP growth and solid trade indicators

W E A K N E S S

• Broadband speed is extremely poor, with Australia ranking 51st in 

the world in this metric. This is a major barrier to broader digital 

gaming growth.

• Government support for gaming via the Australian Interactive 

Games Fund ($20M) was suspended in 2014 after a change in 

government, and does not appear to be coming back soon

• Censorship remains a barrier, with Australia boasting a more 

rigorous rating system for video games than most other countries

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• While Sony and Microsoft have performed solidly, ANZ could also 

become a fertile region for Switch growth over time

• Slot and casino games perform well, as a harbinger to potential 

esports betting opportunities in the long-term

• 225 companies operate in Australia, with a bevy of indie studios 

creating hits such as Fruit Ninja, Jetpack Joyride, and Crossy

Road. This region is rife with innovation and can likely grow in the 

years to come.

T H R E A T

• The drop in export commodities has placed growth constraints on 

the Australian economy

• Although mobile gaming is solid, costs per install and user 

acquisition costs continue to trend upward in the region

• Heavy discounting of games software at retail has persisted over 

time, with the continued devaluation of the Australian dollar 

versus the American dollar and other currencies creating new 

discrepancies in the market as well
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34% 37% 38% 40% 40% 40%

46% 44% 43% 42% 43% 44%

20% 19% 18% 18% 17% 16%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

AUSTRALIA / NZ PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST (2017-2022E)

$900M
$1.04B $1.16B $1.26B $1.35B $1.42B

$1.19B

$1.25B
$1.31B

$1.34B
$1.43B

$1.59B
$510M

$530M

$550M
$560M

$570M

$580M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

AUSTRALIA / NZ PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

AUSTRALIA/NZ MARKET OUTLOOK
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PC

MOBILE

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales



INDIA
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$80M

$120M

$70M
$80M

$190M

$80M

Console** Mobile PC**

8%3%

INDIA VIDEO GAME MARKET
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+55% y/y

2016 2017

SALES REVENUE

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

The Indian gaming market generated an estimated 

$350 million in revenue for 2017, a 27% y/y 

increase 

• Mobile, India’s strongest segment, grew an estimated 

55% y/y to $190 million in 2017 thanks to a growing 

smartphone installed base, acceptance of localized 

payment methods, and better localization for Indian titles

• The console market was roughly flat y/y with revenues of 

$80 million—slight year-over-year declines in physical 

hardware and software were offset by slight digital gains

• India’s PC market grew 13% y/y to $80 million, tying with 

the console sector for the first time

• IDG estimates India to have accounted for just 3% 

market share of all emerging markets* in 2017, the 

smallest market in this category

• However, IDG anticipates the Indian market to grow at a 

5-year CAGR of 40% to reach $1.83 billion in 2022, 

driven primarily by growth in mobile gaming, thus 

representing the strongest growth opportunity for any 

emerging market

ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS * ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS *

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) 2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

INDIA INDIA

* Emerging Markets include Russia, Poland, Southeast Asia, Australia / New Zealand, India, Latin America, MENA and Turkey

** Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales

0% y/y +13% y/y
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CONSOLE 24%

MOBILE 53%

PC 23%

5K 5K

70K

362K

180K

26K

136K

25K

WII U SWITCH 3DS PS3 PS4 PS VITA X360 XBO

* Includes gray imports

REST OF 

WORLD

1,303M

ANDROID 230M

IOS 8M

OTHER 50M

INDIANINTENDO

SONY

MICROSOFT

INDIA IN 2017
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ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

TOP TITLES

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORM

CLASH OF CLANS
Supercell

TEEN PATTI – INDIAN POKER
Octro

8 BALL POOL
Miniclip

CANDY CRUSH SAGA
King

TEEN PATTI GOLD
Moonfrog

CS:GO
Valve

PUBG
PUBG Corp

DOTA 2
Valve

FORTNITE
Epic Games

OVERWATCH
Activision Blizzard

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END
Sony

HORIZON ZERO DAWN
Sony

CALL OF DUTY: WWII
Activision Blizzard

GRAND THEFT AUTO V
Take-Two Interactive
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• India’s economy saw much volatility in 2016 following the government’s abrupt demonetization of  

over 80% of the country’s circulated currency, but economic conditions in India have since settled 

down a bit with GDP growing at a 6.4% rate in 2017

• The government also implemented reforms for its indirect tax structure through the Goods and 

Services Tax (GST) in July 2017

▪ GST now reaches 18% for game software and 28% for game hardware, but so far there hasn’t been a 

noticeable impact on retail pricing or consumer spending

• The console market has been historically weak as the major gaming brands aren’t as well known in 

India and locals haven’t found the hardware to be affordable, but consumer sentiment is shifting as 

premium smartphone prices make console hardware look more equitable

▪ Ecommerce platforms are also helping to reduce these barriers as Amazon allows consoles to be paid off in 

monthly installments, PlayStation’s brand is getting more recognition through Amazon, and Flipkart is offering 

trade-in programs for last-gen console hardware

• PS4, the top console platform in the region, accounts for a disproportionate amount of the console 

market with IDG estimating the installed base to have reached 180,000 in 2017—compared to just 

25,000 for Xbox One—and accelerating in growth year-over-year
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• Despite better availability at retail, Xbox One hardware sales have been sluggish as Microsoft’s local 

management team has become increasingly more focused on other Microsoft hardware products like 

the Surface laptop/tablet series

• Nintendo has no formal distribution for Switch in India, but the console is selling well in the gray 

market and has some availability on ecommerce sites and independent stores

▪ Amazon was in talks with Nintendo to become the company’s exclusive distribution partner in the company, 

but due to supply constraints for the Switch at launch it was not possible

• The country’s console software market remains a heavily physical-oriented and particularly 

ecommerce-focused environment as Amazon and Flipkart are cementing their positions as key 

games retailers, and Amazon is taking on exclusive distribution rights for major publishers such as 

EA

• Though coming from a low base, digital console software sales grew rapidly in 2017, particularly for 

PlayStation, thanks to increasing acceptance of localized payment methods, credit card penetration, 

and stronger broadband connections

▪ Digital adoption may also further accelerate as POSA cards for virtual currency like PlayStation Points are 

being introduced to the retail market (previously were prohibited due to tax reasons)
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• Boxed PC games have not seen growth as more and more publishers are moving towards 

distributing PC games exclusively on digital platforms

▪ The number of Internet users in India is estimated to have grown 50% in the past 2 years

• On the other hand, Steam is doing very well thanks to greater acceptance of local payment methods 

like Paytm and even cash-on-delivery services like Novaplay

• Mobile remains the country’s top platform for gaming, though consumer spending on in-app 

purchases is still relatively weak

▪ Top free mobile games can expect to see as high as 40 million downloads in a year

▪ Action, Strategy, Racing and Casual and Casino are popular genres

• Localization is key to gaining traction in the India market, but it’s a complex process

▪ India has 8 major languages with a myriad more local dialects—but the top 4 languages to start with are 

Hindi, Tamil, Telugu and Bengali

▪ In addition to localizing language, developers should also localize character design, settings, background 

artwork, IAP offers, and ads to appeal specifically to Indian gamers

▪ In terms of localizing game design, allowing users to upgrade/downgrade visuals or implementing an offline 

mode against AI for multiplayer games will help mitigate the hurdle of slow or limited access to Internet 

▪ Limited time events on local holidays as well as localized in-game collectibles can help to drive IAPs
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• Both Apple and Google have been making aggressive moves to better serve this market

▪ Apple has bolstered local iPhone manufacturing so that their smartphones can better compete with fewer 

import tax issues

▪ Google is pushing a new lightweight version of Android, Android Go, for the country’s lower-end devices and 

has added a Made for India section of the Play Store to feature apps and games with smaller file sizes, offline 

options, localization for the country’s several different languages, and limited data consumption

▪ The iOS App Store and Google Play have both lowered the minimum price tier for app and in-app purchases, 

as top grossing developers in India have achieved success in part due to localized price points rather than 

keeping parity with other developed regions

• The App Store and Google Play store aren’t the only players in town, however

▪ There are many smaller app stores operated by other hardware manufacturers, such as China’s Xiaomi, as 

well as by local telco companies, such as Jio and Idea, that also serve the India app market

• Indian consumers, particularly the younger generation, are becoming big users of social media

▪ YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp, Hike, and Instagram are effective ways to market to Indian gamers
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INDIA KEY GAMING COMPANIES

FLIPKART

Ecommerce Retailer

Major Indian ecommerce retailer that’s 

in competition with Amazon India and 

Snapdeal

Flipkart raised $1.4 billion from eBay, 

Microsoft, and Tencent in April 2017 

and acquired eBay’s operation in the 

country

Walmart is also reportedly interested 

in buying a 40% stake in the company

APPLE

Tech Company

The iPhone maker is pushing harder 

into the Indian mobile market with new 

Apple Stores in major cities, 

partnerships with third-party resellers, 

and support for local app developers 

Apple has also reportedly been 

ramping up local iPhone 

manufacturing for sale in India

The company announced in its fiscal 

Q4 2017 earnings that it doubled 

revenue in India year-over-year

ZYNGA INDIA

Developer

Zynga’s Indian arm is home to the 

company’s second largest studio 

outside of its SF headquarters

The company announced plans to 

significantly grow its operations over 

the next year in India and develop 

games specifically for the market

It soft launched a fully localized mobile 

match-3 title, Rangoli Rekha: Color 

Match, exclusively for the Indian 

market in August 2017

YOUZU INTERACTIVE

Publisher

Major Chinese PC online and mobile 

publisher YouZu Interactive opened 

an office in Pune, a major tech hub in 

India, back in March 2017

The company cited intentions to 

publish local and international content 

for the country's growing mobile 

audience

The division is also reportedly looking 

to make up to $10 million in local 

investments and acquisitions

GOOGLE

Tech Company

The company is working to better 

cater to the Indian mobile market with 

lightweight versions of Android, 

lightweight versions of major Google 

apps like YouTube, and the featuring 

of apps that cater to Indian consumers

Google is also improving mobile 

monetization by accepting new 

options for digital wallets, prepaid 

services, and carrier-billing

PAYTM

Payment Provider

A mobile wallet provider and 

ecommerce retailer that has become 

the company’s second most valuable 

startup

Following India’s currency 

demonetization crisis, the startup saw 

impressive growth with its use 

surpassing credit card penetration

In January 2017, Paytm enabled 

users to recharge their Google Play 

account credits through their service

RIOT GAMES

Publisher

The publisher behind League of 

Legends opened an office in New 

Delhi with the intention of growing the 

local playerbase in June 2017

Riot hopes to make League of 

Legends more competitive in the 

region against Dota 2 and has opened 

a number of community management 

positions for its regional office

NAZARA

Publisher

India’s largest mobile games publisher 

boasting several cricket, racing, and 

casual titles

The company is pushing into esports

with an investment in Nodwin Gaming, 

which led ESL to acquire a minority 

stake in the publisher

Nazara is reportedly planning an IPO 

with a valuation up to $550 million, 

which would make it the first Indian 

gaming company to go public
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S T R E N G T H

• The country continues to see stronger penetration of smartphones 

thanks to a large population and rising discretionary income levels

• In fact, India has emerged as one of the fastest growth drivers of 

mobile game downloads across both Android and iOS

• With 1.3 billion people, India’s population continues to grow ever-so-

close to the #1 leader, China, which has 1.4 billion people. With faster 

population growth of 1.17% (in 2017) for India versus 0.41% for China, 

it is possible that India eventually surpasses China as the country with 

the largest population in the world.

W E A K N E S S

• India’s 2017 crackdown on two high-currency notes via demonetization 

ended up backfiring. Not only did this move lead to bank overruns and 

devaluation of the rupee currency, but after wiping out 86% of the 

money in circulation through this move, roughly 99% of that money has 

already made its way back into the banking system.

• Out of 122 countries, India ranks towards the bottom at #109 for mobile 

Internet speed, but slightly better at #76 for fixed broadband speed

• Despite stronger mobile penetration, spending levels are still low, 

increasing the necessity for in-game advertising

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Freemium gaming is still relatively nascent in the region, and this 

implies much greater opportunity on mobile and PC game revenue. 

India’s top mobile publisher, Nazara, may IPO in the near future.

• Ecommerce is being boosted by the advent of new mobile payment 

solutions, led by Chinese leaders such as Alibaba and Tencent who 

are penetrating the Indian market with solutions that only require 

smartphone screens rather than point-of-sale terminals. Last year’s 

demonetization also catapulted local mobile wallet company, Paytm.

• Unity plans to triple its workforce in India to grow its VR/AR operations

T H R E A T

• In an attempt to bolster local smartphone manufacturing, India’s 

government raised taxes on imported mobile phones from 10% to 15%. 

This could present risk to Apple and other foreign manufacturers.

• The Indian rupee continues to experience devaluation against the 

dollar and other currencies, which continues in turn to preclude 

stronger economic growth

• Despite being home to some of the most well-educated and technically-

adept workers in the world, most of these workers have eschewed the 

games industry to-date
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53%
60% 62% 63% 65% 66%

24%
18% 14% 12% 11% 11%

23% 22% 24% 25% 24% 23%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

INDIA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST (2017-2022E)

$190M
$310M

$490M

$710M

$960M

$1.20B

$80M

$90M

$110M

$140M

$170M

$210M

$80M

$110M

$190M

$280M

$350M

$420M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

INDIA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

INDIA MARKET OUTLOOK
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MOBILE

PC

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales



LATIN AMERICA
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$1.95B

$610M

$1.08B

$2.02B

$730M

$1.16B

Console*** Mobile PC***

28%28%

LATIN AMERICA VIDEO GAME MARKET
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+20% y/y

+7% y/y

2016 2017

SALES REVENUE

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

Following a decline in 2016, the Latin American* market 

regained some strength in 2017 and grew an estimated 7% 

to reach $3.9 billion

• Physical console hardware and software revenue fell 2% y/y in 

2017, a much more tempered drop versus the prior year, thanks in 

large part to the success of the Switch in Mexico and ROLA

• Total console revenue including digital, however, saw an increase 

of 3% y/y to reach $2.0 billion in revenue

• PC was the second-largest segment following console with an 

estimated 30% share, or $1.2 billion

• Although MOBAs are still more popular, Battle Royale games such 

as PUBG had a strong following in Latam

• The mobile category was the smallest among all three, but it saw 

the greatest year-over-year growth with a 20% boost in sales to 

$730 million 

• IDG foresees that Latin America’s revenue share of all emerging 

markets will remain roughly 28% over the next 5 years

ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS ** ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS **

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) 2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

LATIN AMERICALATIN AMERICA

* IDG primarily tracks Latin America as Brazil, Mexico, and ROLA (Argentina, Chile, Colombia, and Peru)

** Emerging Markets include Russia, Poland, Southeast Asia, Australia / New Zealand, India, Latin America, MENA and Turkey

*** Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales

+3% y/y
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0.3M

10.0M

4.5M

8.1M

2.4M

SWITCH PS3 PS4 X360 XBO

NINTENDO

SONY
MICROSOFT

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

CONSOLE 51%

MOBILE 19%

PC 30%

* Includes gray imports

REST OF 

WORLD

1,338M

ANDROID 214M

IOS 27M

OTHER 13M

LATAM
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ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

TOP TITLES 2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORM

CLASH ROYALE
Supercell

CLASH OF CLANS
Supercell

POKÉMON GO
Niantic

CANDY CRUSH SAGA
King

CLASH OF KINGS
Elex Wireless

COUNTER-STRIKE: GO
Valve

OVERWATCH
Blizzard Entertainment

FORTNITE
Epic Games

PUBG
PUBG Corp

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Riot Games

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

CALL OF DUTY: WWII
Activision Blizzard

DESTINY 2
Activision Blizzard

GRAND THEFT AUTO V
Take-Two Interactive

ASSASSIN’S CREED ORIGINS
Ubisoft
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• Following a two-year recession in 2015 and 2016, the Latin American economy seems to have 

turned a corner, with an estimated 1.9% growth in the region’s GDP for 2017 according to the IMF, 

which forecasts another 2.5% boost for 2018

• Although the region is seeing an upswing in its economy, the GDP growth rates still underperform 

versus those in other developing countries

• Further volatility in local currencies and the stock market could be a concern with upcoming 

presidential elections in Mexico, Brazil and Colombia

• Exchange rate turbulence has had a negative effect on some Latin American markets including 

Mexico and Argentina, where currencies depreciated in the second half of 2017 versus the US dollar

▪ As a result, most Latin American countries saw increases in video game software SRPs with the most notable 

cases in Argentina and Mexico

▲ Software SRPs in Argentina increased over 2x from 999 ARS pre-2015 to 2,099 ARS in 2018

▲ Software SRPs in Mexico increased 30% from 999 MXN pre-2015 to 1,299 MXN in 2018
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• Software sales breakout by country can vary significantly based on the title, but in general, Brazil 

makes up a majority of both hardware and software sales with approximately 40% market share, 

followed by Mexico and Rest of Latin America (ROLA), each with ~30% share

• The new Nintendo Switch is becoming a key player in the region where the console was a holiday 

best-seller

▪ The Switch represented as many as 30% of console sales in ROLA during the holidays

▪ Nintendo currently has a missed opportunity in Brazil as the console is not yet officially present

▪ The growth potential of the console has also been impacted in Mexico—although present in official sales 

channels, the price of the Switch is closer to $500 in Mexico as Nintendo only sells the hardware through 

distributors who mark up the price of the console

• However, PlayStation is the brand leader in Latin America, with approximately 4.5M units of PS4 

consoles in the region—1.9M units in ROLA, 1.8M in Brazil, and the remaining 800K in Mexico

• Xbox leads in Mexico in terms of installed base, with 1 million units of Xbox One consoles, 

supplanting Brazil and ROLA, where 900K and 500K Xbox One consoles have been sold to-date 

respectively
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• Digital sales are growing at a strong pace but still lagging in terms of share of total software sales 

versus the US

▪ IDG estimates that the digital console, mobile and digital PC games segments each grew 51%, 20% and 

8% y/y respectively in 2017

• Sell-through reporting remains a challenge in the region, especially in ROLA, where only ~25-30% of 

retail accounts report sell-through numbers

▪ Some improvements on the reporting front can be expected in Mexico where NPD entered the market for 

software reporting in late 2017

• Early 2018 has not seen the same uptick in software as other more mature markets

▪ Capcom and its franchises do not have the same level of success in Latin America, which caused a 

disparity with markets like the US where Monster Hunter World was a key driver for growth in the earlier 

part of the year

▪ Hardware companies have not been investing in promotional activities in Latin America as they have in the 

US and Europe
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GREEN MAN GAMING

Digital Distributor

A digital PC key marketplace that has 

joined GOG.com and Valve in offering 

Spanish and Portuguese localized 

storefronts in Brazil, Colombia, 

Argentina, Chile, and Mexico

Green Man Gaming has partnered 

with BoaCompra to accept local 

currencies and payments methods for 

the very diverse region

KEYWORDS

Localization Studio

Keywords Studios acquired Latin 

American localization studio 

Localizadora Latam SC (“LOLA”) in 

December 2017 to complement 

Keywords’ voice recording studio, Kite 

Team Mexico

The firm has been on an acquisition 

spree as it seeks to establish itself as 

a one-stop shop as a games industry 

backend service provider

SOLUTIONS 2 GO

Distributor

Distributor for Mexico and ROLA that 

is the exclusive distributor for Sony's 

first-party titles in the region

S2GO has taken over Sony’s Sales & 

Marketing efforts in Mexico

Solutions 2 GO Canada recently 

acquired Solutions 2 GO’s US 

business, which included coverage of 

the Paraguay market. The latter is the 

main gateway for Brazil’s console gray 

market.

SARAIVA

Retailer

Major Brazilian electronics and 

entertainment retailer that is Brazil’s 

largest games retailer with 130 outlet 

stores across the country

Saraiva’s market share in Brazil is 

estimated at 17% for software sales

SQUAD

Developer

Mexico City-based developer behind 

space flight simulator Kerbal Space 

Program that was acquired by Take-

Two in May 2017, with the publisher 

expecting to keep the IP as a long-

term franchise in its portfolio

Take-Two recently signed Squad to 

Private Division, the publisher’s new 

division for AA and indie developers

THE NPD GROUP

Sales Tracking Firm

Sales tracking service for games that 

primarily tracks the US physical and 

digital PC and console markets

In July 2017, the firm said it was 

piloting a digital tracking service in the 

region beginning with Brazil and 

Mexico, similar to the digital panel it 

currently runs in the US in partnership 

with major publishers 

GAMERS

Retailer

Major specialized games retailers in 

Mexico with 92 stores in the country 

along with retail space in Wal-Mart 

stores

Gamers also manages the games 

segment in Palacio de Hierro’s 13 

points of sale

Gamers accounts for approximately 

18% of software sales in Mexico

ECOGAMES

Distributor

Brazilian games distributor that has 

worked with the likes of Take-Two 

Interactive, Square Enix, Bandai 

Namco, SEGA-Atlus, and Activision 

Blizzard

Ecogames’ market share was 

approximately 24% in Brazil during 

2017

Ecogames distributes games to 2,200 

points of sale
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S T R E N G T H

• Latam boasts a strong retail ecosystem along with a burgeoning 

digital gaming landscape, led by Brazil 

• An increasing percentage of games are being localized into 

Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese, leading to commensurate 

boosts in sales at the local level

• Despite a maturing console market in most of Latin America, 

many American companies continue to invest in local personnel 

and infrastructure to help grow the Latam business

W E A K N E S S

• Despite more local replication, protectionist policies continue to 

heighten pricing on gaming hardware and software to prohibitive 

levels versus other parts of the world, especially in Brazil

• Foreign exchange rate volatility continues to hurt the market, 

especially in Mexico, with significant market distortions as 

publishers are faced with pricing challenges

• Broadband infrastructure remains a challenge in Mexico relative 

to digital gaming prospects

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Hybrid digital/physical business models are beginning to gain 

traction, although this trend is in the early stages

• Brazil continues to grow strongly in mobile games, with the 

smartphone installed base showing more room for growth

• Esports is gaining momentum, with the formation of new leagues 

and organizations devoted to growing this market and the 

publishers of major esport titles (e.g. Riot with League of 

Legends) also investing in local tournaments

T H R E A T

• Mexico’s economic outlook is plagued with uncertainty, due in 

large part to the possibility that NAFTA will be renegotiated or 

discarded to the detriment of the country

• Outside of Mexico, Xbox remains much weaker in other parts of 

Latin America while Nintendo’s presence has also been muted. 

This has led to Sony dominance, but worse, a lack of choices.

• Additional exchange rate volatility could place more upward 

pressure on SRPs, especially in countries like Argentina
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19% 20% 22% 23% 24% 24%

51% 52%
51% 51% 51% 50%

30% 28% 27% 26% 26% 26%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

LATAM PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST (2017-2022E)

$730M $870M $1.06B $1.23B $1.40B $1.53B

$2.02B
$2.23B

$2.42B

$2.75B

$3.01B
$3.17B

$1.16B

$1.22B

$1.28B

$1.40B

$1.52B

$1.68B

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

LATAM PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

LATIN AMERICA MARKET OUTLOOK
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PC

MOBILE

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales
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$540M
$630M

$90M

$800M $700M

$100M

Console*** Mobile PC***

11%12%
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+11% y/y

+7% y/y

2016 2017

SALES REVENUE

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

The Middle East/North Africa* gaming market was 

worth an estimated $1.6 billion in 2017, a 26% y/y 

improvement

• MENA’s console market saw the strongest growth, 

jumping 47% y/y to $800 million and surpassing the 

region’s mobile market

• Console was bolstered in the region thanks to 

accelerated growth from PS4 and increased investment 

in localization from major publishers

• The region’s PC market grew 7% y/y to $100 million, the 

second smallest emerging market* for PC ahead of India

• MENA’s mobile market grew 11% y/y to $700 million in 

2017, with the Android smartphone installed base far 

outpacing that of iOS

• MENA’s market share of the emerging markets was 12% 

in 2017, up slightly from 2016

• The region is expected to grow at a 5-year CAGR of 9% 

to reach $2.5 billion across all segments in 2022

ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS ** ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS **

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) 2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

MENA MENA

* IDG primarily tracks MENA as Algeria, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Libya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Qatar, Saudi Arabia (KSA), 

Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, and United Arab Emirates (UAE)

** Emerging Markets include Russia, Poland, Southeast Asia, Australia / New Zealand, India, Latin America, MENA, and Turkey

*** Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales

+47% y/y

MENA VIDEO GAME MARKET
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CONSOLE 50%

MOBILE 44%

PC 6%

15K
50K 100K

3.0M

2.5M
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340K

WII U Switch 3DS PS3 PS4 PS VITA X360 XBO

* Includes gray imports
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WORLD
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ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

TOP TITLES

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORM

CLASH OF KINGS
Elex Technology

CLASH ROYALE
Supercell

GAME OF WAR – FIRE AGE
MZ

MOBILE STRIKE
MZ

REVENGE OF SULTANS
ONEMT

DOTA 2
Valve

PUBG
PUBG Corp

CS: GO
Valve

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Riot Games

OVERWATCH
Activision Blizzard

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

CALL OF DUTY: WWII
Activision Blizzard

GRAND THEFT AUTO V
Take-Two Interactive

ASSASSIN’S CREED ORIGINS
Ubisoft

DESTINY 2
Activision Blizzard
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• The World Bank estimated MENA’s economic growth in 2017 to have slowed sharply from 5% in 

2016 to just 1.8% in 2017

▪ Low oil prices continued to negatively affect trading conditions in key oil-producing countries like Saudi 

Arabia, Qatar, and Kuwait

▪ Saudi Arabia also recently led several MENA countries to cut off diplomatic relations and impose trade 

embargos against Qatar in response to Qatar making large payments to Shi’ite and Sunni militias to negotiate 

the release of hostages, evacuation of civilians, and safe passage of humanitarian aid in Iraq and Syria 

▪ In an attempt to shore up government revenues, Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries have also agreed 

to start implementing a 5% VAT on most imported products beginning in 2018

• The physical retail market is effectively controlled by a few wholesalers like Gateway Games and Gift 

King, who then distribute to several sub-distributors from there

▪ Retailers and distributors are being cautious as overall consumer spending was lower then expected in 2017

▪ Amazon also recently entered the market through the acquisition of local ecommerce site Souq.com, with 

local retailers nervous that the company could aggressively start taking more share

▪ These parties are now more resistant to large day-one orders and are advising publishers not to put too 

much stock pressure on the market
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• PS4 remains the leading console format in the region with the installed base reaching 2.5 million

▪ Sony is targeting strong console hardware growth into 2018 despite economic conditions, supported by 

strong advertising campaigns during important periods like Ramadan

▪ The format’s strength is single-handedly driving the region’s overall growth in the console market

▪ PS4 Pro is also reportedly performing well, having reached an impressive 40-50% of total PS4 sales during 

certain months, with Pro customers buying as many as 2.5x the games of standard customers

▪ Software tie ratios in MENA have followed similar patterns to some European markets despite generally lower 

average incomes, indicating a strong connection to gaming amongst MENA consumers

• The Nintendo Switch hasn’t had an official launch in MENA, but the console is still gaining traction 

and is in steady supply at specialist retailers like Geekay Games

▪ The installed base is estimated to have reached as high as 50,000 units in 2017 and some publishers feel the 

Switch could become the #2 platform ahead of Xbox One in the region

▪ Gray market hardware and software imports from Europe and other territories have the potential to sell-in 

easily thanks to the Switch’s region-free format
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• Xbox One is significantly behind PS4 with an IB estimated at just 340,000 through 2017

▪ The format has struggled to gain traction against PlayStation’s brand strength in the region

▪ Though there have been some management changes in the region, Microsoft is reportedly doing little to push 

further sell-through of the platform

▪ The hardware is readily available at retail but Xbox One software has reportedly been difficult to list in large 

quantities

• Full game download sales are behind the curve in MENA for both Console and PC

▪ Cash payments and physical products are engrained in MENA’s culture, and poor broadband connections 

further hamper the ability for this segment to grow

▪ Digital PC sales through Steam are low primarily due to higher prices vs. boxed PC software, as publishers 

rarely localize prices for MENA on digital

▪ On console, even bigger publishers like EA and Ubisoft achieve just 8-11% share for digital vs. physical

▪ Though digital downloads remain low, revenue from subscription services and DLC/Virtual Goods have been 

strong on PSN thanks partially to an Arabic localized storefront and POSA cards sold through local retail
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• Major publishers have long reported cultural challenges in bringing their titles to MENA, but 

developments in Arabic localization and local rating boards have broadened the market opportunity

▪ IDG channel checks indicate that Arabic localization in MENA provides some of the best return on investment 

for localization globally, with Arabic-only SKUs for MENA deterring demand for gray imports

▪ Franchises like Final Fantasy have often been banned in some MENA countries due to religious content, but 

Saudi Arabia has implemented a new age rating board, GCAM, that is expected to keep fewer titles from 

being banned outright and also help to prevent gray imports

▪ Even if a title like GTA V is officially banned, it can often be found through gray market sources and savvy 

digital consumers can buy restricted titles through the US PSN website

• Though challenges persist, companies are further looking to the region for its growth potential

▪ Sony had previously been the only international company with a significant local presence in the region as 

the MENA market had been so fragmented geographically and for channel sales

▪ Ubisoft and Activision have more recently brought representatives into MENA to help cover the growing 

market, allowing them to work directly with wholesalers and particularly grow their catalog sales

▪ The publishers are seeing that their local PR, marketing, and community-based activity is having a positive 

effect on their brands amongst MENA consumers
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SOUQ

Ecommerce Site

Souq.com is the largest 

ecommerce retailer in the Middle 

East and a major platform for 

game sales

The company was purchased by 

Amazon in March 2017, following 

a bidding war with Emaar Malls, a 

company that operates a chain of 

high-end shopping malls in the 

region

GAME COOKS

Developer

Mobile developer with offices in 

Beirut that has released a number 

of Arabic-localized games for the 

region

Game Cooks also released 

Vindicta, the first VR title to be 

published by a Middle Eastern 

studio for SteamVR and Oculus 

Rift in June 2017

GEEKAY GAMES

Retailer/Distributor

Specialist games retail chain with 

stores in United Arab Emirates, 

Qatar, Bahrain, and Oman

The company also operates a 

distribution arm, Geekay

Distribution, in the region and has 

recently distributed titles like 

Agents of Mayhem, ARK: Survival 

Evolved, DiRT 4, and MXGP 3

VIRGIN

Retailer

After once having a more global 

footprint in Asia, Australia, Europe, 

and North America, this major 

retailer for games now exclusively 

operates in MENA

In 2017, Virgin Megastore 

expanded to new stores in Egypt, 

Lebanon, and Saudi Arabia

UBISOFT

Publisher

The only major third-party 

publisher with a local presence in 

the Middle East for console/PC 

marketing and PR as well as a 

mobile development studio

Its Abu Dhabi studio acquired 

Growtopia, an indie MMO for 

mobile and PC, in March 2017 and 

now operates live ops for the title

A mobile game publisher based in 

the US that operates a 

subscription service for its titles

The company has partnered with 

Orange, a wireless service 

provider in Egypt, to help distribute 

its subscription platform via direct 

carrier billing

JARIR BOOKSTORE

Retailer

Major retailer for games with over 

50 stores across Kuwait, Saudi 

Arabia, and UAE, and plans to 

open 6-7 new stores in 2018

The bulk of its sales come from 

Saudi Arabia

Jarir’s profits were up 19% y/y for 

the first nine months of 2017, but 

the firm is projecting more muted 

growth in 2018

PLUTO GAMES

Distributor

A major distributor for games 

accessories, hardware, and 

software in MENA with operations 

in Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, 

Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi 

Arabia, and UAE

The firm distributes hardware and 

first-party software for Microsoft in 

the MENA region

GAMEMINE

Mobile Publisher
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S T R E N G T H

• Despite political turmoil throughout the region, there are pockets 

of major affluence, especially in the gulf states

• With gaming as one of the few sanctioned entertainment 

pastimes, MENA is one of the biggest growth markets in the 

world

• Mobile gaming has emerged as the major stronghold, although 

console gaming also has a material audience led by the PS4

• In Saudi Arabia, the largest MENA market, gamers spend 

roughly 3x more than American and European gamers

W E A K N E S S

• Broadband Internet speeds vary widely from one territory to 

another. And overall, while digital share is gaining on Console, it 

still lags that of other regions in the world.

• Credit card penetration is still relatively low in many parts of the 

Middle East, thus hindering broader digital games growth

• Due to cultural and religious norms, there is a high degree of 

censorship which curtails many foreign games imports from 

gaining traction in the region

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• There is still a very low percentage of games that are localized 

into Arabic, with an even lower percentage of games that are 

culturalized. For the games that do localize and culturalize, such 

as FIFA, the market has seen much stronger results.

• The indie scene remains curtailed by a lack of funding. As more 

growth capital enters this market, it is likely that the market will 

disproportionately benefit versus other more mature markets.

• Outside of KSA and UAE, most other MENA countries would 

benefit from a much-improved broadband infrastructure

T H R E A T

• Piracy and gray import activity remain rampant in the region

• Physical distribution is fragmented due to geography, and in 

many ways is still tied to a small number of key distributors

• Although the Iran Nuclear Deal provided potential upside for the 

Iranian games market due to improved economic conditions, that 

has yet to come to fruition, with recent protests underscoring that 

point
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44% 43% 44%
49% 52% 53%

50% 51% 50%
45% 42% 41%

6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

MENA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST (2017-2022E)

$700M
$810M

$900M
$1.04B

$1.19B
$1.31B

$800M

$960M

$1,010M

$950M

$960M

$1.03B

$100M

$100M

$120M
$130M

$140M

$150M

2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

MENA PHYSICAL + DIGITAL FORECAST IN USD (2017-2022E)

MENA MARKET OUTLOOK
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MOBILE

PC

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales



TURKEY

259
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$120M

$230M
$240M

$130M

$240M $260M

Console** Mobile PC**

TURKEY VIDEO GAME MARKET
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+4% y/y

+11% y/y
2016 2017

+8% y/y

SALES REVENUE

2017 MARKET OVERVIEW

Turkey’s games market saw slowed growth in 2017, 

with total revenue growing only 8% y/y to reach $630 

million

• There were significant economic headwinds in 2017 

hindering growth in most areas

• Mobile gaming, which had been seeing the greatest growth in 

the past few years, saw the least growth in 2017, up only a 

marginal 4% y/y

• The console market also saw muted growth of 8% y/y in 2017

▪ Hardware was the primary driver of growth for the physical 

market thanks to strong sales of the PS4, which accounted 

for roughly one-third of all hardware units sold

▪ Console software saw moderate declines in physical sales, 

but digital console revenue grew 22% y/y to $40 million in 

2017

• The PC gaming market was still the largest gaming segment 

in 2017, with 11% y/y growth

• Turkey represented roughly 5% market share within the 

emerging markets in 2017 

5%5%

ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS * ALL OTHER EMERGING MARKETS *

2017 MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL) 2022E MARKET SHARE (PHYSICAL + DIGITAL)

TURKEY TURKEY

* Emerging Markets include Russia, Poland, Southeast Asia, Australia / New Zealand, India, Latin America, MENA and Turkey

** Console and PC estimates include both physical and digital sales
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CONSOLE 21%

MOBILE 37%

PC 42%

11K 1K

147K

513K

377K
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114K

30K
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* Includes gray imports
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ESTIMATED ACTIVE SMARTPHONE IB (THRU 2017)

TOP TITLES

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE CONSOLE IB * (THRU 2017)

2017 MARKET SHARE BY PLATFORM

CLASH ROYALE
Supercell

LAST EMPIRE – WAR Z
Long Tech Network

101 OKEY
Peak Games

GAME OF WAR - FIRE AGE
MZ

CLASH OF KINGS
Elex Technology

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts

UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END
Sony

CALL OF DUTY: WWII
Activision Blizzard

HORIZON ZERO DAWN
Sony

GTA V
Take-Two Interactive

PUBG
PUBG Corp

EURO TRUCK SIMULATOR 2
SCS Software

H1Z1: KING OF THE KILL
Valve

COUNTER-STRIKE: GO
Valve

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Riot Games
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• In 2016, Turkey’s gaming market was affected by the tumultuous political scene, but the last few months of 2017 

saw a return to stability. Even so, consumer confidence and spending was lower in 2017, resulting in another year 

of modest growth for the Turkish games market.

• High price points on physical games product, with currency devaluation further driving prices upward, coupled with 

a strong appetite for free-to-play games by Turkish gamers, has spurred greater growth on the digital side of 

gaming

• Turkey now has one of the highest physical software prices in the world 

▪ Due to the currency devaluation, the PS4’s price point (1,500 Turkish lira) is still close to the price it launched at 5 years ago

▪ The average PS4 game retails for 350 Turkish lira, up from 290 lira the previous year

▪ One of the effects of rising game prices has been that the retail scene has become less mass market-oriented and caters more 

toward genres that will appeal to core gamers

▪ The gray market has also grown, with Dubai being the primary source of imports

• Games prices are set by distributors and a recent government investigation into price-fixing resulted in penalties 

for a few distributors and retailers in 2017

• The proliferation of free-to-play games has significantly reduced piracy and Turkish gamers have become 

accustomed to making digital purchases

• Turks are very active on social media, and Turkey is one of the few markets where social gaming remains fairly 

strong 

TURKEY MARKET TRENDS

262
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• In the console space, PS4 is the most popular gaming console and 3DS is the most popular handheld device

▪ While the PS3 still has the larger installed base, the PS4’s installed base is now about 73% of the way to matching it, and 

software for the PS4 captured about 36% share of physical unit sales in 2017

▪ On the flip side, the PS4’s IB is still under half of the PS2’s lifetime IB, so there is still room for growth

▪ Sony Eurasia is one of the most active parties in the Turkish market. The company has been strong with localization and 

promotional activities, and Sony’s first-party games are generally the most competitively priced in the physical market. 

▪ 3DS software sales were around 17% of physical unit sales, in third place behind PC, which was close behind the PS4 with 

about 29% share of physical unit sales

▪ The Xbox has not seen much traction in the Turkish market. The Xbox One X model did launch in November, but its high price 

point (2,700 TL) hindered sales. 

▪ The Switch does not have official distribution in the Turkish market yet, but there is estimated to be a small gray market IB of

1,000 units 

• Turkey’s games retail landscape is led by D&R, which is estimated to have roughly 30% market share. MediaMarkt

is the #2 retail chain and Overgame is another key player, with only one retail store but a large online presence. 

▪ Overgame has been growing market share through a few smart strategies: 1) being more punctual with new releases; 2) 

offering value-added services, such as pre-order bonuses as well as a 10% discount, loyalty programs, and a used-game trade-

in program; 3) supplementing their games offering with merchandise and other “loot”

▪ Bimeks, which used to have approximately 10% share of the software market, is struggling and could shut down
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• Aral is the leading distributor within the Turkish games market, and its games typically have the highest price 

points. Bilkom and Sony Eurasia are the other two major distributors serving the market. 

▪ Take-Two Interactive has previously contracted with Aral, but recently partnered with Sony to distribute its PS4 games in the 

region. Some have speculated that this may open Sony up to distribute for more third-party publishers in the region. 

• While digital gaming has been seeing accelerating growth, it’s still off a relatively low base

▪ Low broadband penetration, slow internet speed, as well as quotas on usage, are near-term hurdles to greater growth. On the 

positive side, Turkey’s internet speeds are estimated to have doubled in the past 18 months. 

▪ Other barriers to digital growth include the fact that point cards are still not sold at retail due to tax issues and a still-active pre-

owned market

▪ On the plus side, credit card usage is high and will likely only grow in popularity as the Turkish government has mandated a 

cashless society by 2023. However, the majority of gamers still do not own a credit card yet, so implementing local payment 

options can go a long way toward reducing payment friction. 

▪ The typical console game is now estimated to sell about 10-12% of its sales in digital format, up only slightly versus 2016

▪ FIFA 18, which was the #1 console title in 2017, is estimated to have had a 30% digital share, due to its digital version being 

priced around 100 lira versus the record-setting 380 lira price of the physical version

▪ Most digital games are priced lower than their physical counterparts due to the latter taking on import duties, as well as the high 

channel margin stipulated by distributors
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• PC is Turkey’s largest gaming category in 2017

▪ There are an estimated 20,000 cyber cafes in Turkey that boast as many as 7 million monthly active visitors 

▪ Steam is the dominant digital PC marketplace with about 90% market share. GameSultan is a leading local player within the 

market. 

▪ League of Legends is one of the biggest PC titles with an estimated 6+ million players in Turkey, and Riot has a fairly large local 

presence in Turkey, with a team size of 80+

▪ PUBG has been well-received in Turkey, and local publisher Nfinity was recently contracted to publish the game in Turkey

• The mobile gaming market is expected to overtake PC as the largest category by 2019

▪ The mobile games market, in spite of being a “free-to-play” oriented market, has been affected by Turkey’s currency devaluation 

as companies, particularly those that are based outside of Turkey, have been forced to raise the price of in-game 

microtransactions

▪ Smartphone penetration is high and growing with Android the preferred OS by a significant margin

▪ Istanbul-based Peak Games sold its division that makes casual card games for mobile to Zynga for $100 million at the end of 

2017. Its 101 Okey was a top 5 mobile game in Turkey in 2017. 

• Interest in esports is growing in Turkey, with local companies joining in to grow and support the market, but the 

space is still fairly nascent due to the aforementioned barriers relating to digital gaming growth

• Turkey’s market still possesses significant potential, with a population rivalling Germany but skewing younger

▪ Effective marketing has historically been underutilized. With more targeted advertising campaigns and the leveraging of social 

media, Turkey’s games market could be one to watch over the next few years.  
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TURKEY KEY GAMING COMPANIES

PEAK GAMES

Publisher

Founded by Turkish entrepreneur 

Sidar Sahin in 2010, Peak Games 

has since become a leading 

mobile games developer/publisher 

in Turkey and the MENA region

At the end of 2017, Peak Games 

sold its mobile card game 

development studio to Zynga for 

$100 million

OVERGAME

Retailer 

Turkey’s #3 retailer for games, this 

specialty chain has only one retail 

store but a large online presence

OverGame has been growing 

market share by implementing 

strategies such as a rewards 

program, a used games 

marketplace, preorder bonuses 

and discounts, etc.

CIFTLIK BANK

Developer

Developer behind the popular 

Farm Bank online game, a game 

similar to the infamous FarmVille

franchise but which allows users to 

buy and sell crops for real money

The startup has so far received 

$106 million in investment, but 

local authorities are investigating 

the game as a potential pyramid 

scheme

TEKNOSA

Retailer

A major electronics retailer in 

Turkey that sells video game 

software, hardware, and 

accessories

The chain operates over 300 

stores throughout the country

However, Teknosa’s market share 

has been declining of late as the 

chain focuses more on hardware 

and accessories than software

NFINITY GAMES

Publisher

Nfinity Games is a local publisher 

of F2P games by leading 

international companies

Its catalog of published titles 

include South Korean shooter 

Point Blank, S2 Games’s Heroes 

of Newerth, and most recently, 

PUBG

Nfinity Games also runs local 

esports tournaments

TALEWORLDS

Developer

Local indie developer behind the 

Mount & Blade series, which 

features a medieval combat theme 

and is popular on Steam

The developer is preparing to 

launch the next installment of the 

franchise, Mount & Blade II: 

Bannerlord, and showcased 

gameplay at E3 2017

ARAL

Distributor

The predominant distributor in 

Turkey that holds exclusive 

distribution rights for Activision 

Blizzard, EA, Take-Two, Ubisoft, 

and Warner Bros.

Aral is also Microsoft’s exclusive 

partner for Xbox hardware in 

Turkey

MADBYTE GAMES

Developer

Turkish developer behind local hit 

Zula, a free-to-play online shooter 

with maps based in Istanbul, 

Northern Iraq, and other parts of 

the Middle East

The developer has started to build 

esports around the title in 2018 

with the Zula Europe Pro League
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S T R E N G T H

• Turkey remains a major PC gaming stronghold, with high Internet 

penetration and a robust Cyber Café network. Despite its relatively 

small population, Turkey boasts the 10th highest number of Steam 

users worldwide, surpassing much larger countries like Australia.

• Credit card penetration is impressively high, with the government even 

focused on moving the market to a more cashless society

• Although PC has been the historical leader, Mobile is now vying for 

games market supremacy, catapulted by a mix of strong international 

and local hit IPs

W E A K N E S S

• The Turkish lira continues to face devaluation issues relative to the 

euro, which has prompted increases in app store prices, as well as 

higher than anticipated retail prices of console software 

• Turkey has one of the lowest per capita nominal GDPs of all major 

gaming territories. This indicates a lower income level versus other 

competing markets.

• Despite stronger smartphone penetration and game app downloads, 

Turkey’s mobile ARPU remains relatively low versus other territories

O P P O R T U N I T Y

• Turkey is becoming more active in the gaming conference scene, as 

evidenced by GameX and GIST (Gaming Istanbul)

• While esports remains somewhat nascent, the number of local Turkish 

esports teams has increased significantly, with headliners such as Dark 

Passage, HWA, and Supermassive, as well as physical sports-related 

esports teams such as Fenerbahce and Besiktas

• Local companies such as Peak Games (successfully sold its casual 

card game studio to Zynga for $100M), Gram Games and TaleWorlds

Entertainment have put Turkey on the game developer map

T H R E A T

• In addition to political instability in the past two years, the Turkish 

economy has suffered through rising unemployment, increasing 

inflation, a low savings rate and a major current account deficit

• Due to the latter two issues, Turkey is more beholden to foreign 

investment than other markets

• In addition, with the recent political turmoil, Turkey has not enjoyed as 

much foreign investment and thus has been hamstrung in terms of 

productivity and growth
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PC

MOBILE

CONSOLE*

* Console segment includes hardware, retail software and digital software sales
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